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Abstract 
This thesis discusses and examines the idea of love and its confinement in Jean 
Rhys's fiction, with the focus on representative novels from three phases of Rhys's 
writing, namely Postures in the 1920s, Good Morning, Midnight in the 1930s，and 
Wide Sargasso Sea from the 1940s to the 1960s. The notion of love and confinement 
is examined in context of the immediate socio-cultural milieus of the novels, namely 
1920s Paris, 1930s England and Paris, 1840s West Indies and post-war mid-twentieth 
century. A socio-cultural perspective is the dominant approach to the study of the 
novels. The intertextual reading of history and autobiography provides us relatively 
objective and immediate information about the setting and actions in the novels. 
However, some philosophical and psychological ideas are also adopted to endow the 
thesis with more organization, creativity, and depth. 
“Love，，has its different expressions in different periods of Rhys's writing. 
“Confinement，，changes its forms when “love” takes different manifestations. We can 
see two visions of love in Rhys's fiction: first, love is a desire for an “absence，，- for the 
things one is lacking in the present; second, love is constantly undergoing its own 
transformation in response to the work of time and space, i.e. the political, economic, 
social, and cultural changes, the growth and ageing of a woman, as well as the past and 
present of the woman. 
A spiraling, recurring quest for love can be derived from Postures to Wide 
Sargasso Sea: love is first realized in the romance between man and woman; it is then 
transformed into an obsession with material things, and finally it becomes a pursuit of 
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self-realization. The intensity of the quest is shown from “desire，，(unconscious wish) 
to “obsession” (conscious want and preoccupation) to “pursuit” (actual chase and 
search). 
Love takes the form of a quest for romantic love, worldly things, human 
engagements and places. The quest itself has its double outcomes: on the one hand, it 
satisfies the desire for love inside the female protagonists, in the sense that it liberates 
the suppressed emotions of inadequacy and expands the want; on the other hand, the 
quest becomes different traps for these women characters, in the sense that it 
dehumanizes and renders them either “strayed animals," “eagles without wings," or 
lunatic monsters. The more these women try to attain, the more they are oppressed and 
lost. In the end they are simply imprisoned in the disillusionment and torment left by 
the quests. 
Chapter One examines the idea of love as a desire for romantic love within a 
woman in Postures. Love，either with its origin from the erotic or the spiritual, is 
ultimately transformed to the commercial. The shift from home (England) to hotel 
(Paris) witnesses an exchange between feminine sexuality and masculine power. When 
love is a desire for a romantic relationship, confinement takes the form of subservience 
and oppression of the female characters by the male characters in the patriarchal 
society in 1920s Paris. 
In Chapter Two Jean Rhys goes further to investigate how love is an obsession 
with material objects in Good Morning, Midnight. Worldly objects represent a 
woman's unconscious desire for love. The quest for material objects is indeed a quest 
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for the union between the self and the world. The movement from hotel to hotel is 
accompanied by different modes of action of the female protagonist, namely clothing, 
eating and drinking, housing, and social intercourse. The changes in the modes of 
action themselves convey a new essence of life for a woman in inter-war 1930s. When 
love becomes a hankering for objects, it is a kind of confinement--a restless and 
maddening preoccupation with conformity with the world and assurance of the 
woman's self-worth and existence--that finally diminishes her to a undesirable, 
skeptical, and trapped creature. 
Chapter Three explores and reveals how love is a pursuit of self-realization 
through another woman's constant engagement with other human beings. From the 
thirst for the mother/daughter relationship, to the differences between mistress and 
servant, to the disillusion of friendship, and eventually, to the deception and war in 
marriage, Wide Sargasso Sea unveils a recurrent pattem that human relationships of all 
kinds are ultimately destined for the marital relationship between a man and a woman. 
As reflected in the daughter's life which is a continuation of the mother's life，life in the 
present is a continuation of that in the past. By writing about the daughter, Rhys is also 
writing about the mother and all the oppressed women on earth. The marital 
relationship between a man and a woman is historically a love/power relationship, with 
the man as the master and woman as the enslaved object, the second sex, the 
subordinated and insignificant other in society. The movement from island (the West 
Indies) to attic (in England) reveals that a love relationship between a man and a 
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woman can be transformed from peace in romance to war in marriage, and the 
subsequent imprisonment of the loser--the woman--in the attic-prison. 
All these chapters examine specifically the most natural course of life and the 
meaning of being a woman; from womanhood to childhood back to womanhood we 
can see how love, as an innate desire inside women, develops and interacts with the 
machine of Law (time and space). Women tend to be the victims of the societal and 
cultural changes in different eras, from the "savage" mid 19th century West Indies to 
the first half of “civilized，，twentieth century Paris and England. As shown in Rhys 
novels, a woman is biologically in need of man. And, being a “wo-man，，is to be 
"wo[oed]-[by] -man"--as the play thing and object--in society from generation 
to generation. 
In conclusion，love and confinement, as reflected in Rhys's novels, can be 
explained by a two-in-one “formula，，： 1) The respective quests show that love itself is 
confinement in nature. The romantic, material，and interpersonal quests are all 
expressions of the desire for love. In this way, love is the same as confinement. It is 
constantly urging the woman to be on-the-move. 2) The desire for love necessarily 
brings about different kinds of confinement to the female protagonists，such as the 
oppression of Marya, the fragmentation of Sasha, the alienation and imprisonment of 
Antoinette. However, cultures, societal norms, and traditions may change expression 
of love and give rise to different kinds of confinement. Rhys's fictional world defines 
and redefines the idea of love and confinement as an interrelated chain of adventures, 
oppression, violence, imprisonment, and ‘‘madness.，， 
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Introduction 
A Voyage Out: To Love 
To many contemporary people, love is a sensation to be felt and experienced 
rather than a topic to be talked about or examined. Interestingly, love itself has been 
one of the universal themes in literature and concerns of human beings and society 
itself. Love is both a simple and abstract idea basic to human behaviour. Different 
theorists have been trying to explain and give definition to the paradoxical nature of 
love. Philosophers have thus explored love in itself and asked questions about love 
from Plato onwards in the westem tradition. For Plato, love is an ultimate sensation 
and need inside humanity. He asserted that “love is a longing to regain a lost 
happiness，，{The Symposium 17). The first object of the desire, as suggested by 
Diotima in The Symposium, is “a violent love-sickness," which is to achieve union 
between the sexes (87-88). Psychoanalysts, such as Sigmund Freud, point out that love 
is the most basic and natural drive inside human beings. In Three Essays on the Theory 
ofSexuality Freud states that the desire for passionate love through its act, sex, is one 
of the basic instincts within human beings. The sexual instinct is the result of a 
chemically produced tension in the body which is painful and seeks for relief. The 
psychotherapist, Rollo May, in Love and Will, explains the problems caused by the 
desire for love in “our schizoid world.，，）These thinkers have all revealed something 
very central and significant about the paradox of love: love is both physical and 
spiritual, concrete and abstract, essential and trivial, liberating and confining. 
Agreeing with C.S.Lewis in Four Kinds ofLove and Erich Fromm in The Art of 
Loving, I am treating love as an art which is “just as living is an art，，as music, painting 
* 
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or engineering (Fromm 12). Fromm also suggests that “The process of learning an art 
can be divided conveniently into two parts: one, the mastery of the theory; the other, 
the mastery of the practice，，(12). As a literary researcher, I will focus on the “theory，， 
of love in terms of its paradoxical nature as a force of liberation and confinement in 
Jean Rhys's fiction from the 1920s to the 1960s, taking a socio-cultural perspective. 
With regard to the “practice，” little can be or will be said here about this, but, 
ironically, few of us can avoid experiencing the paradox of love in real life. 
This thesis discusses and examines the desire for love and its inevitable 
transformation in the social-cultural environment in the novels of an early twentieth-
ry 
century woman writer, Jean Rhys. Her identity is greatly fragmented by two forces: 
the circumstances of her birth as a white Creole on the island of Dominica and her life 
experiences in the West Indies, England, and France. As her biographer, Carole 
Angier, says, “Like many ‘English，colonial families, Jean's was not English，but 
Welsh, Irish and Scottish，，(Jean Rhys: Life and Work 6). Rhys's fragmented identities 
make her suffer in life. Conflicting feelings are felt deeply and revealed artistically in 
her fictional world. Secondly, we must consider the political, economic, social, and 
cultural milieus which nurtured her and helped her become a “new woman，，in the era 
of changes--modemity and relativism—after the First World War. As Ford Madox Ford 
remarks in the preface to a selection of stories from The Left Bank, Rhys's fiction 
represents her “passion for stating the case of the underdog，，(Tigers Are Better 
Looking: with a selection from The Left Bank 138). Her sympathy for and echoing of 
suppressed women are artistically manifested from the first novel in 1928，Postures 
(later renamed, Quartet, in America at the publisher's request)� to the last novel, Wide 
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Sargasso Sea in 1966. The fictional world in Rhys's novels reveals much of the truth 
about the society in which she was living, such as，the 1920s Paris in Postures, the 
1930s England and Paris in After Leaving Mr.Mackenzie，Voyage In the Dark, and 
Good Morning, Midnight, and 1840s West Indian society in Wide Sargasso Sea. The 
society in which Rhys lived and the fictional world she portrays are unfavourable for 
the survival of women, whether poor or rich, single or married, professional or 
unprofessional，traditional or feminist, white or black, “sane，，or “insane.，， 
I am interested in examining the relationship between love and confinement as 
themes in Rhys's fiction, drawing from time to time on their immediate socio-cultural 
context. For this reason, I shall refer to Rhys's personal letters, her unfinished 
autobiography, an authorized biography written by Carole Angier, as well as some 
socio-historical references. A socio-cultural approach to Jean Rhys's novels from the 
1920s to the 1960s is a major approach of this study. However, in order to give the 
literary representation a more concrete explanation and illustration, I also adopt some 
of the ideas offered by philosophers (such as Plato, Spinoza, Nietzsche, and Erich 
Fromm), pscholoanalysts (such as Rollo May, Errol Miller), and feminist writers (such 
as Anais Nin and Elaine Showalter). The reason for adopting such a “diverse，， 
approach is not meant to divert the reader's attention from Jean Rhys's fiction. What I 
want to do is to give more penetrating explanations and a more comprehensive 
understanding to Rhys's fictional world. The novelist's mission is to observe life (her 
own life, other people and things around her) and represent life through her own 
sensitivity and aesthetics. Rhys's novels capture the essence of life, but they do not 
really explain or explicate actions or thoughts of the characters. As a critic of Jean 
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Rhys's major novels, I believe that “to explain" as concretely as possible is part of my 
mission in this research. 
Rhys wants to "give life a shape”* in her fictional world. When we examine her 
novels, we will find that the setting, the events, and even the actions of Rhys's 
characters have some profiles of Rhys herself as a social being in the first half of the 
twentieth century. As Rhys stated in a letter in 1953: 
I see what he [somebody mentioned by Selma Vaz 
Dias] means, but also doubt whether it is valid criticism 
[on Postures]. 
After all books and plays are written some time, some 
place, by some person affected by that time, that place, 
the clothes he sees and wears, other books, the air and 
the room and every damned thing. It must be so, and 
how can it be otherwise except his book is a copy? 
{Letters 101) 
Maybe not every novelist desires his or her novels to be read and interpreted 
accurately. But as shown in Rhys's letters written between 1931 and 1966，we can be 
sure that Jean Rhys is a writer who emphasizes more “valid criticism.，，To explore Jean 
Rhys's novels validly requires our reference to, atleast，two other sources: specific 
historical reading and Rhys's autobiography. Fallacies are always there to trap us if we 
try to read and interpret a piece of literary work in isolation from its immediate socio-
cultural context, namely the political, economic, social, literary contexts, the author's 
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life experiences, and, if possible, the readership and the channel of communication.^ 
This triangular relationship (literature, history, and autobiography) enhances 
communication and forms a prism of its own. In scholarship of all kinds, the adoption 
of a certain framework is, if in a negative sense, unavoidable; but if in a positive sense, 
a framework is essential to an insightful study of a collection of literary works. A 
socio-cultural approach, together with some philosophical and psychological 
framework offers us a more illuminating study ofRhys's fiction. My study of the 
socio-cultural information concerning the novels does not seek to usurp the aesthetic 
elements of the artistic works themselves. Rather it tries to widen the space of 
investigation and enable a more accurate, responsible interpretation of the texts. 
Jean Rhys's novels from the 1920s to the 1960s not only shed light on the 
impacts of the two world wars, they also highlight the crises in public and private lives 
during the inter-war periods, namely, from the 1920s to the 1930s, the period when 
most of her novels were written and published. Crises in identity, religion, social 
institutes, and values are confronted by, in Hemingway's words, the ‘‘Lost 
Generation," and they are all explored in the quests of her female protagonists for 
different expressions of love. 
I will investigate the quest for love in terms of its object and transformation in 
time and space in the representative novels of Jean Rhys from three significant stages 
of her writing, namely Postures in the 1920s, Good Morning, Midnight in the 1930s, 
and Wide Sargasso Sea from the 1940s to 60s. In order to make the discussion more 
condensed and insightful. I deliberately “omit’，After Leaving Mr.Mackenzie and 
Voyage In the Dark. I will restrict my discussion within the limited volume of this 
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project to three novels. The three representative novels witness the more significant 
changes in the quest for love and the kind of confinement brought about; second, I 
tend to see that the two “forbidden” novels (ALMM and VID) written and published 
respectively in 1930 and 1934 represent some of the background of the female 
protagonists in Postures and Good Morning, Midnight. Critics, like Elgin W. 
Mellown,6 also see Rhys's major novels as a thorough portrait of the same person in 
different periods of life. This kind of judgment is not necessarily fair, and even 
restrictive to the aesthetic exploration of Rhys's works. I am more inclined to be open 
about the portraits of the women characters in Rhys's novels. There is no doubt that 
the reader is likely to relate the female protagonists to one another, since most of them 
are the rejected, the passive, the unambitious, the marginal, and even considered the 
“insane，，in societies, like France, England, or the West Indies. However, there is every 
reason that we must judge each of the novels as a work in its own right, with its own 
existence, and aesthetic value. 
Like Rhys, her female protagonists are a group of “in-betweens，，： they are 
living between cultures (the West Indian, the English, and the French), between 
femininity (on the border of being a “proper，，woman and an “improper，，woman), and 
between worlds (between the real and the unreal, the conscious and the unconscious, 
the past and the present). These female characters belong nowhere, live between 
boundaries, and thus beyond conventional gendered stereotyping. However, all of them 
have one thing in common: they are all searching for love in their own manners. To a 
certain extent, we can say that Jean Rhys's novels are portraits of women in love. Jean 
Rhys's vision of love is made more complete by the study of the female protagonists' 
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quests from Postures to Wide Sargasso Sea.WhdX is the vision of love in Jean Rhys's 
novels? As reflected from Rhys's works, love is the highest state or the most superb 
quality of survival. It is both a means and an end: to live is to love again and again; to 
live is to have love, such as parental love, friendship, and sexual love. In this way, 
loving has much to do with a person's survival. Loving is a state of living which is 
actualized in a person's certain engagement or possession of other human beings or 
things. Jean Rhys's novels reveal to us two basic visions of love: first, love is a desire 
for an ‘‘absence，，- a desire for what is absent at the present; second, love is constantly 
changing in response to the changes in time and space (i.e. the forces in the external 
world). 
For the first vision of love, I am using the word, “absence，，’ in its general 
sense of lacking or missing. In short, love, as shown in Rhys's novel, is “a desire，，for 
the female protagonists' lack of something in the present, but they may not be very 
conscious of their own lacking. On the surface, it is the sense of inadequacy, 
dissatisfaction，and loneliness that keep the female protagonists questing for one thing 
after another. Undemeath, we can see that it is, in fact, the lack that makes them 
restless and searching. Our retum to Plato may provides us with a better manifestation 
of love as a desire for the absent. According to Socrates in The Symposium, it is that 
"Love is love of，(77). That is, love, first “exists only in relation to some object, and 
second that object must be something of which he is at present in want，’ (77-8). What 
is implied here is the reunion between man and woman--the romantic and erotic love 
relationship--which is the first and primary object of love in humankind. And we 
witness the quest for this kind of love in Jean Rhys's first novel, Postures. 
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The second vision of love in Rhys's novels is that when the absence or the lack 
is changed, the object of the quest will be different; and in this way love undergoes its 
transformation under the changes of the external environment. This indicates that love 
has much to do the exterior world of a human being. The Symposium pin-points the 
element of “time” and “want.，，But when we think carefully about the ideas in the 
dialogue, “what one lacks at present” does not only suggest time and want (the 
external and internal forces), it also stresses the element of ‘‘space，，i.e. the 
environment or milieu in which one is living. Existence itself implies the necessary 
presence of space, time, the individual, and the other people(s). In Rhys's novels, the 
female protagonists wish to have money, men, things and the like. However their 
wishes do not come to them at the same time. These objects of love change in different 
contexts—at a different time and in a different space. And the metamorphosis of love is 
the most central and consistent pattem we can observe from Rhys's fictional world 
from the 1920s to the 1960s. Rhys tries to give vivid expression to the hidden desire 
for love through the female protagonists' persistent quests. The transformation itself 
shows us that reconciliation is made under the machine of Law - time and space. 
Jean Rhys is one of the pioneering novelists of her era examining the desire in a 
woman for love as both a fulfilling and destructive force in life. Her vision of love is 
rather tragic. Love is more a compromise made among the female protagonist, time, 
and space, than a mere innate yeaming. We can witness three different quests: the first 
quest for love is shown in a young married woman's desire for another romantic 
relationship with a married man in Postures; the second quest for love becomes a 
single middle-aged woman's obsession with material objects in Good Morning, 
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Midnight; the last quest for love is revealed in a young girl's pursuit of self-realization 
from childhood to womanhood to her death. Love is dynamic changes from the 
extemalization to the other sex, to material things, and back to oneself. We can see 
love is in the process of becoming something else. The different forms of quest imply 
the protean nature of love: the alteration from “desire” to “obsession” to “pursuit” 
show us a gradual development from the internal to the external, from the spiritual to 
the practical，from the oblique to the obvious. In Postures, Rhys shows us that when a 
woman is young and still has her body as the “capital，，in her bargain (for love), it is an 
unadmitted desire for romantic love and sexual freedom. However, as shown in Good 
Morning, Midnight, when a woman gets older and remains solitary, though more 
independent financially, it is the obsession with material things that gives her a sense of 
existence and makes her excessively preoccupied, disturbed, and worried at all times 
for certain “unreasonable，，reasons. The material objects themselves are not what she is 
absent from; rather they are the alternatives to her own loss. In the last period of her 
writing as in Wide Sargasso Sea’ Rhys unveils the fact that it is the lack of human 
relationships that drives a young girl to pursue her self-realization. And finally only 
through seclusion and confinement does she realize who she is and where she belongs. 
Only by “choosing，，death, may she free herself from the imprisonment of the body 
(which can never be satisfied) and the world (which is too indifferent to the basic 
instinct for love inside human beings). 
By analyzing the respective quests for love in Rhys's novels, I want to show 
how love is transformed from other-love (the opposite sex and material things) to self-
love (recognition of the freedom, worth, and self-knowledge). Love becomes, for Jean 
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Rhys and her female protagonists, an inward joumey from the home (England), to the 
hotel room in exile (Paris), then back to the birthplace on the island (the West Indies), 
and then to the attic in the “home，，(England), and finally, to the confrontation of the 
confinement of the body and the world. In Rhys's fictional world, love is both the 
emancipation of one's passion and slavery of that passion. The tension and conflicts 
produced by the love for a union with people, things, and places are the center of 
discussion and explication in this thesis. 
As shown in her autobiography, Rhys is a woman in love with the idea of love. 
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To her, to be living is to be loving constantly - loving another man, another book, 
another hat, another dress, and another place. In short, life becomes a process of 
experiencing love in othemess and fulfilling the self in the others. Walking with a 
woman in love with knowledge and truth of existence, we can be sure that we can have 
a better understanding of the vision of love in her verbal labyrinth. Writing, the 
construction of the labyrinth, is Jean Rhys's struggle and process of exploring and 
understanding her own life, society, and the universe. For Jean Rhys, to write is as 
important as to breathe. And to write is just like to love. Both of them liberate the 
sense of oppression and inadequacy in life, and yet make her struggle by herself. What 
matters to Jean Rhys is that writing affords her a kind of purgation and thus a healing 
power in life's miseries and imperfection. The primary motive of Rhys's writing is “the 
wish to get rid of this awful sadness that weighed me[her] down"^ We can thus see 
that Rhys's literary techniques are less sophisticated and subtle in the 1920s works 
than in her other works from the late 1930s onwards. The expressions of the theme of 
love and confinement through fresh imagery and a new consciousness of femininity 
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make her a distinctive female writer in twentieth century English literature. For a 
woman like Jean Rhys who had many unpleasant experiences in life, to love and to 
write are the only things that keep her going. 
Jean Rhys is both the observer and the victim of human experiences; she is both 
the playwright and the leading character of the plays about love and its confinement; 
she is both the critical commentator and the ultimate judge passing a certain sentence 
on her female protagonists; she is writing the lives of the oppressed women and she is 
also being written by the critics and recreated by her readers. Being a novelist, she is, 
as Conrad puts it, “an historian, the preserver, the keeper, the expounder, of human 
experience."^ All her novels form a script and a symphony of love, where sincerity, 
devotion, rejection, betrayal, anger, frustration, violence, and self-discovery are 
experienced by women in the transitional world in the first half of the twentieth 
century; but these emotions and struggles in fact are parts of our era and will certainly 
become more intense in the century to come. Jean Rhys's novels represent women's 
thirst and search for self-discovery and identity. Her novels belong to the latest phase 
of women writing ~ “the female，，phase--which is “a phase of self-discovery, a tuming 
inward freed from some of the dependency of opposition, a search for identity."^ 
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Chapter One 
From Home to Hotel: 
The Desire for Romantic Love in Postures 
Postures was first published in England in 1928，but later renamed as Quartet 
at the request of the American publisher. It is an exploration of love relationships 
involving Jean Rhys herself in 1920s’ England and France. As Phyllis Rose in The Yale 
Review remarks, “she [Jean Rhys] had already written the story of much of her life in 
the four short novels published between 1928 and 1939 . . . her desperate, marginal 
existence as a young woman in England before the First World War, her precarious 
married life in Paris in the 1920s，，（596). Despite the fact that she said in Paris Review 
that she never tried to “think of the meaning of what she writes," her female character, 
Marya, carries the profiles of her life experiences (Plante 263). Even Diana Athill, Jean 
Rhys's friend and editor, writes in the foreword of Smile Please, saying that 
“Necessarily, therefore, Jean Rhys's novels are autobiographical: Not autobiographical 
in every detail, as readers sometimes suppose, but autobiographical they were. . . •” 
(6). Some descriptive details in Postures do run in parallel to some of Rhys's life in 
Paris after the imprisonment of her husband, Jean Lenglet. Certain facts are inevitably 
fictionalized and romanticized in the process of writing. But this does not mean the 
novel is unreliable; this only suggests to us that we are not to treat the novel as a 
mirror of the “reality.” The discrepancy between life and fiction drives us to view them 
as two independent, yet inter-related entities. As Wolfgang Iser suggests in New 
Literary History: 
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If fiction and reality are to be linked, it must be in terms 
not of opposition but of communication, for the one is 
not the mere opposite of the other-fiction is a means of 
telling us something about reality. (7) 
What is the “reality” in Posturesl There is no single access to the “reality” of the love 
relationships among Marya, Stephan, Heidler, and Lois. The "Paris" and Marya Zelli in 
the fictional world are by no means the “exact，，post-war Paris in the 1920s and the 
married Ella Lenglet in her thirties. But the inter-textual reading of fiction, 
autobiography and history does undoubtedly enhance communication and liberate the 
reality of love in the work of the two post-war societies, London and Paris, in the 
1920s. 
Postures is devoted to exploring a married woman's desire for a love 
relationship with another man for whom she has strong passions. The desire itself is 
portrayed not merely as a basic longing for union inside the female protagonist，Marya. 
This longing surfaces because of the necessity for survival in an indifferent patriarchal 
society--and this becomes desire for all she lacks, like economic independence， 
protection, security and adventure. A love relationship with a man is the ultimate 
source of power in Parisian society. Rhys met Ford Madox Ford in 1922. The vivid 
description of Marya's victimization is commonly interpreted and admitted by Rhys 
herself as her personal reflection on her romantic entanglement with Ford Madox Ford 
during her husband's imprisonment from 1923 to 1924. Rhys purged her own feelings 
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of frustration and distress into “an imaginary being，，，！ Marya Zelli. Her novel shows 
how an English immigrant falls for a snobbish philistine，Hugh Heidler, and how her 
love is distorted by her economic poverty and lack of will power in a male-dominated 
Parisian society. Marya's desire for protection, security，and pleasure through the love 
relationship with Stephan Zelli and Heidler follows or reflects a real-life experience of 
Jean Rhys, who told an interviewer that “she had imagined she had been a bit in love 
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with Ford, but she wasn't, and she didn't think he was ever in love with her, but only 
in her writing, and . . •，，(Plante 263). In real life, Rhys was angry and felt hurt by Ford 
Madox Ford and his wife, Stella, the painter. Interestingly, Rhys tried to deny that she 
and Ford, who's fictional counterpart is Heidler, had ever loved each other. But in the 
novel, Rhys shows indirectly how the love inside Marya for Heidler has broken her 
Victorian morality and the idea of fidelity in marriage. Desire for Heidler has been 
there from the very beginning. But hard times have made her surrender her integrity to 
him on the basis of “trading” for protection and security. When desire is put into 
unfavorable conditions, it grows into hostility and hate at the end. The love 
relationship changes in time and space. Rhys examines the paradox of love through 
Marya's relationships with her husband and her lover. The body becomes the 
equivalent of economic “capital，，in Marya's living and loving. 
In Postures love is shown as the desire for the quest for protection, security, 
adventure, and recognition through union with the opposite sex. The validity of such a 
quest can best be examined in the context of the political, economic, social and 
intellectual milieus of Paris in the 1920s. For in an international city like that of Paris 
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after France's victory in the First World War, not much physical damage was done, as 
compared with what happened in some neighboring countries. But a lot of historians 
have agreed that the war from 1914to 1918 had caused more psychological and 
economic impacts. The 1920s is a comparatively more stable era in France than it was 
in England.2 As Gordon Wright in France in Modern Times: 1760 to the Present 
writes: “In that era of recovered normalcy that extended from 1919 to about 1931, 
Frenchmen once again could believe . . . that politics was less a serious matter than a 
kind of game, passionately interesting, perhaps, but not of vital importance" (435). 
The war has abstracted and emptied society and human life of its stability, certainty and 
absolutes. Life becomes vulnerable and everything is like a game: politics, love and all 
aspects of life. Paris in the 1920s was, as Wright remarks, “a period of growth and 
stability." Freedom and motivation in artistic interflows, money-making and fun-
seeking through alcohol and sex were prevalent in the whole European society, 
especially in post-war Parisian society. Parts of European society suffered a breakdown 
in morality and value systems. Moral ambiguity and sexual ambivalence were the 
typical phenomena in society, with Paris as the representative capital of these crises. 
Conventions and value systems in arts of all kind were suspended and rejected 
eventually. Love relationships, in the name of sexual freedom, were highly advocated 
and blindly pursued by the post-war generation. Bradbury goes further to reveal this 
crisis in morality and sexuality in The Modern British Novel: 
Sexual mores had changed greatly; there was new 
independence for women, as the trimmed figures and 
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capped hairdos showed. There was a search for vitalism, 
primitivism，passion, a faith in the unconscious and the 
libido, a rejection of ‘‘puritan，，codes. (The Modern 
BritishNovel 145) 
The 1920s is considered the first truly modem decade, with Paris as the home and 
centre of the modem movement in arts and the spirit of liberal humanism. Colette says, 
Paris is a “city of love.” People from all over the world, mainly those from America 
and England, flock to this “free，，society in search of liberty and chances in career and 
life. The fate of the authoritative self-exiled writers, like James Joyce and Hemingway, 
fits this pattern; but it is a different case for the unprofessional immigrants, like Ella 
Gwendoline Rees Williams (Rhys's maiden name) and her husband, Jean Lenglet. The 
Zellis in Postures, like the Lenglets, are leading a kind of marginal existence in the 
largely class- and sex-segregated Parisian society. 
Social and economic reconstruction after the War intensified the class 
problem. With the coming back of the young men from the war, though a great many 
were killed, France was still very much a male-oriented society. Working opportunities 
were more open to men than women. Tensions between the sexes started to emerge 
after the war. The awakening of their own ability in the jobs that used to be done by 
the men drove some of the well-educated women to fight for a room of their own. For 
the fictional character, Miss de Solla, it is the pursuit of her own career; for Lois it is 
domination over her husband, Heidler. The desire to satisfy themselves and dominate 
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their own fate is as much shared by the post-war men as by the women. Heidler's 
willful passion for Marya is no less than Stephan's ambition of making and spending 
money. Marya is no exception. She is, in some way, the innocent protagonist of the 
Victorian novel. She lets herself surrender to Heidler, economically and emotionally. 
She is not unaware of the passion inside her. She simply allows it to manipulate her. 
Like the newly liberated women, she wants to make her own choice; yet paradoxically 
this involves not only involvement but in the end subservience to a man. She thus 
consciously indulges her own victimization. 
After examining the historical atmosphere of the real Paris and the fictional one 
in Postures, it will be no exaggeration to say that Postures captures the spirit of 1920s' 
Paris. Rhys, like those European women artists on the Left Bank in Paris, explores 
“sexual freedom，，in the women's world with the men's world as a kind of 
juxtaposition. As the “city of love," Paris offers a uniquely free space for men and 
women to have sexual exploits, to experience the self through the actualization of 
one's desire for fusion with the other human being. In the novel, Marya's sense of 
security and need for protection through sexual exploits is latent，it is then forced and 
sparked off by circumstances, and eventually her feelings she realizes are barren as she 
moves through despair, release, and confinement. Her sexual “freedom，，is temporarily 
gained at the expense of her husband's imprisonment. She tries to experience the 
avant-garde female sexuality before she is really modem enough. As a married woman 
newly immigrated to Paris in 1919 with her husband, Jean Lenglet, Ella surrendered 
herself to Ford Madox Ford and his wife, Stella, like Marya to Heidler and his wife, 
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Lois. The problem of desire for love relationship is shared by Rhys and her protagonist, 
Marya. Both of them are incapable of handling such sexual freedom which comes to 
them as a forced “gift.，’ 
Postures manifests a woman's desire and frustration in handling sexual freedom 
in the post-war decade. Rhys, who has sympathy for suppressed women, does not try 
to argue for her female protagonist. What she presents to us are the personal conflicts 
and social dilemmas. As Andrea Weiss explains in Paris Was A Woman: Portraitsfrom 
the Left Bank，that "sexual freedom came too suddenly, and [women were] ill-prepared 
to cope with the freedom of Paris. The stage set was magnificent, but most could not 
master their parts，，(19). Women, like Rhys and Marya do want this freedom, but they 
are unable to handle it, because it is partly forced upon them by the needs for survival. 
Marya seeks the protection of Heidler and this reduces her to a status as his inferior 
and a sex-object who is to cater to his overwhelming passion. Even when she decides 
to leave Heidler, she needs to ask his wife, Lois, for money. All her actions are greatly 
dependent on whether she has money with her or not. The self desires individuality, but 
before individuality is realized, the desire for love itself surrenders to the practical 
demands of existence. The romantic love relationship is tumed into an erotic and 
commercial one. 
To live, for the female protagonist, is to make a compromise—to be the parasite 
of the male. We can see this from Marya who first becomes Stephan's wife and then 
Heidler's mistress, moving from home to hotel (London to Paris). What we notice is 
the split between reason and desire in Marya and her decline from “a wife，，into “a 
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mistress.” Educated in a Victorian world, she is caught up in the conflicting values of 
fidelity and re-awakened passion in the foreign country. The imprisonment of her 
husband makes life difficult for her. Seeking the protection of another man seems to be 
a better choice for a woman with inadequate will power and tactics. 
As reflected in Postures, the love relationship is “the refuge from an otherwise 
unbearable sense of aloneness，，(The Art ofLoving 76). Rhys does not try to hide the 
fact that Stephan, the hotel-room, and Heidler come to Marya as refuges at different 
hard times in her life. The saddest thing is that Marya is quite a lost creature and she 
has simply no idea of the essence of life. Postures shows us the awakening of the basic 
instinct for love inside her. In post-war Paris, the idea of God or social institution of 
any kind starts to lose its symbolic implication or influences, marriage and sex are 
regarded either as a “refuge，，from danger or for temporary bodily pleasure. The 
craving for complete union or fusion with one other person in body and soul is no 
longer recognized as the ultimate design of the Creator. Paris represents more a 
promise-land to Marya than her home-land, England: there are freedom, opportunities， 
security, self-fulfillment, and protection. The complex romantic relationships among 
Marya, Stephan，Lois, and Heidler speak volumes about the truth that love 
relationship in the 1920s has become more a realistic need for a woman's survival. 
Romantic love offers the post-war rootless generation something to hold on and to be 
involved with. For a woman, a romantic relationship makes her feel needed. It gives 
her a sense of belonging and support. It is the major reason for Marya's marriage with 
Stephan in London and her being Heidler's mistress in Paris. The examination of the 
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relationships between Marya, Stephan, and Heidler witnesses the operation of the 
machine of societal forces in the man-and-woman relationship--from an interior desire 
for liberation and fusion to a down-to-earth exchange. 
Stephan Zelli is everything that Marya has been absent from ~ solidity, 
protection, adventure, certainty, and recognition. His presence is the fulfillment of her 
thirst for these absences. Unemployment and economic depression are prevalent in 
English society. Rhys writes in Postures: “At twenty-four she imagined with dread that 
she was growing old. Then, during a period of unemployment spent in London, she 
met Monsieur Stephan Zeli，，（16). With her parents both dead, Marya spent several 
years as member of Mr.Albert Prance's No.l touring company, working as a chorus 
girl in London. It is “an odd life” in which her “early adventurousness" is replaced by 
passivity (15). Being a homeless and penniless young woman, she has no one to tum to 
and can do little but make a compromise with the need for survival. As her creator 
narrates: 
For Marya's relatives, though respectable people, 
presentable people (one might even go so far as to say 
good people), were poverty-stricken and poverty is the 
cause of many compromises She leamed, after long 
and painstaking effort, to talk like a chorus girl, to dress 
like a chorus girl and to think like a chorus g i r l . . . (15) 
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Her life is hard, mechanical, monotonous and ‘‘she [is] used to lacking of solidity and 
of fixed backgrounds，，(14). The desire for adventure is indirectly conveyed by the 
narrative voice. Because Marya is lacking all these-protection, security, and solidity-
Stephan becomes the promise of all these. Rhys deliberately avoids any fantastic 
romantic joumey undergone by the heroine as frequently found in the Victorian novel. 
She simply goes straight forward to the money-business deal between the “lovers.” 
After knowing Stephan for a short time，Marya tells him: “I owe money for the dress I 
have on，，(18). Like a saleswoman selling a commodity, she “informs him, for she is 
determined to make things perfectly clear，，(18). L*onically, the commodity is herself， 
her beauty and her body. In the same way, Stephan responds in a “careful and 
businesslike manner，，： 
'It's not worth that，，he remarked calmly when she told 
h i m . . . . 
‘You know ~ you'll be happy with me，，he continued in 
a persuasive voice. 
And Marya answered that she dared say she would. 
On a June aftemoon, heavy with heat, they arrived in 
Paris (18) 
On the surface, it is the dress they are talking about; but underneath, Rhys reveals a 
deal being bargained for by a salesman and a saleswoman, and the former is 
sophisticated, the latter innocent. 
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Besides providing her with financial support and protection, Stephan is also the 
supplier of another two absences in Marya's life ~ recognition and adventure. As in 
Victorian society, marriage is the only possible way by which a woman can obtain her 
social recognition. After the world war, reconstruction and reparation work in all 
aspects of life were launched. Modernization was on its way, in human life and society. 
But the attitude of treating marriage as the key to social recognition remained 
dominant. Marya's worth is acquired through her title as “Madame Zelli” which 
affords her more respect from the snobbish women, like Heidler's wife and Miss de 
Solla. Marriage proves to be something more solid than anything else in Marya's life, 
though we can see that there is little evidence of its solidity: for example, the hotel is 
their only home, their financial condition unstable, their attitude fun-seeking and 
irresponsible. What's most important is that marriage provides her with a chance to 
revise her “early adventurousness." We can see a certain parallel in Rhys's marriage 
with Lenglet. Rhys went with Lenglet to Holland and later to Paris, after their 
marriage in Holland in 1919; while Marya leaves London for Paris with Stephan after 
the deal, presumably after the war. There is no proposal or ceremony to witness the 
legitimacy of the marriage. From the very beginning, Rhys makes it clear that the love 
relationship is a sort of exchange of the two commodities owned by the man and the 
woman，the former has money; whereas the latter has a body. Both Rhys and Marya 
know very well that they are taking big risks in leaving “home” with the men who are 
"reckless, fun-loving" (Angier, Jean Rhys 42). As Angier records，‘‘She [Ella] had to 
leave most of her clothes behind, because she couldn't afford to pay the seamstress 
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who was making them. But she sailed for Holland with a feeling of triumph and 
gratitude. It had taken over ten years--but she had escaped at last. She would never 
retum to England. No matter what: never" {Jean Rhys 42). Marriage becomes an 
escape from “home，，--from the confining home country as well as from loneliness in the 
heart. 
Love relationship in terms of marriage also offers the restless and imaginative 
women, Rhys and Marya, a key to take adventure in the physical world--the body and 
the natural world. The protagonist's desire for an adventurous life makes a “love，， 
relationship with Stephan more tempting and compelling. For the post-war people, 
pleasure-seeking through adventure is something imperative, in terms of a physical 
joumey like exile or a bodily adventure like sex. Stephan is “a gentle and expert lover，， 
and a traveling salesman. These mean a lot to Marya, for she can have both physical 
and bodily adventures once she is engaged with him. The desire for enjoying the kind 
of freedom that used to be monopolized by men is something hidden in Marya. The fire 
for adventure has been biding its time, and Stephan rekindles the flame. 
What is more telling in Marya's love relationship with Stephan is that the 
desire for certainty and attention is more significant than adventure to Marya. She sees 
her self-image through Stephan's eyes and remarks. She is even “enchanted，，when he 
criticizes her clothing. As Rhys narrates: “But, good or bad, there Monsieur Zelli was. 
Definite. A person. He criticized her clothes with authority and this enchanted her  
Happy, petted, charming - these are magical words" (16). She gets meanings and 
definition about her identity as "Marya" when she is with Stephan. He provides her 
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with a script of roles to play: “She was the petted, cherished child, the desired 
mistress, the worshipped, perfumed goddess. She was all these things to Stephan--or 
so he made her believe" (20). Marya is forced into the role of chorus girl, a marginal, 
neglectable role before her marriage. In the love relationship with Stephan, she is 
assigned roles much more significant and powerful. One thing common among all these 
roles is that they usually have more attention: the child gets the attention from her 
parents, the mistress from the master, and the goddess from her worshippers. In short, 
they are all loved by the others. This is what Rhys has lacked all her life. From her 
autobiography. Smile Please, we can see that the young Rhys had struggled for the 
love and attention of her parents, her aunt and uncle, and even some strangers she 
happened to come across. To a certain extent, Rhys's three marriages and Marya's 
entanglement with Stephan and Heidler tell us the importance of commitment and 
certainty for a woman. Rhys spends little ink on whether Marya really loves Stephan. 
This is not the point of a modem love relationship. The Platonic interpretation of love 
as “love of something one is missing from at the present" fits well with the love 
relationship between Stephan and Marya. To be more accurate, their love relationship 
further illustrates the relationship of love and its immediate environment. 
The Platonic definition of love not only applies to the “love，，relationship 
between Marya and Stephan, but also to the erotic relationship between Marya and 
Heidler. We do find an element of Platonic love between Heidler and Marya at the start 
of the relationship. As Heidler confesses to Marya: ‘“One does meaningless things like 
that when one is tortured by desire. Don't you know that I wanted you the first time I 
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saw you?' He nodded. ‘Yes. Dare say that you didn't know，，，(57). Heidler is as sure 
of the desire in Marya as he is in himself. It is a want, unexplainable, and torturing. 
Heidler's forwardness indicates that Marya seems to be the lost part for which he has 
been searching. The passion thus comes to both of them as overwhelming and 
pressing. 
Jean Rhys never wants to fool her reader about the existence of fairy tales, like 
the love story between Cinderella and her prince of Charm and Wealth. She insists on 
her writing being "unself-conscious."^ But her writing in Postures unveils “a great dark 
space，，corresponding to her life experiences. Although she insists that she has no set 
attitude about human beings and their relationships with the world, all her novels do 
show a recurrent pattem of thinking about the idea of loving and living. Postures is 
Rhys's first script of love. She is also exploring the "great dark space，，between writing 
and living. The idea of love is revised frequently in her writing. But as she grows older, 
love, as shown in the more spiritual love of admiration between her and Ford Madox 
Ford, is a desire for the absence(s). In real life, it is the sense of emptiness and 
helplessness left behind by the imprisonment of her husband, Jean Lenglet, during 
1923-24. The misfortune plunges her into severe economic and spiritual poverty. As a 
new immigrant, she is impoverished by the sudden changes in her life. Relationship 
with another man seems to throw some light into the dark passage of life. Ford Madox 
Ford provided Ella with the advice, recognition and encouragement which she had 
never had from Lenglet. The encounter and relationship with Ford led to Rhys's 
awakening and started her life as a novelist. Rhys told an interviewer: “With the 
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mention of his name [Ford Madox Ford], I became more attentive, and more, I think, 
frightened” (Plante 250). Living was composed of attaining her needs at that time: 
protection, support, and recognition. As Carole Angier writes: 
He [Ford Madox Ford] advised her and encouraged her; 
. . . B u t now, with this large, clever, powerful man as 
her patron, she dared to think of herself as a writer  
She was grateful to Ford, she admired him, she felt safe 
with him. When in the autumn of 1923，the police at last 
found Jean [Lenglet] and arrested him, it was inevitably 
Ford to whom she tumed. (46-47) 
Rhys had been an insecure person all her life. According to what Jean Lenglet writes 
in his own novel, Barred, his hero knows it is protection and security that his lover, 
"Stania"(Ella), needs most. There is no question that the provision of protection and 
security makes Ella, his wife, an easy prey to Ford, the “Somebody，，in Parisian 
society: the novelist, the editor and critic of the Transatlantic Review. 
Haunted by “a vague and shadowy fear of something cruel and stupid” and the 
loneliness caused by her husband's imprisonment, Marya tums to the protection and 
security offered by Heidler (28). She has the submissive, passive, and childlike 
characteristics. She is a completely unprofessional woman in the job market. As an ex-
chorus girl she has beauty and sexuality that make her the sort of woman every man 
wants to get hold of. As a celebrity in the local society, Heidler is the sort of man every 
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woman may possibly dream to catch. He represents success, reputation, and 
protection. Heidler's shower of tenderness and concem with authority are what the 
helpless and sickly Marya desires most in her hardship. Circumstances have it that she 
is physically ill--"an awful cold” which renders her “feverish” and unable to “think 
properly，，(30). The sickness underlines the possible thing to be committed by Marya. 
After a woman—being “too virtuous，，(as Lois satirizes her)--has taken the first step to 
sell her clothes to pay for her hotel rent and basic living expenditure, what can she sell 
then? In Postures, together with Marya, we are confronted with a description of a 
woman waiting for a man to pay for the night she has spent with him. The scene is 
both symbolic and ironic. What the logic suggests is that the second thing she can sell 
is the body underneath her remaining clothes. The need of living makes “loving”--to 
engage in another “love” relationship-necessary. During the absence of a man, the 
need for another man who promises protection and security becomes urgent, especially 
when money and power are becoming the only recognition of a woman's worth in 
society. To a homeless and friendless woman like Marya, shelter is essential. It 
becomes more essential after Stephan's imprisonment. Her moving into the spare room 
of Heidler's studio means no need of any money-hunting and renting the hotel room. 
As for most of the immigrants in the 1920s, rent payment takes up most of their limited 
income. This is especially hard for an unemployed young woman like Marya. As a 
down-and-out in Paris, Marya is reduced to the image of “a strayed animal" in the eyes 
of Miss De Solla (12). There is no suggestion of the Heidlers，giving money to Marya, 
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but the basic need of having a shelter is solved by the offer of a spare room in the 
studio. 
The desire for adventure in Marya continues to haunt her, and this gets hold of 
her even with the absence of her husband. Being a woman of much imagination and 
youthful energy, she often goes wandering in the streets of Montpamasse or simply sits 
in the cafe drinking black coffee, smoking caporal cigarettes, or reading the week's 
Candide (7). The sordid streets and the fantastic buildings in Montpamasse offer a 
special world of solitude and exploration to this imaginative mind. Reading books 
though is preferred to those restless wanderings in the street. Both Stephan and 
Heidler allow Marya to have more mental adventures than physical ones in the street. 
Being a petite femme to Heidler in the hotel room, Marya is provided with two things: 
money and books. Like those married Victorian women, she exchanges her life for 
money and books from her supplier，“Mister” Heidler. As a restless woman, these two 
kinds of adventures cannot completely satisfy her. A sexual adventure is another 
quench of Marya's loneliness and fear during the absence of her man. As Rhys 
describes, Heidler is a "sturdy, tall, fair man of perhaps forty-five" (11). His eyes 
convey a sense of brutality and his huge heavy hand on her knee conveys a masculine 
possessiveness which is tempting to a lonely and desperate soul, Marya. The desire for 
bodily adventure in the absence of Stephan is as much as a thirst for water. Heidler 
opens her to a completely different world: masculinity, authority, cruelty, indifference, 
arrogance, and brutality. To a helpless and lost woman，Heidler becomes a fountain of 
adventure and power. 
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Assurance and attention are what Heidler can offer the female protagonist 
during the imprisonment of her husband. Like a homeless animal, Marya is badly in 
need of personal attention. And this can only be obtained in another relationship with a 
man. The image ofHeidler's “refilling，，her glass every time it is “empty，，symbolically 
suggests how love relationship is bred and developed (33). Heidler is playing the role 
of "refilling" assurance and attention into the loneliness in Marya's heart. Her desire 
for attention and even passion from Heidler throws her into the emotions of 
resentment. Marya acts like a maid worshipping her master who looks “masterfully，，in 
clothing and postures (55). As the narrator describes: 
Marya liked the parties best when, about midnight, 
everybody was a little drunk. She would watch Heidler 
who could not dance, walking masterfully up and down 
the room ...，and wonder almost resentfully why his 
eyes were always so vague when he looked at h e r . . . . 
But when they danced together she felt a definite 
sensation of warmth and pleasure. (50) 
The “lightness” of being is almost driven away by her renewed passion for attention. 
The "nothingness" is replaced with the "something"--excitement, admiration, and gaze 
(in the general sense of a concentrative look at something or someone). To Marya, the 
Victorian woman in Lois's eyes, the scandalous love relationship with Heidler is 
immoral, yet irresistible. The sense of loneliness, despair, and fear left by her husband 
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is so frightening and depressing that engaging herself into another love relationship 
seems to be the only way-out. Paris is good only when one has one's own profession 
or beloved one. For Rhys's protagonist, the case is that Marya has no money; worse of 
all, she has no respectable profession and has lost a husband to support her. Support of 
any kind is taken away from such a woman who is "reckless, lazy, [and] a vagabond by 
nature" (14). Hence, together with the working of the socio-economic forces, the 
passivity and lack of ambition inside her will reduce her to a worthless woman. 
In the novel, we can detect a vision that a romantic relationship is a response to 
one's poverty. The pull of the external forces determines the object of desire. Postures 
is like a modem drama acted out by the quartet--Marya, Stephan, Heidler, and Lois. 
The change from a comic one to a tragic one witnesses the interaction of time and 
space. By “time and space，，I refer to the socio-economic environment of 1920s Paris. 
After love is transformed from a basic instinct into an existential need, the relationships 
among Marya, Stephan, and Heidler tum sour: first, there are three stages marking the 
change of relationship between Stephan and Marya--from home to hotel, to prison cell, 
and eventually back to the hotel-room; second, another three stages indicating the 
drastic changes in the relationship between Heidler and Marya--from the restaurant，to 
the spare room in the studio, and finally to the hotel-room. These romantic 
relationships unveil significantly the inter-play of desire with time，space, and the 
individual. 
The transformation of the love relationship between Marya and Stephan has 
much to do with the travel from “Home to Hoter'--from England to France and their 
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failure to be assimilated in the new society. Jean Rhys, first, challenges the notion of 
“marriage” by displacing the married “husband，，and “wife，，： there is a lack of solidity 
and “Home.” The hotel-room becomes a “home” for both of them. Marriage used to 
imply “stability，，and a fixed background. This no longer holds true in Postures. Being 
a modemist woman writer, Rhys projects a marriage which travels from its restrictive 
homeland to a freer foreign zone, Paris. The relationship between the man and the 
woman thus suffers from a collision with the unfamiliarity of the living environment, 
and the sense of “aloneness，，in the “lonely，，city, Paris. Marya has to survive in a 
foreign country where she hardly knows any of her countrymen; even her husband, 
Stephan, is Polish, not English. As she states, this kind of existence “though delightful, 
is haphazard. It lacks, as it were, solidity; it lacks the necessary fixed background. A 
bedroom. Balcony and cabinet de toilette in a cheap Montmartre hotel cannot possibly 
be called a solid background，，(10). The hotel-room cannot really give a single sense of 
solidity, commitment, or belonging to this English woman with an extreme sense of 
insecurity and fear. From the very beginning, the marriage is a traveling love 
relationship. It travels with the change of the financial condition of Stephan, the place 
they are living in, and the temperament of the characters. The hotel-room occupied by 
Marya and Stephan is in the “Hotel de rUnivers." The name suggests its peculiar 
characters - the normalcy of the hotel as home and the casual relationship of husband 
and wife. Unlike her sisters in Victorian society, Marya's place is not home. Her place 
is the hotel-room. It does not mean that she is an emancipated creature. Rather she is 
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rendered a caged animal by both her husband and her lover. She is confined to the 
hotel-room by these two men in the name of love. 
The love relationship between the “‘husband，，and the “wife，，in the hotel-room 
is a strange one. Marya reflects that Stephan is unreliable at times, they sometimes skip 
meals when they are lacking money. The element of instability and lack of mutual 
communication has been there in the relationship, and it is intensified by the external 
forces--the unprofessional, unclassified status of Stephan in the fast-developing post-
war international capital, and his eventual imprisonment for theft. Compared with 
Heidler, the German editor, and Lois, the English painter, Stephan and Marya are the 
Have-nots and outsiders in Paris. France has been undergoing social change after 1920. 
The traditional class structure in the pre-war period was based on land and locality. It 
was changed into an urban-industrial class structure with emphasis on the control of 
capital and labour. As Charles, Louise, and Richard Tilly in The Rebellious Century: 
1830-1930 state: 
The new structure relied on control of capital and labour 
rather than landed wealth . . . It emphasized position in 
the national labour market over local attachments, and 
gave exceptional rewards to technical expertise. Periods 
of urban-industrial growth accelerated this 
transformation of the class structure. (45) 
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The division of labour and accumulation of capital emphasize the separation between 
classes. Immigrants with no expertise like Stephan and Marya are the most insignificant 
beings in society. Li Social Changes in Modern France Henri Mendras and Alistair 
Cole underline the truth of class problems in the same decade: “Social distinctions 
were not only visible, but were imposed on everybody，，(20). If described in these two 
historians' terms, Stephan and Marya are “a class of notables，，which is a class of 
unproductive people like woodcutters, victims of destitution, and beggars. They are 
leading a marginal existence, and thus viewed as social parasites. However, there is not 
much the foreign immigrants can do. According to Wright, foreign immigrants were 
offered less occupational opportunity and mobility. Life for the immigrants during the 
1920s was made difficult by the imposition of the unfavorable labour regulations. As 
he records: 
Some three million immigrants arrived during the decade 
from almost every part of Europe, France replaced the 
United States as the world's melting pot. The 
newcomers were not, however, easily assimilable  
and French regulations restricted them to the less 
desirable types of work and to relatively isolated mining 
towns or large farms. (461) 
Though the historical circumstances were never described in detail in the fictional 
world, we can see that the unproductive foreigners like Marya and Stephan are 
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struggling for survival. The historical reference is not an attempt to fill the gap left by 
the narrative. It is not meant to be taken as the “reason，，for the couple's poverty. 
What I want to point out is that the protagonists' hardship in life is not something 
"made up，，for the sake of the fictional plot. Their “love，，relationship as shown in the 
hotel-room is greatly shaped by the social and economic deprivation. 
The idea of marriage is sadly redefined in the impoverished social and 
economic milieu. The relationship between Marya and Stephan is not like that between 
a husband and a wife in the 1920s Paris. Marya does not seem to care a lot about the 
secretive side of her husband. She is not the stereotype as of a dutiful woman such as 
we often find in Victorian society. Their marital relationship belongs to a Bohemian life 
style - free from social convention. There is no such thing as normal “married life" for 
the couple. Life for the “husband，，and the “wife，，is money-hunting and fun-seeking. 
The hotel-room offers the husband and wife a space for their life's basic necessities: 
drinking, sleeping and loving-making. To Marya, Stephan is "an expert lover，，(20). To 
Stephan, Marya is beautiful and thus becomes one of his collected art objects. In this 
way, they are both objects to each other. The space in the hotel-room caters to the 
physical needs inside this young couple. Spiritual understanding or communication is 
rare in Postures. The hotel-room is rented and indifferent to its occupants, the male 
and the female customer. It indicates more of the commercial relationship between 
them. Money plays a very important role and it becomes one of the most important 
factors of their continuous companionship as husband and wife in that space. The 
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hotel-room love relationship proves itself to be vulnerable in the face of later conflicts 
and misunderstanding when the pull of the external forces is stronger. 
The Victorian era is gone, but its conventions and morality are still deep-rooted 
in the human mind and the social world in the early decades of the century. It is this 
vacuum that Marya is living in. She is caught in her Victorian world view of the 
relationship between society and individual, men and women. With one foot in the 
Victorian age and another in the relatively “modem，，age, Marya is tom apart. She is 
becoming conscious of the roles and expectations imposed by her husband and her 
lover as a goddess, a child, an angel, and a sex object. As Helen Nebeker remarks: “ . . . 
in this culture which Rhys would have inherited . . . either a woman was a ‘respectable 
lady，or she was not. With husband and money, this status was assured. . . . Denied 
this, she might become a servant . . . But women of ‘respectable，，though poor 
background who had broken from the established pattem of marriage, family or the 
drabness of the servant's life to become ‘fallen women,' were extended no mercy，， 
(Jean Rhys: Women in Passage 5). Living in a society which still identifies femininity 
with dependence and masculinity with independence, Marya obeys and rebels: she 
chooses marriage with Stephan, yet she does not act like a wife, and she even resists 
becoming his cherished pet in the hotel room at the end. 
Love in the hotel-room at Hotel de l'Univers for a newly married couple, like 
Marya and Stephan, is still in its honeymoon phase. Everything about the man and the 
woman is still exciting, amazing, and pleasant; and there is still room for discovery and 
exploration. When Marya later becomes Heidler's “toy，，，she thinks of her time with 
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Stephan as “her vanished youth--her youth, her gaiety, her joy in life，，(98). She is 
possessed by a renewed desire for tenderness and protection for the happy times in the 
hotel-room. Postures illuminates life's absurdity through the sudden imprisonment of 
Marya's husband. The tender love relationship is all of a sudden put in confinement 
with Stephan's being in jail. Love based on illusion is on its way to disenchantment and 
disintegration. This is hinted at in the name of the hotel. From illusion to disillusion is 
the most natural course of romantic relationship in the entire universe. There is no 
escape. 
The shift in time and space from the hotel-room to the prison cell gives rise to 
anxiety, doubt, tension, misunderstanding, anger, and withdrawal in the love 
relationship between Marya and Stephan. The prison cell robs Stephan of all his charm 
and masculinity. It reduces him to an anxious man lacking in courage, composure and 
certainty. The attractive qualities of the old Stephan have gone. The unfamiliarity with 
the political issues and legal system in Paris has rendered him a dependent, nervous, 
and doubtful man. His letter during his jail term completely spoils Marya's long-held 
illusion ofhis masculinity. As Stephan writes: “I don't think that they will let me go as 
quickly as all that. Except I can find a very good lawyer. Everything will depend on my 
lawyer... •”（27). Before the sudden blow, Marya used to “feel strangely peaceful 
when she is with Stephan" because he “is so sure ofhimself, so definite, with such a 
clear-cut mind，，（16). The "change" or simply the gradual revelation of the other side 
of Stephan's temperament frightens Marya. The sudden imprisonment not only makes 
him uncertain and anxious about himself, but also about Marya's love for him. Before 
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Stephan's imprisonment in Frenes, Marya goes to the Sante to see him. She is also like 
Stephan, a prisoner of her emotions, “feeling exhausted, listless, drained of all capacity 
for emotions，，(36). Rhys shows us how life has treated and changed the married man 
and woman “unfairly.，，< Marya tries to hide her frustration and despair. Through the 
narrative the reader and the wife see that the husband is already a completely different 
man - boyish, unconfident, and hopeless. The narrator describes to us: 
He was unshaven and collarless. He sat huddled up on 
the wooden seat, staring at her with sunken, reddened 
eyes. "I'm not going to be able to stand it，” he said in a 
small voice - a little boy's voice. “1 can't. I can，t.，’ (36) 
In the face of such a break-down, Marya plucks up the courage and positiveness from 
the masculine side of her nature. She tries to boost him by assuring him of the 
possibility of getting a job through the Heidlers' help and the hope of getting “a little 
money from England" (37). She even goes further to assure him of her passionate love 
for him. But the irony and sadness about life is that the ridiculous changes imposed on 
this man and this woman will not let go of them that easily. The imprisonment of 
Stephan in Sante and Marya in the studio of the Heidlers is crushing the marital 
relationship. As the dialogues reveal: 
“I love you," she said. 
"C'est vrai?，，asked Stephan. "Well, perhaps. Fll see 
that.” 
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She repeated . . . . 
The warder bawled something. He started like a nervous 
horse and disappeared from her view. (37) 
When she tells him: “I love you.” He questions her love as he questions the “unreality，， 
of his being in the prison cell. Rhys's use of the animal image, "a nervous horse," 
conveys to us the oppression of prison. The absurdity of prison life and its power over 
human beings are overwhelming and vividly manifested in the conversation between 
the husband and the wife in the prison cell. The external forces come fast and sweep 
away all the tenderness and illusion constructed by the couple in the by-gone love 
relationship. The prison cell has no room for memories of the love scenes in the hotel-
room. What it accommodates is the dejected bodies, Stephan and Marya. The two 
imprisoned beings are forced to confront each other nakedly once they are put in the 
roles assigned by their love relationship, “husband，，and “wife.，，The job of money-
hunting for survival is now left to Marya, the wife, the historically domestic animal. 
Now, she is forced to become a “strayed animal，，who must go out to get food by 
herself. 
The prison cell not only destroys the illusion of love, it also heightens the sense 
of fear and insecurity of this British female immigrant in French society. The arrest, the 
imprisonment, and the legal system have puzzled her. The political environment in 
post-war Parisian society has tormented those who are either politically radical, 
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apathetic or ignorant, like the powerless and unassimilated Europeans, Stephan and 
Marya. As Madame Hautchamp remarks: 
The police! Why, the police arrest people for nothing at 
all. It's perfectly ridiculous. They have some idea—I 
don't know--they say that there is a bolshevist plot in 
Paris. They arrest this one, that one . . . (22) 
For these two innocent and helpless immigrants, Stephan and Marya, life is absurd and 
insecure. They are the unprotected，unemployed, underprivileged, and thus victims of 
the political changes in society. Stephan is imprisoned immediately after his arrest 
while Marya is waiting fearfully in the hotel room for his retum. She is even ridiculed 
and insulted by the lawyers when she asks them about the severity of punishment for 
theft in the country: 
“Is it a very serious affair?" asked Marya . . . . Both the 
lawyers laughed heartily and "Theft, Madame," he 
said reproachfully, when he had finished laughing, “is 
always a serious affair.” (26) 
The ignorance and helplessness of Stephan and Marya in this indifferent society lead to 
further conflicts which eventually form a huge gap between them. The wife is 
becoming more insecure and helpless, the husband more private and self-defensive. 
Stephan's secretiveness is intensified. His silence about his life in the prison cell is 
unexplained: is it that he loves Marya too much to torment her with his hardship there? 
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Or, does his Victorian patriarchal pride and arrogance prevent him from being pitied by 
his woman, “the second sex，，？ To these questions，Rhys has never attempted an 
answer. But what we can derive from the experience is that the love relationship is 
disenchanted. And it starts to become undesirable. Virtue and romance in the love 
relationship are on the verge on destruction when the forces from the external world 
are pressing hard. The silence, pretentiousness, and other forced postures in the prison 
cell cause tension and alienation between the couple. Rhys reveals this as life's cruelty 
on her as on the woman and the man. Wishing to be accepted, Stephan adopts an 
appeasement policy in using French in the prison cell. Jn this way, he reduces himself 
to a man of less integrity, respect, and pride. Marya feels that “she has suddenly ceased 
to be able to understand French. He had become strangely remote，，(31). The new 
space takes away all the qualities which Marya used to admire, worship, and feel 
enchanted by. The prison cell and the state of imprisonment transform their 
relationship to physical and mental remoteness. And this remoteness indirectly drives 
the female protagonist to pluck up her courage and replace her passivity with some 
activities, like accepting the Heidlers' help and moving into the room offered by them. 
This spiritual remoteness is concretely shown in the second visit of Marya to 
the prison cell at Frenes. Time has done so much to the protagonist, Marya, who has 
moved from the spare room to a hotel-room rented by Heidler. Tom and tormented by 
her life as a parasite and her “blind passion，，for Heidler, she considers herself now an 
“awakened” woman. As she says: “I was lost before I knew him. All my life before I 
knew him was like being lost on a cold, dark night”（66). Though she has been 
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undergoing all the storms of living and loving, she is silent and quiet all the time during 
the second visit to the prison cell. She has a dreadful feeling of familiarity to the place 
and the queue of women awaiting their tum in the cubicles. Time has been working 
hard, not only on her, but also on Stephan: 
The prison was familiar, but it seemed to her that 
Stephan was a stranger: dark-bearded, shaven-headed, 
very thin, very bright-eyed.... and he gripped the bars 
and leaned forward, talking slowly in his rusty voice. 
(85) 
The husband's talkativeness serves as a tremendous contrast to the wife's quietness. 
Unable to tell him of her "profession" as a “petite femme，，of Heidler in the hotel, 
Marya is hesitant and precise in her answers. The “marriage，，no longer survives the 
prison cell at Frenes and the one exterior to it, Parisian society. 
The third stage which signifies the transformation of the love relationship is the 
Zellis，retum to another hotel-room after the discharge. The clock may be expected to 
tum back to the place it has stopped and continue its proper functioning after the 
release of the husband. The retum to a new hotel-room does not mean a new beginning 
or offer any new hope. It simply indicates the confrontation and realization of the 
tremendous work that the machine of time and space have done on human beings. 
While Stephan is imprisoned in the prison cell, Marya is no better than her husband. 
The hardship of living has tumed her into a prisoner like Stephan. At the beginning she 
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becomes the prisoner of the Heidlers because of the economic reality during Stephan's 
imprisonment. But submission tums into love in the forces of time and space. Jn the 
midst of her submission, she realizes Heidler is the man she has been searching for all 
her life. Consumed by her passion for Heidler and tom by her social role as a married 
woman, she feels "caught in this appalling muddle" (70). Her mind tells her to “clear 
out" but her body refuses to do so. As Rhys sympathetically writes: “But when she 
thought of an existence without Heidler her heart tumed over in her side and she felt 
sick" (71). To different readers, the illness of the body may symbolize two diverse 
meanings: The body is a symbol of the woman. On the one hand, it represents a 
woman who lacks the will power to wait for love. On the other hand, it can also mean 
a woman's unwillingness to conform to social conventions and morality imposed on 
her. Whatever our interpretation is, it does not make any difference to people in such 
circumstances. The retum to the hotel-room is never the same. 
Marya and Stephan surrender themselves to the machine of Law—the temperal 
and spatial forces. “To Room 19” in a hotel in the Rue Tollman brings them together 
to release the repressed feelings during their respective confinement, one in the prison, 
the other in the spare room and the hotel-room. The discharge from confinement seems 
to make possible the fusion of the bodies of the husband and the wife. However, the 
compromises in life have already changed the two totally helpless beings. Stephan, as 
viewed by Marya, carries the image of Jesus Christ's disciple, “some frail and shrunken 
apostle，，whose “thin body" is trembling when she feels it (103). If according to 
Spinoza in Ethics, the body knows more than the mind, Stephan's body is resisting 
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Marya's, and this is similar to the way Marya's body rejects Stephan's after his release 
from the prison. The suffering has made the bodies more alert than the mind. In “Room 
19” Marya is aware that something is broken in Stephan: “His optimism seemed pitiful 
to her, and strange. She remembered Stephan calm, silent and self-contained; now it 
was as if prison had broken him up，，(106). After his imprisoned life, Stephan retums 
“home，，more aggressive and a complete outcast. His optimism is the other extreme 
end of his lost confidence after the “ridiculous，，misfortune. When society is not on 
one's side, one needs to be self-assertive and self-interested. He begins to know the 
rules of the game: To survive in an indifferent capitalist society is to get one's act 
together. The period of confinement increases his knowledge about the subservience of 
human beings in living, including himself and his wife. He has made compromises when 
he is in the prison cell. He knows that if anybody tries to catch Marya, she “will do as 
the others do，，for the sake of survival (106). The illusion inside him is lost to the hard 
times in prison. He assures Marya: 
“Oh, no, you wouldn't, not for long, believe me. You'd 
do as the others do-- you'd wait and be a wild animal 
when you came ou t . . . . When you come out - but you 
don't come out. Nobody ever comes out." (106) 
The prison has completely converted Stephan as the spare room of the studio has 
disintegrated Marya. The sense of illusion towards life is gone. The use of the pronoun 
“they，，indicates the external forces found in Postures as in Wide Sargasso Sea. It is 
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circumstances，"they," that lead to another separation of the couple. Because of the 
lack of money, Stephan can only afford one ticket for his trip to Amsterdam; and 
Marya, again, is left behind in Paris. Her illusion ofbeing Stephan's dearest “object” of 
collection is completely broken. She is an insignificant other to him. The economic 
condition always determines his act. When the worse comes to the worst, she is the 
lamb to be sacrificed. As the narrator writes: “In the taxi she tumed to him to say: 
'Stephan, don't leave me here. For God's sake, take me with you，，，(l 12). But before 
she speaks, he is talking to her: ‘“Yes，only just the money for the fare and a very little 
over.，He spoke as if he had half forgotten her, as if his mind had leaped forward and 
was already in Amsterdam" (112). After kissing and waving to him several times 
outside the train station, she is heading for her own retum to the hotel-room in Hotel 
du Bosphore，which is the waiting room for her customer, Heidler, to drop by for her 
service. From the prison cell to “Room 19” we see two broken human beings, one is 
obvious, the other is still in the dark. They are strangers to each other. The hotel-room 
is a revisit to the lost togetherness and happiness of the vanished youth of the husband 
and the wife. But, still, they fail to repossess that lost illusion. The change of the 
external conditions have already evaporated the illusion, leaving them both ashamed 
and lost，like the sinful Adam and Eve driven out of the Garden of Eden. 
“To Room 19” is a mere rehearsal of the eventual revelation of the “love，， 
relationship in another hotel-room after Stephan's retum for other opportunities to the 
Argentine. This is the last stage of the transformation of love between the wife and the 
husband. The suppressed feelings for Heidler inside Marya have been tearing her apart. 
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With the sudden retum of Stephan, a scene of exposition is going to take place in the 
hotel-room, though a different one. Stephan, who claims to love her and wants to help 
her, does not show any sympathy at all after Marya's confession. He asks her with “an 
expression of curiosity，，，and what he cares about is whether she has been a virtuous 
woman. He teases her by telling her her mistake in thinking of him as Jesus Christ. He 
is now a complete stranger to the female protagonist. The minds of the husband and 
the wife start to resist each other. What matters to Marya is that the desire for Heidler 
is so frightening for her to admit that she is ashamed of herself and is on the verge of a 
nervous break-down. It is as if "something in me is broken," she confesses (141). If 
they had not been back to their hotel-room, things would have been different. There 
would be no way for the eruption of the emotions and consequent realization of the 
selves. As a man deeply rooted in his Victorian mentality, Stephan has now put Marya 
to another extreme. She is reduced to a fool, a beast, a traitor. The retum to a new 
hotel-room affords them a chance and a space to confront each other and see their 
selves as they really are: The husband is a victim of his own “reason，，(which may be 
rigid moral and social norms), while the wife is a victim of her own “passion” (which 
may be defined as “lust，，，“sickness，，and the like from different societal perspectives). 
The work of time and space creates different impacts on human beings. 
Learning to make compromises and know the constantly changing demand of the self 
is the most real process of growth for the woman as for the man. The individual must 
leam to work with these forces. Time has its destructive and healing effect, while space 
has its room for exploration, development, release, and confinement. Together with the 
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cooperation of these two forces, the desire from inside the individual keeps expanding 
and contracting: the wish for true love inside Marya expands during Stephan's 
confinement in the prison cell, but it contracts with their retum to their "home," the 
hotel-room. What makes Rhys's women protagonists difficult to analyze is that the 
desires inside them are never purely responses to the biological, psychological, or 
existential need. Most of the time, the desire for a love relationship is bom naturally. 
This desire becomes obvious with the presence of the “absences.” But it is often fueled 
and confused by one or another force. 
The metamorphosis of the relationship between Marya and Heidler is also due 
to the shift of time and space: from Lefranc's (a small restaurant), to the spare room in 
Heidler's studio, and finally to the hotel-room. The new love relationship is an entity 
reacting to the demands of the space and the conditions offered by time. Although 
there is no denial that the love between Heidler and Marya is more spiritual at the very 
beginning, Rhys does not seem to let the reader become consumed with a certain 
assumption of the possible development of the romantic relationship. She exposes how 
the relationship metamorphoses from submission to true love to another abyss of 
disillusion in the female protagonist. The machine of Law shows that “there is no new 
thing under the sun" as the Preacher proclaims in Ecclesiastes. 
A mere friendship is the first stage of relationship between Marya and Heidler. 
The first and second encounters take place in Lefranc's, a small restaurant in the 
Montpamasse. On the surface, Heidler is Marya's acquaintance. From the narrative, 
we tend to get an impression that the relationship has its latent passion. As Heidler 
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confesses to Marya, he feels an unexplainable attachment between them even in the 
first encounter. Different posturings are made by Marya and Heidler. They are 
observing each other during the first encounter. Heidler pays much attention to Marya. 
He walks by her side and asks her questions for which he does not seem to care about 
the answers. We are told that Marya is not really frightened, and she has a kind of 
strange feeling about Heidler contacts. Nevertheless, his affection does not have much 
impression on her because she is still full, economically and mentally. Stephan remains 
there as her provider, supporter, and comfort. The narrator shows us the natural 
response of this preoccupied woman: “She made a cautious but decided movement and 
the hand was withdrawn" (13). It is only after her submission to Heidler during 
Stephan's imprisonment that the desire for love finds its way in Heidler and it starts to 
possess her. Submission subsequently gives birth to true love. The second time Heidler 
and Marya meet in Lefranc's, the restaurant, we really see something different in 
Marya's postures. They change with the shift of the back-ground behind her, 
otherwise she would be out-of-place. It is just necessary and natural that Marya, the 
ex-chorus girl, shows different poses in response to the new stage she is walking on. 
Being a dependent and fearful child, Marya feels even more insecure and helpless after 
Stephan's imprisonment. The lack of trust and communication, together with the lack 
of protection and financial support, drives her to the wall. The sense of fear inside her 
is likely to drive her crazy when the external world becomes more indifferent to her 
survival. Her entrance into Parisian upper-class society makes her more detached and 
alienated from other people who are, ironically, European immigrants like her. Heidler, 
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the German patron of young artists refills her with attention, assurance, and concern. 
He poses as “a rock of a man with his big shoulders and his quiet voice，，in the 
“confused murmur of voices，，in the restaurant where coldness is displayed and 
rewarded, while politeness is scomed (35，33). The audible and visual images in the 
public place intensely convey the need of getting protection and tranquillity. 
The movement to the spare room of Heidler's studio means survival for this 
poverty-stricken woman, and this signifies the second stage of their relationship. The 
desire for a love relationship becomes more immediate and concrete with the shrinking 
of the space available for bearing. Moving from a spacious public space in the 
restaurant to a more private, closed space in the spare room of the studio in Heidler's 
house，we witness more concretely that love is subjected to the power of time and 
space. Love is by no means an autonomous entity. Money and Paris are the twin 
sisters. Both of them are unsympathetic: When a person has no money with him or her, 
Paris can be as indifferent as any place in the world. Paris is not as what one finds it in 
the Twenties' fictional world - romantic, generous, free, and individualistic. Postures 
shows us a Paris through which sexual and class segregation permeate. It is just like 
other places on earth where women are the underdogs - the second sex, the 
underprivileged and the exploited. The loss of financial support from Stephan in the 
unloving Paris means Marya's inability to continue her life in the hotel-room. Though 
Rhys shows us that she still needs to pay a price for this new shelter because there is 
never such a thing as a free lunch--she pays her rent by becoming a maid and an adored 
sex-object of Heidler. Her economic poverty and lack of will power are taken 
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advantage of by the couple. The spare room spares her from the wolves and danger 
outside. But there is no guarantee that the spare room is free from tigers. From the 
restaurant to the spare room of the studio, we see a heart-rending reality: Marya is 
reduced from “Madame Zelli" to a type--"that sort"--of woman that every man wants 
to get hold of; and this type of sex object, though artistic, requires moderation if it 
wants to be permanently collected in the studio.This kind of relatively “spiritual” love 
relationship between Heidler and Marya tums into suppression when love is growing in 
such poor soil--the power of the man and the poverty of the woman. 
As the space available to the woman protagonist is gradually closed up and 
narrowed, her role as an inferior sex object in the studio is made more concrete. 
Heidler is now her master not an acquaintance. She is treated as a maid. The narrator 
gives the narrative with a deliberate effort of omitting the object of the sentence: 
When Marya . . . Heidler sat in a big armchair near the 
stove opening his letters, and . . . and asked for more 
coffee. Marya always brought the cup and the sugar, for 
he was very majestic and patemal . . . and it seemed 
natural that she should wait on him. He would thank her 
without looking at her and disappear behind the 
newspaper. (47) 
The Heidlers make her go to the parties or balls held by the people of high social rank 
or in the professions. She is tumed into a laughing-stock by those arrogant people in 
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the parties. All the insults reduce her to a woman of no integrity but her own sex, the 
little capital to enhance her exchange value. The spare room is not supposed to 
accommodate a maid. It is a “workshop，，for a painter (like Lois) and a literary worker 
(like Heidler) to work on their object (Marya). Marya is worked to become a sex 
object stripped of the dressing of her morality. The painter and the writer are trying to 
impose on her their own aesthetics in the hope of tuming her into the object they want 
“it，’ to be. Lois tries to reshape Marya by making her abandon her sense of virtue. As 
she tells her: 
Lots of gels make extraordinary marriages, for all sorts 
of reasons. When a gel is really lonely and hasn't got a 
bean it's no use asking why she does things. But the 
time comes when, if you want to save yourself, you must 
cut loose. Can't you see that? (51) 
Lois simply reveals that economic reality is what she must submit to. Her virtue as a 
woman and faith in marriage is “the whole thing" that she must put behind if she wants 
life. Only by unfastening the rope she is holding can she help herself. Unlike Lois who 
attempts to polish her object, Heidler tries to make his object see her own nature. As 
he tells Marya: "Fve been watching you; I watched you tonight and now I know that 
somebody else will get you if I don't. You're that sort" (57). He tries to make her see 
what she “is.，’ The imposition of his masculine judgment on her as a bom sex object 
angers and frustrates her. 
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The spare room is thus a space for informing her of her nature. It serves the 
function of destroying and reconstructing Marya's morality as a married woman and as 
an individual. Her life in the spare room of the studio is an awakening, in the positive 
and negative sense. The intimate relationship, such as Heidler's touching Marya's arm 
and legs and his eyes surveying her body hints to Marya's weapon, “her charm," as a 
sex object. She is reduced from a needy woman to a needed object: the “she，，to Lois, 
the “reward，，of the game to Heidler; in short，she becomes the “it.” She knows that 
she has become ‘‘a bonne or something to be made love to every time the mistress's 
back is tumed" (78). But the problem within this woman is the willful self-indulgence 
inside her. The narrator gives us a suggestive scene in which Heidler seems to be 
taking advantage of her spiritual poverty—the lack of will power: 
“Of course," she told herself, “I ought to clear out.，， 
But when she thought of an existence without Heidler 
her heart tumed over in her side and she felt sick. (71) 
The sense of loss and despair become more intense and buming when she thinks of life 
without Heidler than what she feels when Stephan is arrested. Stephan's absence does 
not make life that unbearable. The bedroom takes Stephan's place of being her 
protector. As the narrator reveals to us: "Her bedroom was a refuge. She undressed 
slowly, thinking: ‘Funny this room is without Stephan”，(28). However, with the newly 
awakened love inside her for Heidler, she finds life unbearable and torturing if Heidler 
is no longer there. Though she knows very well that she has descended into the status 
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of an object, she is willing to continue acting the sex object even if the game moves the 
scene, from the spare room of the studio to somewhere else. Based on her past and 
present, we can predict that the hotel-room is where she belongs and will retum to. 
Love proves to be even more vulgar and undesirable after its movement from 
the artistic workshop, the spare room, to the hotel-room rented by Heidler at Hotel du 
Bosphore. When love is put into the context in which the woman is more economically 
dependent on the man, love becomes a kind of commodity with its exchange value. 
Making-love becomes a means of making one's living. For the protagonist, the retum 
to the hotel-room is a means of regaining her freedom and integrity. But she seems to 
have forgotten the fact that Heidler has been treating her as a woman of “that sort，，--
who eams their living with their bodies, the capital. She has, worst of all, failed to 
recognize the sexual freedom enjoyed by men may not be equally enjoyed by women, 
even in Paris in the 1920s. Men, like Heidler, are still the dominant sex in Parisian 
society, in terms of money, class, career, and power. Though there has been a rise of 
status and recognition of women after the first world war, women are still, to a great 
extent, subservient to men. 
In Social Changes in Modern France: Towards a Cultural Anthropology of 
the Fifth Republic (1991) Henri Mendras and Alistair Cole point out the problem of 
sexual ambivalence created between the two world wars 1920s to 1940s: 
Varying patterns of relationships between the sexes have 
traditionally existed in different parts of France . . . The 
prosperity of the 1960s did not diminish female 
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subordination . . . many girls began to flee to the cities in 
order to escape being subordinated in marriage. (163) 
In Postures, even Lois, who seems the most stylish and independent feminist figure, 
submits herself to the willfulness of her husband. She tells Marya: "And I always give 
way to HJ [Heidler], give him what he wants until his mood changes the only way 
to manage him，，(52). Her “independence，，and ‘‘power，，come from her readiness to 
compromise with a sex- and class-segregated society. Her social recognition comes 
from her marriage, not from her career as a painter. All the activities she engages in are 
either party-going, eating, or gossiping, rather than painting. As a well-educated career 
woman in the society, subordination and reconciliation are her survival strategies. It is 
thus no wonder that Marya has to be submitted to Heidler and becomes his petite 
femme once they continue their “love,，relationship in the hotel-room. As the narrator 
claims: 
What matter was t h a t . . . he was forcing her to be 
nothing but the little woman who lived in the Hotel du 
Bosphore for the express purpose of being made love 
to. A petitefemme. It was, of course, part of his mania 
for classification. (92) 
The irony of moving to the hotel-room is not to liberate Marya's passion or free her 
from Lois's control and insults, but to further confirm her status as a professional sex 
object--a prostitute. It is not until they are in the hotel room that Marya realizes what 
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Heidler is to her, and what she is to him. As she narrates indifferently and lifelessly: 
“He wasn't a good lover, of course. He didn't really like women He despised love. 
He thought of it grossly, to amuse himself, and then with ferocious contempt" (92). 
Exploited by him cruelly and mercilessly, she “finds herself trying to live up to his idea 
of her. She lives up to it. And she has her reward，，（92). And, of course, her reward as 
the petite femme to the strange visitor is money. Marya, now the prostitute, is a deadly 
woman drained of everything—her passion for and faith in romantic love. The hotel-
room is tumed into “a room in hel.，， 
Rhys's Christian education experience often enters into her protagonist's vision 
of life and man. Marya considers herself to be in hell while her customer, Heidler. And 
time has proved him to be a serpent. Marya's questioning and challenging attitudes are 
inherited from her creator，Jean Rhys. In the end of the fictional world, Marya has 
some conviction about the existence of God and human beings as “miserable sinners 
and the dust of the earth" (74). But there is nothing one can do about it in relation to 
one's life. The sense of separation and loneliness inside the protagonist from the 
ultimate truth and power of the universe is revealed in the end of Postures. What the 
novel attempts to present to us is the individual's self-indulgence in living and self-
enhancement through loving. Heidler's concentration in praying to the tall Virgin in the 
church is very much a contrast to Marya's absent-mindedness in the church, where she 
"wondered why she [the Virgin] suggested not holiness but rather a large and peaceful 
tolerance of sin” (74). This sense of helplessness and disillusion reigns over the hearts 
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of the post-war generation as over the protagonist and all the other characters in the 
novel. 
The “new，，love relationship (from the restaurant to the spare room of the 
studio, and finally to the hotel-room) pronounces the transformation of the female 
protagonist in the romantic relationship: Marya is reduced from a respectable Madame 
Zelli to a bom sex object, and consequently to a professional prostitute. What links up 
the three stages is the socio-economic reality of the female protagonist. Postures 
displays to us all the postures, like love-searching, wandering, observing, money-
hunting, eating, party-going. A love relationship with another man means existence, 
subordination, and oppression for a woman in a patriarchal post-war society. Rhys is 
playing roles as the leading female character, the narrator-commentator, and the script 
writer of Postures. The suffering of her characters, men or women, reveals the fact that 
human nature (the desire inside the human beings) is always subjected to Nature (the 
basic law or order of the universe). Within the ordering of creatures, woman is the 
underdog and the victimized sex. She is more dependent and lacking in power, 
biologically, economically, spiritually, and politically. These compel her to be the 
parasite of men and to be exploited at all times. 
The machine of Law (the exterior forces) and Desire (the interior force) in 
Rhys's novels can be witnessed from the first novel, Postures, to the last one, Wide 
Sargasso Sea. The interaction of the machine of Law with that of Desire makes 
metamorphosis unavoidable. The forces intensify the growth of the paradox of love: 
Love is both expanding and contracting, liberating and confining. The love relationship 
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between Marya and Stephan belongs to the former one, expanding (from home to 
hotel) and contracting (from hotel to prison cell to Room 19 to another room) ； the 
one between Marya and Heidler, ironically, belongs to the latter one, liberating (in 
Lefranc's) and confining (from the spare room in the studio to the hotel room). The 
two love relationships start in diverse directions (the former is erotic whereas the latter 
is more spiritual), but they tum and twist, and they eventually meet and run parallel to 
each other—in the form of suppression and disillusionment. 
Fiction and facts and their mixture do suggest something “real” to us. Rhys was 
in her thirties when she experienced the two love relationships, from 1917 to 1924, 
with Jean Lenglet and Ford Madox Ford. Postures came into being in 1928 after her 
divorce from her husband and the “break-up，，with Ford. The object of desire in her 
novels changes with the growth of this woman writer. She continued her living and 
loving, not without sophistication, bitterness, and despair. The quest for romantic love 
in Postures in the 1920s is replaced by other objects, more secular, concrete, and "self-
constructive" in the 1930s' novels. The passion for love through the union with the 
world outside oneself is rebom in a more complex work in the late 1930s--GooJ 
Morning, Midnight--whQTC love may seem to be less dynamic in time and space, but it 
is definitely more demanding and confining. 
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Chapter Two 
From Hotel to Hotel: 
The Obsession with Material Objects in Good Morning, Midnight 
The 1930s was Jean Rhys's most concentrated period of writing. Most of her 
novels were written and published in England during this unstable socio-political era, 
namely After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie (1930)，Voyage In the Dark (1934)，Good 
Morning, Midnight (1939); and according to her biographer, Carole Angier, even the 
first version of Wide Sargasso Sea was already written before 1940. She also wrote 
other short stories which were later collected in Tigers Are Better Looking and 
published in the sixties. As conveyed in her letters to her friends written between 1931 
and 1966，the 1930s was a period in which she had a strong sense of urgency and the 
need to write about her past and her present. There was hardly any sense of future 
vision in Rhys's Thirties novels. The 1930s was a time as she says when: “writing took 
me over. It was all I thought of. Nothing and nobody else mattered to me，，(Angier, 
Jean Rhys 224). Writing became a "rum business，，to Rhys in this decade {Letters 22). 
With the failure of the marriage with Jean Lenglet and the end of the love 
relationship with Ford Madox Ford in the late 1920s，Rhys went back to London to 
publish her book. She met Leslie Tilden-Smith, a publisher's reader around 1928 and 
she lived with him from 1928 until his death in 1945. They married in 1934 and settled 
in London. Most of Rhys's Thirties writing and publishing were done with the support 
and encouragement of this caring and loving second husband. But the Thirties writing, 
especially the three published novels mentioned above, is reigned over by a strong 
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sense of depression and alienation. Among them Good Morning, Midnight is the most 
bitter and hopeless in tone and moods. Being an autobiographical novelist, Rhys, not 
surprisingly, depicts anger and frustration in Postures. She used her writing to express 
all her feelings of distress at the deception and oppression she suffered as a woman 
caught in the patriarchal capitalist societies in Paris and London. However, there is 
much room for questioning how Jean Rhys would produce three novels like After 
Leaving Mr.Mackenzie’ Voyage In The Dark, and Good Morning, Midnight during a 
period in which she has most attention and love from her gentlemanly husband, Leslie 
Tilden-Smith. In the three novels published in the 1930s, there are emotions of 
inadequacy, doom, despair, and deliberate indifference in the female protagonists. Do 
the moods and themes in the writing tell us something about the woman writer herself 
and the impact of the socio-cultural forces in this historical period? It is not my 
intention to “trace，，in great detail the “facts，，related to the artistic works, their writer, 
and milieu. However, we do see some of the turmoil and conflicts of the era when we 
are examining the motif of love and confinement, and its quest, in terms of obsession, 
in Good Morning Midnight. 
In this chapter I will continue to investigate the restless quest for love in Jean 
Rhys's novels written in the 1930s, with the focus on and specific reference to Good 
Morning, Midnight (1939), the most complex and impressionistic in terms of idea and 
technique. There are three questions raised and explored in the first novel, Postures 
(1928), namely, the nature of the object of love; the change of this love's object as a 
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result of the absence in the protagonist and the environment around her; finally, the 
work of time and space on the "love-relationship." 
In the 1930s, the nature of the love object in Rhys's novels is no longer the 
desire for romantic relationship. Rather the obsession for materials things takes its 
place and becomes more and more overwhelming in Good Morning, Midnight. After 
Leaving MrMackenzie and Voyage In the Dark witness the change of the desire inside 
the protagonists, Julia and Anna respectively. Julia and Anna, like Marya in Postures, 
are rendered helpless, marginal, and “identity-less，，in life. Unlike Marya, both of them 
have had their love relationships with men before their stories begin. After Leaving 
MrMackenzie and Voyage In The Dark are portraits of these women's drifting from 
Paris to London, living with their tormenting past and their bleak present. Human 
relationships do not really matter that much. What occupies the protagonists most is 
the desire to possess the material objects, like clothes, wine，money, and the like. Men 
become means of obtaining the material objects these female protagonists desire most. 
It is not until Good Morning, Midnight that material things are obtained by the female 
without the help of the male. The desire for things becomes so buming that it becomes 
action and generates the sole meaning of life, existence, and sanity. Love relationship 
with men has a lesser value in this novel since Sasha/ the female protagonist, is now 
more economically independent. It is this change of love object that I will deal with in 
the first part of this chapter. 
Concerning the second question about the absence(s) raised in Jean Rhys's first 
phase of writing in the 1920s, I believe that love (as a desire for the absent) in the 
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1930s is a desire for youth, beauty, human engagement, security, and accomplishment. 
If life is a river of no retum, what we see in Rhys's Thirties' novels is that the female 
protagonists are madly in love with returning to the past: old places, old friends and 
family. Like Rhys, nearly all the female protagonists are in love with and in pursuit of 
dresses, hats, shoes, wine, foods, and hair-styles. The quests for these little things are 
most vividly and maturely shown in Good Morning, Midnight, which is ironically a 
farewell to life and hope. With the title taken from Emily Dickinson's poem, Rhys 
seems to use Good Morning, Midnight to greet the coming of darkness in which the 
female protagonist, Sasha，is mouming the essence of life - youth and beauty (one to 
oneself), human engagement (one with the others), security and relaxation (one in the 
world). In the second part of this chapter, I will explore how love is a desire for these 
kinds of lacks in the female protagonist. Jn what way does the new “love，，relationship 
change in the shift of time and space? This is, nevertheless, a complicated and 
strenuous question to be answered in the last section of the essay. A sense of time and 
space is powerfully constructed through the merging and abrupt movements of the past 
and the present. A firm grasp of the drastic and abstract depiction of the relationship 
between the female protagonist and her desirable material objects is necessary to the 
further understanding of the paradox of love and confinement in Jean Rhys's fiction. 
The metamorphosis of love is more sophisticatedly focused and portrayed in Good 
Morning, Midnight. 
However, before we proceed to the examination of this paradox of love in 
Good Morning, Midnight, we should first have a sketch of the milieu of the 1930s. 
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Jean Rhys, as a social being and a writer, “inevitably expresses her experience and total 
conception of life" during this chaotic time {Theory ofLiterature 95). Good Morning, 
Midnight is not a reflection of the whole social process, but the whole novel does 
expose the essence of this historical period. It expresses the hollowness of existence, 
the deliberate indifference and self-destruction inside the solitary woman, Sasha, during 
her retum to her most enchanting “holiday inn," Paris. The desire of going-out-of-
oneself and being innerworldly represents a general sense of obligation felt by most of 
the Thirties generation, specially the writers. Randall Steveson comments: “Thirties 
author[s] . . . faced the difficulties of contemporary life and the threat of a future 
second war with less opportunity for ‘retreating or advancing，into the novels. A 
greater obligation therefore fell upon them to consider life could be restructured not 
only in fiction but in fact; to engage more directly with contemporary history;. . .” (A 
Reader's Guide to the Twentieth-Century Novel in Britain 58). The desire to be 
concerned and united with the world outside oneself echoes the wishes and expectation 
of the time and its people. And this desire to have a reunion with the world is set forth 
by Sasha's obsession and pursuit of materials things. 
The disordered Thirties began with the crash of 1929，the collapse of Wall 
Street and was followed by the Great Depression throughout Europe and Britain. 
Compared with the 1920s, a period of relative stability and prosperity after the First 
World War, the 1930s was a period of chaos and crises in all aspects, namely in 
political, economic, moral, and cultural aspects. A historian, David Thomson, points 
out the severity of the crises confronted by this generation: 
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In 1919 the world had still been buoyed up by a certain 
faith in the liberal values of personal freedom and 
equality of rights, by a revival of confidence in capitalism 
and a generous spirit of social improvement, by a fervent 
belief that civilization could progress in peace. After 
1934 all these faiths were shaken or broken, and Europe 
lay exposed to the disruptive forces of brutal and 
inhuman ideologies, as well as the eruption of violent 
and destructive tyrannies. {Europe Since Napoleon 693) 
Economic depression was concretely shown through social poverty and mass 
unemployment; political aggression and international conflicts were brought to light by 
the separation of the world into different camps and ideological groups. All these have 
shattering impacts on the people in the 1930s after a period of growth and 
development in the 1920s. The abrupt changes in economic life, national conflicts, and 
international relations bred a mood of disillusionment and bewilderment. Thomson 
further comments, “a moral and psychological crisis that was the most serious of all 
crises, because, even more than the experience of war or of the immediate aftermath of 
war，it shattered the ideals and codes of behaviour on which the old order had rested" 
(693). A sense of helplessness, insecurity, doubt, and destruction is haunting the 
people in the whole decade of the 1930s. I tend to agree with Thomson's idea that 
“Perhaps the foundation of this moral crisis was an almost universal sense of 
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helplessness, of loss of direction, and subjection to blind, impersonal forces beyond the 
control of men or nations，，(693). This mood of rebelliousness, vulnerability, urgency, 
and isolation is vigorously narrated in literary works of all kinds. 
Good Morning, Midnight marks a most intense description on the fixation for 
materials objects among Rhys's novels. This novel cannot be examined in isolation 
from the socio-political context mentioned above. As Helen Carr pin-points: “In the 
year Rhys spent writing this novel [GMM], the threat of war steadily grew. To read 
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Rhys's continental fiction as divorced from this political context is as mistaken as it 
would be to ignore the impact of colonialism in her Caribbean stories，，(Jean Rhys 50). 
I couldn't agree more with Carr's view. In Good Morning, Midnight Jean Rhys does 
not really spend much ink on the extemal turmoil and conflict. However, we can 
consciously feel a sense of anxiety, fear, and urgency of war through the restless 
concerns of the major or minor characters in the novel. Every character is preoccupied 
by different everyday things throughout the whole text. They are either strayed souls, 
homeless or opportunist, like the gigolo and the Russians. Not much is said about their 
identities, everyone is a mystery and remains in darkness till the end of the novel. 
War's immediacy drives one to build different walls in the hope of protecting oneself 
from the others just as the world powers had been doing in the period. Betrayal and 
uncertainty hang heavily in the fictional world. As Rene, the gigolo and fleeing 
"French-Canadian," has confessed to Sasha: “Because I think you won't betray me, 
because I think you won't betray me . . . .，，(62). The absurdity and split in the extemal 
world are shown in the psychological retrospects and split in the inner world of the 
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female protagonist. For this reason, the passion, preoccupation，and grip of things in 
the world becomes even more significant. The engagement with material objects 
transcends new meanings for the fictional characters. To Sasha，the gigolo, and the 
new immigrants, engagement itself means relationship and hope for a future in 1937， 
the exact year Rhys went back to Paris. The mania for material security underlines the 
inner vacuum of the female protagonist. The kind of quest weaves the external world 
with the internal world, and projects a consistent shadow to the substance - the moral 
and psychological crisis in the 1930s. From Paris to London (the former the artistic 
and pleasure centre, the latter the business and power centre in those days) and vice 
versa represent the universal realm of living and its dilemmas. Sasha's narrative has 
undertones of the monotony and loneliness of human existence. 
The psychological turmoil inside the women characters is in the foreground. 
Postures and After Leaving MrMackenzie are told in the third person, whereas from 
Voyage In The Dark to Wide Sargasso Sea, the first person narrative dominates and its 
voice conveys much psychological frankness and self-consciousness. The confessional 
tone grasps the reader's attention, but not sympathy. Since willful acts of self-
destruction are always there shocking both the reader and the characters, sympathy of 
any kind seems to be unwelcome. In the Thirties novels, the “1” is speaking more about 
the women's obsession with material objects than with romance. However, latent fear 
and thirst for man-and-woman relationship are occasionally shown in the narrator's 
interior monologues. The narrator's reliability is at times highlighted and questioned. 
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In a period of drastic changes in all aspects of life, Good Moming Midnight 
proves to be a resistance to changes. The narrator tries to confirm to us that the Paris 
is the “same” old Paris, the room is the same old room, but the Sasha is a different 
“Sasha，，who is now indifferent to and detached from human relationships. Sasha, like 
Jean Rhys, is on her way to an exhibition in Paris in October, 1937. Good Morning, 
Midnight is more or less an exhibition of the experiences, past and present, of Sasha 
and Jean Rhys. It simply displays different things without any regard to the 
understanding of its reader or audience. Like an impressionist painter, Rhys aims at the 
autonomy and self-representation of the art object. As she conveyed in a letter in 1956, 
she was sorry that it depressed her readers in England and America, but she was 
convinced that “a book has a life of its own when it's finished and can fight for 
existence，，and in her opinion, Good Morning, Midnight, which had the most 
undesirable reception when it was published, “had a strong one [a life of its own]，’ 
{Letters 137). 
The transformation of love from the desire for romantic relationship into the 
obsession for and possession of material objects is concretely revealed and “exhibited’， 
in Sasha's "Way to the Exhibition." If we read all of Rhys's novels written from 1928 
to 1939，it will be amazing to find that Good Morning, Midnight represents a 
desperate final struggle of an aging woman for love and belonging in the world outside 
herself. By engaging herself in constant activities during her ten-day visit to Paris, 
Sasha indirectly betrays her latent yeaming for care and acceptance in the external 
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world. To a certain extent, Jean Rhys imposes her sense of failure in interpersonal 
relationships onto Sasha, the last female protagonist, before her "disappearance" in the 
1940s and 1950s. Sasha's being a deliberate misfit is in line with Rhys's conflicting 
feelings expressed in her unfinished autobiography: 
I would never be part of anything. I would never really 
belong anywhere, and I knew it, and all my life would be 
the same, trying to belong, and failing. Always 
something would go wrong. I am a stranger and I always 
will be, and after all I didn't really care. Perhaps it's my 
fault, I really can't think far enough for that. But I don't 
like these people, I thought. I don't hate - they hate - but 
I don't love what they love. {Smile Please 124) 
With the threat of aging and dissatisfaction with her emotional life, the problems of 
unconformity and isolation got worse for Jean Rhys. Her decline into alcoholism and 
her self-indulgence in writing in the 1930s do tell us something about her desire for 
occupation. Good Morning, Midnight enlightens us about love's different disguises. 
Love as an obsession with material objects accentuates an unwillingness to 
compromise and a persistent belief in the act of loving. From love as the desire for 
romantic relationship to the materialisic one, we seem to see and experience love 
descending from the subtle to the superficial, from the spiritual to the more secular. 
Unlike a human being, a material thing won't betray its owner; things are passive 
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objects and their owner is the active agent. When romantic relationships prove 
oppressive and deceptive, what one can grasp quickly, see concretely, and hold firmly 
is perhaps the material objects external to oneself. Sasha feels more secure, confident, 
and “saner” after she has bought a hat in which she "looks good，，(60). Sasha's mania 
for material things reveals her desperate quest for fusion with the world, if not the 
opposite sex. The union based on conformity with the group, its customs，practices, 
and beliefs reduces her sense of separateness and fear of being “different” from the 
others in society. In Good Morning, Midnight we can see that Sasha secures a sense of 
“sameness，，--which generates “sanity，，and happiness—when she possesses the dress she 
has fallen for or the hat that has become her. The absence of “gaze” from the others is 
an evidence of their consensus or agreement to the “normalcy，，of the "Sasha," who 
unconsciously or consciously tums herself into a material object of gaze. The illusion 
of being the ‘‘same，，as the others is constructed in the "transformation act," as Sasha 
puts it, of clothing, drinking, housing, and the like. 
By tuming to the psychologist, Erich Fromm, we may be able to obtain a more 
thorough understanding of the kind of psychological and behavioral pattem of Jean 
Rhys and her female protagonist: 
Also in contemporary Westem society the union with 
the group is the prevalent way of overcoming 
separateness. It is a union in which the individual self 
disappears to a large extent, and where the aim is to 
belong to the herd. If I am like everybody else, if I have 
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no feelings or thoughts which make me different, if I 
conform in customs, dress, ideas, to the pattem of the 
group, I am saved; saved from the frightening experience 
of aloneness. (The Art ofLoving 18) 
Jean Rhys's fear and self-indulgence in her own “differences，，from the people in the 
society in which she is living，either Dominica, England or France, make her withdraw 
into a world of thoughts and shrink into a chain of material objects - such as, books, 
dresses, wine, etc. The passion for and pursuit of material things save her from being 
“a witch，，in her own magical world.� However, what is ironic is that all these material 
objects she loves eventually draw her into an even more closed, private, and isolating 
world from the herd. Her fictional characters' quests for material objects in the 1930s 
do reveal some of its creator's longing for the extemalization of the self into the world. 
Sasha's material complex is validated by her possessive tendency. Her enthusiasm for 
the “insignificant things" reflects her capability for love (A Nietzsche Reader 270). The 
change of love's object does not, in any way, diminish the fundamental desire for love; 
rather, it indicates the urgency and immediacy of the female protagonist's desperate 
embrace of love. The compromise conveys the creator's and the fictional character's 
obstinate belief in the importance of love as the essence of existence, in a seemingly 
negative and indirect way. 
Good Morning, Midnight reverses the traditional conception of life's essence. 
What the female protagonist endeavors to obtain most in life is neither independence 
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nor integrity, wit nor a good marriage. While Elizabeth Bowen was writing about an 
adolescent love between a middle-class young Portia and an attractive philanderer in 
The Death ofthe Heart (1938)，Jean Rhys was writing about an identity-less, 
abandoned, and self-indulgent woman, and her trip back “home，，to Paris. The focus 
of the former is on passion, misunderstanding, the emotional atrophy of the grown-ups, 
and the poignancy of innocence betrayed, whereas the latter is on indifference, self-
destruction, and psychological split. The realistic third-person narrative in the former is 
a contrast to the surrealistic first person confession in the latter. Both of these Thirties 
novels portray the intense inner existence of their female protagonists. But the aspects 
the authors select and take are from two extremes. Jean Rhys abandons the more 
“subtle，，human entanglements adopted by her contemporary female writers; she simply 
lets the routine，the mundane, the material dominate every scene in her novel. 
The essence of existence in Rhys' Thirties novels is replaced by several aspects 
of living, namely, in Nietzsche's categorization, "eating, clothing, housing, social 
intercourse" (A Nietzsche Reader 270). The depiction of these few aspects becomes 
more and more sublime and powerful in Good Morning, Midnight. Rhys lets Sasha 
talk about the only available “essence” in life which is manipulating her present: the 
most everyday things, the closest things^, that generate a sense of significance, 
existence, and delight for Sasha. And it is some aspects of “concem，，’ in terms of 
action, that I will now examine. In what way does the desire for love have anything to 
do with different modes of “concem，，in everyday existence? As a philosopher, John 
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Macquarrie, explains in his work, Existentialism: ‘‘To be in the world is to be 
concerned with the world, to be engaged in ceaseless interaction with the things we 
find within the world，，(84). The passion for union or fusion of any kind will 
spontaneously drive a person to engage herself in activity. In the love relationship 
between a man and a woman, the desire for union or fusion normally takes the form or 
act of love-making as expression. In Good Morning, Midnight, love is manifested 
through Sasha's "concern" with the world in which she is living. Fromm also suggests 
that "L[l]ove is an activity, not a passive effect，，（25). The different aspects of concem 
of Sasha illustrate the fact that to be concerned with the world makes one feel more 
part of the world, thus belonging, absorbed, and united with it. 
What are the different modes of concem in Good Morning, Midnightl Do 
these types of concem for certain material objects unveil the kind of “things，，that the 
female protagonist lacks and desires in the present? I will investigate and discuss these 
two questions at the same time. Good Morning, Midnight is composed of abrupt, 
willed actions: clothing, eating and drinking, housing, and social intercourse.^ These 
modes of concem are the basic fictional components in the novel. The four aspects of 
action are frequently interlocked with disconnected thoughts of the narrator. Her 
acting and thinking are running toward two contrasting poles. The former wants to 
construct a beautiful, courageous, stable，sociable, and independent social being; while 
the latter tends to expose an insane, dangerous, complex, and even split thinking self. 
By examining Sasha's actions and thoughts, we see that her engagement with material 
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objects is a desire for certain needs in the present: the obsession for clothing vigorously 
underlines the loss of youth, beauty, and self-worth for a middle-aged woman like 
Sasha; the addiction to wine and sleeping pills echoes Sasha's lack of courage to act 
and rest in the restless and reckless body after undergoing much injustice and 
oppression in life; the frequent resort to eating speaks of her need for escape and 
relaxation. Sasha's urgency for changing hotels indirectly gets across the message to us 
of the lack of and wish for security; social intercourse reveals the reality of Sasha's 
internal world - the absence of love, concem, and understanding in the face of 
separateness and loneliness. Sasha's construction of a thinking and talking soul 
conveys to us that she is in need of the assurance of her existence as an individual in an 
alienating world. 
Clothing is the most recurrent and well-described subject of concem in Rhys's 
novels, particularly vivid and impressive in Good Morning, Midnight. Dressing-up the 
body gives the mind a sense of compensation and comfort. This is what we see of 
Sasha during her stay in Paris. She tells us from the beginning of the story that ‘‘When 
you've been made very cold and very sane you've also been made very passive，，(11). 
Getting some ‘‘new，，clothes and ‘‘a change，，has been the mission of her trip. The 
actions of dyeing her hair, and clothing her body and feet are, as a matter of fact, 
driven by her perception of herself in others - people and events. Unlike the other 
female protagonists in Jean's novels in the 1930s, Sasha is more financially well-off 
and thus can afford to spend more money on material objects, like dresses, hats, shoes, 
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than merely to imagine herself in the clothes she desperately loves. What Julia in After 
Leaving Mr.Mackenzie and Anna in Voyage In The Dark do is to imagine themselves 
in the clothes long-dreamed of because both of them are the underprivileged in the 
patriarchal society. As compared with Marya, Julia and Anna, Sasha has once been 
married and has a place in the job market, she has some money to spend in Paris. She 
is one of the “Haves，，not a “Have-not.，，But the irony is her fate is none the less no 
better than that of the others. 
Among all the concerns, clothing plays a more significant role in Good 
Morning, Midnight. In After Leaving Mr.Mackenzie Julia sees her own ‘‘ridiculous 
appearance，，through the old coat she has been wearing, and as a result of the shame 
produced by her own perception of herself, she becomes passive and lacking 
motivation for action. As the narrator describes, “Her coat was very old. She had 
grown fatter in the last few months and . . . She imagined that it gave her a ridiculous 
appearance, especially behind. Indeed, her rare impulses towards activity vanished 
when she thought of her coat，，(12). For a woman without any profession, money, or 
men, what she can do is to “powder her face carefully，，and “imagine herself in a new 
black dress and a little black hat with a veil that just shadowed her eyes，，(ALMM 35, 
131). The detailed description of the dress, the hat, the image of powdering and 
dressing-up are juxtapositions with her poverty and her mouming for her fading youth 
and beauty. Anna in Voyage In The Dark is the youngest among all of Rhys's female 
protagonists. But, still, her self-esteem originates from the clothes she wears. As she 
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narrates, “About clothes, it，s awful. Everything makes you want pretty clothes like 
hell. People laugh at girls who are badly dressed All the time I was dressing I was 
thinking what clothes I would buy. I didn't think of anything else at all, and I forgot 
about feeling ill” (VID 22，24). Dressing up the body makes her forget her illness; even 
dreaming of wearing the clothes give her some meaning and desire for survival. In 
comparison with the novels in the early 1930s，Good Morning, Midnight is the 
eventual actualization of the obsession with clothing. Old age stares Sasha in the face 
and makes her more self-conscious and withdrawn than Anna and Julia, who are 
relatively younger than she. Clothes cover the decadent body in the eyes of the others. 
For this reason, the "transformation act," as Sasha puts it, through dressing up the 
body manifests her desire for her lack of identity, youth, and beauty. 
The material objects of clothing construct and pronounce the female 
protagonist's identity at the very beginning of the text--“une Anglaise"--as a woman 
who has some money and charm. We see diverging thoughts and actions through 
Sasha's eyes and psyche. Her identity as English is not conveyed from her appearance, 
nor from her passport. As Sasha writes calmly and skeptically: 
I tell him [the patron of the hotel] I will let him have the 
passport in the aftemoon and he gives my hat a gloomy, 
disapproving look. I don't blame him. It shouts 
“Anglaise，，，my hat. And my dress extinguishes me. And 
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then this damned old fur coat slung on top of everything 
else - the last idiocy, the last incongruity. (13-14) 
It is her hat and dress that assign her an identity. The patron's gaze strikes a chord in 
Sasha. There is a deep-rooted identity problem inside all of Jean Rhys's female 
protagonists. Like the other female protagonists, Sasha is white, English by nationality 
and by appearance. But their ideas about life and themselves often make them the 
outsiders of their own cultural heritage. What is the thing that upsets Sasha when the 
patron looks at her hat and dress then? As an economical writer of sharp insight into 
life and mankind, Jean Rhys never attempts to give us any Dickensian description 
about the patron, the representation of one of the societal forces - the capitalist and the 
suppresser. What we are presented with are Sasha's interior monologues: 
What's wrong with the fiche? Fve filled it up all right, 
haven't I? Name So-and-so, nationality So-and-so.... 
Nationality - that's what puzzled him. I ought to have 
put nationality by marriage.. . . Never mind, I have 
some money now. I may be able to do something about 
it Some money to spend and nothing to worry about 
(14) 
The inferiority complex, as a result of aging, suffering, and poverty, has moulded her 
into a woman of extreme sensitivity and self-consciousness which, if to a severe 
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degree, can become “madness，，as developed and shown in Rhys's last work, Wide 
Sargasso Sea. For a woman like Sasha who is un-English, un-Dominican, and un-
French, people deduce her nationality wrongly from her clothing. However, the 
problem is that the clothes she is wearing often make her suspicious of other people's 
criticism and laughter about her "youth" and “beauty.” The hint of this nervous 
complex inside Sasha sparks off the chain of action that she takes and is driven to take. 
The “transformation act，’ of Sasha in Paris ironically brings to light her desire 
to rejuvenate youth and beauty, which, she believes, will automatically make her a part 
of the world and thus the equal of the others. This logic may sound odd to most “sane，， 
readers. But this is, by all means, necessary and the only right way for Sasha. The first 
desire for a “transformation act” does not come by itself, but is first aroused by the 
patron's gaze, and then catalyzed by the two “girls” in Theodore's cafe. Sasha steps 
down by giving the two girls the table she has been sitting by. She is angry but silent. 
The anger inside her is not directed to the two crude persons, but to herself - her 
incapability of "arguing it out，，which, as shown in Sasha's thoughts and actions, seem 
to be caused by her loss of youth and beauty (44). She is at once and simply 
overwhelmed by the physical appearance of the tall girl: 
I made a great effort and look at the tall g i r l . . . . 
Her red hair is arranged so carefully over her skul l . . . . 
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My throat shuts up, my eyes sting. This is awful. Now 
I am going to cry. This is the worst If I do that I 
shall really have a walk under a bus when I get outside. 
I try to decide what colour I shall have my hair dyed, 
and hang on to that thought as you hang on to 
something when you are drowning. Shall I have it red? 
Shall I . . . Now, black - that would be startling.. . . First 
it must be bleached . . . then it must be dyed (43-
44) 
The cruelty and insult imposed on her from the world all of a sudden shakes the 
established self-confidence and calmness inside her. It is only ceaseless internal 
thinking and the possibility of a certain action to be taken that grants her a sense of 
hope in the future - for revenge or success in the same case next time. It is just natural 
that human action is oriented towards a certain goal or illusion about the future. Every 
action has its intended meaning. When we tum to Sasha，we see that the meaning of 
dressing her hair is a kind of self-imposed one rather than something given. The illusion 
or goal of becoming as young and beautiful as other women drives her to go beyond 
the depressing situation in the present. By taking the explanation of a sociologist, Gila 
J. Hayim, we might be able to have a better grasp of the motive of Sasha's action. As 
Hayim explains: ‘‘Human activity is grounded in absent or future objects Since it 
is oriented towards a goal, human action is oriented toward a possibility in the future" 
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{Existentialism and Sociology 11-13). The act of clothing offers her the possibility of 
regaining even "the pain of youth，，and the promise of resuming some beauty. As 
disclosed in her interior monologues: "Tomorrow I must certainly go and have my 
hair dyed. I know the man I'll go to. His name is Felix . . . However It's all right. 
Tomorrow I'll be pretty again, tomorrow Fll happy again, tomorrow, tomorrow... ” 
(48). The goals to be obtained in the time to come give her strength to act in the 
present. Old age is not only a kind of sadness, but also a kind of entrapment and 
confinement as suggested in the animal imagery: "Yes, I am sad, sad as a circus-
lioness, sad as an eagle without wings, sad as a violin with only one string and that one 
broken, sad as a woman who is growing old. Sad, sad, sad ”（39). Old age is a 
source of grief, trap and imprisonment to Jean Rhys as to her female protagonists in 
their late forties. The mode of concem in clothing springs from the hope of conquering 
time and nature. The meaning of dyeing the hair and buying a hat is self-imposed. The 
contrast of giantess and smallness, youth and old age, is created through the 
confrontation between Sasha and the “tall’，girl. Sasha's agony and mouming for the 
loss of youth and beauty is initially shown in her sympathy for other old women in the 
streets. And every one of them becomes her own reflection - old, pitiful, and 
ridiculous. Nevertheless, the first “transformation act，，does not make her excited or 
happy at all because it is a forced action from the external world. It intensifies the 
desire for youth and beauty. As Sasha feels compulsively: ‘‘I must go and buy a hat this 
aftemoon, I think, and tomorrow a dress. I must get on with the transformation act，， 
(53). 
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It is not until the second "transformation act” that Sasha obtains a sense of 
sanity and confidence in herself. The second act is to buy a hat which is intended to 
give the “play，，its completeness: the dress restores her female sexuality, while the hat 
covers the work of time on her head. The Russian's love for Quartier Latin and an old 
woman's craving for a hat become foils to Sasha's unadmitted longing to recapture 
youth and beauty. We see a chain of reflections of this desire. We see the old woman's 
passion for buying a hat in the hat shop through Sasha's eyes; however it is Sasha that 
we eventually recognize in the reflection. The old woman's obsession with a hat is 
indeed Sasha's: ‘‘Her expression is terrible - hungry, despairing, hopeful, quite crazy，， 
(57). The difference is that Sasha is acting deliberately not to fall into the same trap or 
the same expression as the old woman displays in the shop. But what is so ironic is that 
Sasha betrays herself once she is out of the hat shop. After this second transformation 
act, she can wait no longer to celebrate her rejuvenated “youth，，and “beauty.，，As she 
confesses: “I feel saner and happier after this. I go to a restaurant near by and eat a 
large meal, at the same time carefully watching the effect of the hat on the other people 
in the room, comme ga. Nobody stares at me，which I think is a good sign，，(60). 
Rhys's precise but sharp observation of the ridiculousness of human behaviour vividly 
conveys to us the even more tragic madness inside Sasha. The imperativeness of going 
out into the world, the silly efforts of gazing at the others, and the longing for seeing 
the “sane，，and young ‘‘Sasha，’ are nakedly displayed within three lines. The 
transformation of the body is both a frustrating and confining process. The chain effect 
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of action reveals the female protagonist's immense zest for youth, beauty, and worth, 
which are parts of the innerworldly qualities of self-preservation. 
Eating and drinking are the second essence of existence for the female 
protagonist in Good Morning, Midnight. To be concerned with the needs of the body 
makes Sasha conscious of her own existence and motivates her to be on-the-move at 
all times. These activities encourage Sasha to be involved with things which are the 
constituents of the world. By making “acquaintances，’ with worldly things, she 
becomes “a pal” to it, and thus “a pal" to the earth. Like the function of the dress and 
the hat, wine, sleeping pills, and food are to feed the body. They are all too ordinary 
and elementary, and thus unworthy of any mention or description in the limited space 
of literary texts. However, Jean Rhys always sees things from a different perspective 
and she brings out her insights through precise and economic description. She makes 
eating and drinking the major actions of Sasha unpleasant married life. The action of 
finding something to eat and drink in the past conveys a desire for escape and survival. 
For example, whenever Sasha and Enno (her husband) are most depressed, they tend 
to tum to the basic concem of life, i.e. finding something to eat. Insulted by Alfred for 
letting his wife work for another man for the sake of money, Enno becomes irritated 
and what he can do is to say a few words to Sasha and take a habitual action: “I'm 
going out to buy something to eat，，(107). Food-hunting, eating, bringing home a 
bottle of wine, and the fights between the couple are the dominating scenes in the past. 
Like Enno, when life is to be fought by herself, Sasha retums to the basic: 
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I have to go out to get myself something to eat  
The third day I make up my mind that he isn't coming 
back. A blue day  
I buy milk, a loaf of bread, four oranges, and go back 
to the hotel. 
Squeezing the rind of an orange and smelling the oil. A 
lot of oil - they must be pretty fresh (107) 
The causal tone in Sasha's narrative constructs a sense of surprising peace inside a 
deserted woman. She is not shedding tears or regretting the folly of her marriage. 
Rather she is merely thinking about survival. Getting some food and smelling the 
fragrance of the “squeezed，，orange are what matter to her and what is most real and 
true of existence. The oppression of herself is illuminated in the image of the squeezed 
orange. As A. Alvarez comments on the cover page of After Leaving Mr.Mackenzie: 
“She wrote . . . in a style which is at once casual and spare, clear, alert, disabused and, 
as a result, curiously timeless.” Even if fate is not on her side, Sasha is still capable of 
enjoying the smell of the nature. She is a more sophisticated, practical, and 
disillusioned woman trying to go out to hunt for life herself. The image of squeezing 
the orange underlines the latent tendency of revenge and madness inside the female 
protagonist. With regard to Marya, Julia and Anna, the younger Sasha in Paris knows 
more about the truth of "the survival of the fittest." Unlike Julia and Anna, she does 
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not imagine herself in clothes she cannot afford; unlike Marya, she does not wander in 
the streets after the temporary desertion of her husband. She is not frightened and 
absent-minded in the hotel room. She makes up her mind about her future after three 
days ofEnno's disappearance - she wants survival. She takes action to hunt for food, 
as a lioness does when she is hungry. There is no reason for her to pretend to weep or 
die for her abandonment. And thus there is every reason for us to say that Jean Rhys' 
novels are anti-heroic. Heroines belong to nineteenth-century fiction. Though her 
female characters live in the first half of the modem decade, they are simply the 
precursors of the insignificant and secular Others in contemporary literature. 
Drinking becomes the mode of concem with Sasha's retum to the present. 
Wine is another material object that grips Sasha, empowers her with courage to go out 
of herself and forget the pain in the past or the present. In Rhys's novels all her female 
protagonists drink wine, and most of them are agents in control of their wine. A half-
bottle of Burgundy makes Julia “feel very hopeful，，in After Leaving MrMackenzie 
(131). Rochester's narrative in Wide Sargasso Sea tells us that Antoinette makes use 
of wine to give vent to her anger, violence, and madness. She even uses wine to get 
him to make love with her. All of these women have a strong desire for revealing their 
own selves and becoming connected with things or people in the world by means of 
drinking wine. But among them, Sasha is an extreme. She is simply an alcoholic， 
completely dominated by the wine itself. In Good Morning, Midnight, we see the 
personification of this material object. As Sasha narrates: 
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Drink, drink, drink As soon as I sober up I start 
again. I have to force it down sometimes. You'd think 
I'd get delirium tremens or something.. . . 
I watch my face gradually breaking up - cheeks puffing 
out, eyes getting smaller. Never mind. “While we live, 
let us live," says the bottles of wine. When we give, let 
us give. (37) 
It is now the bottles of wine that talk to her, lead her into a room of imagination，and 
grant her with courage to talk about the things that torment her. It is only after the act 
of drinking that Sasha becomes sentimental, passionate, contradictory and 
adventurous. She dares to confess: “1 have no pride - no pride, no name, no face, no 
country. I don't belong anywhere. Too sad, too s a d . . . . ,，(38). She takes the initiative 
to hug the gigolo. She has the courage to cry to the song which sings “Pain of love, / 
Pain of youth, . . . Keep away from me . . . No more, no m o r e . . . . " (77). Sasha 
knows the power of wine over her, but she is willing to let it overpower her whole 
being. “Eat. Drink. Walk. March. Back to the hotel" become a most “meaningful，，life 
(120). What she seems to be lacking in life is escape, relaxation, the courage to talk, 
and the unconsciousness to forget time and living. As she thinks in the hotel room: 
“And when I have had a couple of drinks I shan't know whether it's yesterday, today 
or tomorrow" (121). She experiences her present painfully because it is inevitably 
locked and determined by her past. Experience and re-experience of things in the world 
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do not mean life in any way better or worse. On the contrary, the awakened sensation 
plunges her into the abyss of hopelessness. Only the concem for eating and drinking 
seem to offer her a chance to be occupied. The acts of eating and drinking allow her a 
sense of engagement and fusion, at least, with the materialistic world. 
Housing is one of the most significant everyday things in Jean Rhys's fictional 
world. The hotel-room is the basic and central setting of all of her novels and short 
stories, except Wide Sargasso Sea. The hotel room in Jean Rhys's fictional world 
serves the function of housing the "improper"^ feminine's body and protecting it from 
the wolves in the world outside. The limited objective description of the hotel room in 
Rhys's Twenties novel becomes a dominating, subjective, and oppressive voice in her 
Thirities novel, in Good Morning, Midnight. Voyage In The Dark produced in the mid 
Thirties has little description of the relationship between Anna and her room. In 
comparison, Postures and After Leaving MrMackenzie have relatively more depiction 
of the effect of the hotel-room on the protagonist. Marya and Julia treat the room as an 
instrument for three purposes for: the basic need of the body(sleeping and making 
love), for protection or shelter, and for inspiration and imagination. However when we 
explore Good Morning Midnight, we can't help feeling manipulated by the usurping 
power of the room on Sasha. The personification of the room is the first impression 
cast on the reader at the very start of the narrative. This is not merely a literary 
technique to equip the room with its autonomous life, power，and wisdom. The 
aesthetic means is actually driving towards a practical end - the room is a part of 
human existence. The narrator simply drops the word, "hotel," it is a room in general, 
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like every object which has the function of containing the body. The meaning Sasha 
imposes on the room unveils her quest for protection and security. This desire is in 
conflict with the established image of a “rebom，，woman after much suffering in the 
“dark rivers" of life (10). The rescued ‘‘fish-up，，imagery of Sasha gives us a false 
expectation about her ability to confront “the real thing，，she will have to encounter in 
Paris. The presence of the man next door, who comes to flirt with her, chills, and 
frightens her with a nightmarish feeling. Sasha is simply the older Marya, Julia, and 
Anna. There is a kind of unnamable hysteria or fear which just requires a slight touch 
from the environment to come into being. As Sasha says: “His voice pursues me out 
into the street. ‘Attends，ma fille，attends... .，，，（31). Her immediate hunt for another 
room betrays and frustrates her. After a crazy search, she realizes the universal reality 
and nature of the room: 
A beautiful room with a bath? . . . A room? . . . But 
never tell the truth about this business of rooms, because 
it would burst the roof off everything and undermine the 
whole social system. All rooms are the same. All rooms 
have four walls, a door, a window or two, a bed, a chair 
. . . A room is a place where you hide from the wolves 
outside and that's all any room is. Why should I worry 
about changing my room? (33) 
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Sasha's expectation of a room vindicates her need of privacy, security, and knowledge. 
She wants it to be “a room with a bath," which will enhance her complete privacy and 
security. She wants it to be “a room with a view，，--“a light room"--to illuminate things 
and allow her to see them clearly. To be “in the dark，，as a result of the lack of light or 
the deception of the others means hell to all of Jean's female protagonists. But it is not 
until Good Morning, Midnight that we see such a deliberate action to change rooms. 
Jean Rhys, as an ex-actress, is using the room as a stage-set to dramatize 
diverse human activities. The room symbolizes the world which houses and confines 
human beings. The rapid motion of finding another room for a short stay indirectly 
echoes the cynical, indifferent protagonist's eagemess to change the world she is 
dwelling in. Sasha still cares about being in and with the world. She thus wants to a 
more secure room. However, the room makes it clear that it is "Q[q]uite like old 
times" at the opening of its drama (9). The multiple voices speaking in the novel make 
it difficult to differentiate whether it is the room or Sasha that is responding: “Yes? 
No?，，(9). In spite of its complexity, it adds different dimensions to the brilliant 
narrativity of the novel. It opens us to different perspectives of reading and 
understanding the relationship between the room and the woman. The final answer 
given by the voice is an affirmative one: "Quite like old times. Yes? . . . . No? . . . Yes.，， 
(120). And we can say that it is the paradox of human existence witnessed by Sasha 
and the room: the world is nothing but a hotel room-temporary, indifferent, and 
alienated--to its occupants. In spite of this, Sasha still needs to put up with it for the 
sake of mere survival. Sasha's tour from hotel back to hotel is a discovery of this truth: 
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living is the accommodation of the body at the expense of the mind. Human existence 
is nothing more than being in a cage, in short, "les hommes en cage" with “four walls, 
a roof and a bed" (149). Her exploration for a better room speaks of her concem to 
externalize herself than to be a prisoner of it. The concem of housing in Sasha 
reinforces to us her wish of belonging to the world and to be a participant in the 
bettering of it. 
Human beings become material objects from which a sense of satisfaction and 
pleasure is derived, like the “passion，，and “voluptuousness，，Julia gets from the 
thoughts “of a new dress on her body and the scent of it，，in After Leaving 
MrMackenzie (15). The kinds of social intercourse engaged in by Sasha are talking 
and love-making, which represent the breaking of a person's own isolation and 
separateness from the others in society. The action of talking and love-making both 
means the extemalization of the individual self to another self. Sasha is no old 
Victorian maiden who refuses to have any intercourse with strangers. She converses 
with different strangers in the streets or cafes during her stay in Paris. She knows 
human cruelty well enough to have deep relationships with the people around her. To a 
certain extent, she has inherited the “human-phobia，，from her creator. She wants to 
invite the salesgirl in the hat shop to a dinner for her patience and kindness to an old 
woman like her. But she lacks the courage to ask in fear of being rejected and 
ridiculed. She chats with the Russians in the cafe not because they are trustworthy or 
they are sincere to her. Having been insulted by the tall girl in Theodore's, she wants 
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very much to go to the D6me to meet the Russians, for she knows very well that 
conversation with other humans will give her some comfort. As she murmurs: 
I look at myself in the glass of my handbag. I said I 
would meet the Russian at four o'clock at the D6me . . . 
.He is sure to be an optimist. 
We'll sit in the D6me and talk about sanity and normal 
human intercourse He will explain just where Fm 
wrong, just where the reasoning has tripped up. Perhaps 
• • • 
He might have said some thing to comfort m e . . . . (47-
8) 
Human beings are instruments to Sasha. It is the comfort or entertainment that she sees 
in the human circle. It is the sense of occupation through social intercourse that 
motivates her action (talking to the Russian or the gigolo) or inaction (thinking instead 
of taking any concrete action). As Macquarrie remarks: "In concem, we are constantly 
looking around, and whatever presents itself is viewed from the perspective of 
practical concem" (84). Sasha is simply using other creatures or objects around her. 
As a lonesome person in Paris her reaction or response to other human beings is a 
result of her another need - human connection - as a lonesome being in Paris. To say 
that Sasha is skeptical and unromantic about human relationships is no exaggeration. 
Her attempts to talk to the Russians, the salesgirls, and even her reader is a desire to 
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witness the solidity of her own existence in a world of things, in which the humans are 
perceived as matters with a certain function. Talking about insanity to the Russian 
becomes Sasha's strategy of assuring her sanity. Sadness inside her is something to be 
talked about rather than to be shared with other humans. Hence communication 
becomes a means to endorse her participation and existence in the world. 
In addition to talking, “love-making” is an action initiated by Sasha to 
repossess all the things she has lost in life. The gigolo is seldom directly addressed by 
his name, "Rene." In her interior monologues, Sasha calls him by his profession, “the 
gigolo.，，Despite his being a gigolo, she seems to enjoy his company. She sees her 
husband in the gigolo. His naturalness and unpretentiousness bring out the long-
suppressed sentiments inside her. Sasha is quite self-conscious of the motive of her 
action. We can see that she keeps telling herself and her reader that she is in control of 
the game�As she expresses in her monologues: 
All the same, I go on sipping away. Small sips. Not 
yet, not yet. . . . Wait a minute. . . You won't be 
unkind, will you? . . . . But his eyes are ironical as he 
watches me. I don't think he is going to say anything 
kind. On the contrary. But that's natural. I've got to 
expect that. Technique.. . . 
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I could kill him for the way he said that, and . . . Easy 
to fool, easy to torture, easy to laugh a t . . . . You've 
been unkind too soon. Bad technique. (149-50) 
Every movement of “the poor gigolo” is captured in the her eagle vision and serpent 
mind. The narrative tries to confirm to us the intelligence and predictable victory of the 
female protagonist. Sasha's over-confidence in her “unfeelingness” drives her to 
continue the game ofkissing the gigolo, hugging him, and the eventual “war，，on the 
small bed (131) However once the bodies are united, the table is tumed and she 
becomes a captive in the war waged by herself. As she confesses: 
But before he [the gigolo] answers I know. I take a 
step forward and put my arms round him. 
I have my arms round him and I begin to laugh, 
because I am so happy. I stand there hugging him, so 
terribly happy. Now everything is in my arms on this 
dark landing - love, youth, spring, happiness, everything 
I thought I had lost. I was a fool, wasn't I? to think all 
that was finished for me. How could it be finished? (148) 
The flooding of Sasha's passion for the things she has lost in life is brought to surface 
by the contact between the bodies. This is the first act and signal of the extemalization 
of the long-confined self in the aging woman whose profession is, ironically, a fairy tale 
writer. As a writer well-trained in giving stories happy endings, Sasha can only 
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experience happiness and completeness in the fictional world. The intrusion of the 
gigolo into her dead mental life seems to endow her with a chance of a spiritual 
awakening and physical rebirth. The physical embraces indicate the going-out-of-
oneself-to-another-self, and thus symbolize a quest for a physical, if not spiritual, 
fusion. 
In the end the sexual war is a natural outcome of the postures made by these 
two “needy” bodies and souls: the gigolo needs his revenge for the insult from Sasha, 
his customer，and the money for the time he has spent on her; whereas Sasha needs the 
violence to realize her sin of usurping the natural feelings and desire in the body and 
mind of herself and Rene: 
"Well, because I tell you to go. And you'll go.，’ 
"Just like that?，， 
“Yes，just like that.” 
“But what do you think I am - a little dog? You think 
you can first kiss me and then say to me ‘Get o u t ? ' . . . ” 
"Oh, you annoy me," he says. ‘‘You annoy me, you 
annoy me.，， 
And there we are - struggling on the small bed At 
the end，he is lying on me，holding down my two spread 
arms. I can't move. My dress is tom open at the neck. 
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But I have my knees firmly clamped together. This is a 
game - a game played in the snow for a worthless prize. 
. . . ( 1 5 1 ) 
Violence is hinted at by the reversal of sex roles, deception, and oppression between 
Sasha and the gigolo. Whether Sasha has made love to the gigolo is still a question to 
be answered. The last episode is likely to be a hallucinatory vision of Sasha, who is 
used to taking luminals7 As an impressionist artist, Rhys leaves it to her reader's 
response. What we are open to is that the sudden out-pouring of passion drives Sasha 
to confront the real lack and want inside herself. She is reincarnated as a dead person 
coming alive. But this “rebirth，，only makes her more split in selves than ever. What 
remains in her is the courage to narrate and question: 
When he has gone I tum over my side and huddle up, 
making myself as small as possible, my knees almost 
touching my chin. I cry in the way that hurts right down 
Who is this crying? The same one who laughed on 
the landing, kissed him and was happy. This is me，this 
is myself, who is crying. The other - how do I know who 
the other is? She isn't me. (154) 
The passionate ‘‘Sasha，，and the cruel ‘‘Sasha，，are the two extreme creatures in the 
“game.” The new “Sasha” (after the sexual war) is desperate to identify with the 
former, the one with passion, and reject the latter. After all the experiences in Paris, 
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she realizes that she is not what she thinks she is - she is a human being who needs 
warmth, companionship, and love. The social intercourse verifies her sanity, 
indifference，and existence，yet sarcastically, it reinforces her need for love. 
Good Morning, Midnight portrays to us the entrapment of a woman in the 
labyrinth of time and space. Sasha unconsciously walks into this labyrinth in her retum 
to Paris. Her present is not a pure existence by itself. Every action or thought of Sasha 
is indeed embraced with the forces of the past - people and actions, places and time. 
Paris is like a garden of forking paths on which Sasha is threading. With Paris as the 
centre, we perceive the interfusion of the old Sasha and the new Sasha. Sasha's every 
present response to the circumstances is actually determined by her past in Paris and 
her illusion, if there is any, about the “Sasha，，in the time to come. The retum to the 
familiar environment, Paris, gradually reveals “the real thing，，that life is a process 
“from hotel" (the extemalization of the self to the outer world) back “to hotel，，(the 
internalization into the inner psyche). And “she，，is the confined and hurt animal 
imprisoned in the cage of time and space. She is rendered from an active agent to a 
passive object in the movement of time and space. 
The movement of time and space in Good Morning, Midnight is broken and 
drastic. The lines of time and space are merged together: the line of time can be 
reconstructed by the movement from the Present (Part One and Two) to the Past (Part 
Three) and then back to the Present (Part Four); the line of space can be witnessed in 
the shift from the hotel Sasha is living in Paris (Part One), to the revisiting of the 
streets, cafes, shops, restaurants, and memory of Enno (Part Two and Three), and 
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eventually to the Hotel de l'Esperance with the gigolo (Part Four). These two lines 
must be examined side by side because of the indivisibility of spaciality and 
temporality. Time and space are abstract entities. They can only be concretely 
experienced in the actual participation of the human body. As Macquarrie says: “The 
world is in space and time Space itself does not objectively exist, as a spatial 
object exists Space is from the beginning organized in terms of our bodily 
participation in space” (96-97). We can see that Sasha, as a dead living body, 
experiments with her existence in time and space by her rash actions (clothing, eating, 
drinking, social intercourse, thinking). Sasha's world as shown in Paris is, in 
Macquarrie's words, a ‘‘space of concem，，(98). And this "space of concem，，is a 
dynamic one constantly undergoing the influences of other forces internal and extemal 
to it. I will divide the changes into three parts and analyze these changes respectively: 
first, the “Sasha，，from Hotel; second，the “Sasha，，during her revisit and exploration in 
the present and the by-gone Paris; finally, the “Sasha，，to and in the hotel (Hotel de 
l'Esperance). From the three stages we can see the currents of time and space drifting 
the female protagonist and making her withdraw into a more distant, 
uncommunicative, and closed mental world. 
The title of this chapter, ‘From Hotel to Hotel，，has already denoted the cycle 
of movement and changes inside the female protagonist. The “Sasha，，at the opening of 
her fictional world is a master of her own life and emotions. As a lover of the Romantic 
poetry, Jean Rhys does not seem to have imitated P.B.Shelley's astonishing range of 
voice in “Ode to The West Wind." But we do feel the composed emotions in Sasha 
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through the controlled language Rhys endows her protagonist with. The calmness 
fostered by the narrative voice is what the reader feels most intensely. And this 
calmness is what Jean Rhys tries dedicatedly to project as the prelude to the 
"transformation" of her female protagonist. As she proclaims: “1 have been here five 
days. I have decided on a place to eat in at midday, a place to eat in at night, a place to 
have my drink in after dinner. I have arranged my little life，，(9). The use of an 
affirmative verb like “decide，，and the continuous use of the subjective first person “1” 
give us a sense of Sasha's domination and organization of her new life. In short, she is 
the active agent in control of her own will and deeds. 
To be the master of her will-power and emotions, Sasha confines herself to the 
hotel zone and does some self-disciplining in the mind before she steps into the exciting 
world outside this protected area. The interior monologues are taming this “saved， 
rescued, fished-up，half-drowned" woman to toe the line set by herself. She is talking 
herself into believing that she is now “a different woman，，--unsentimental, cold, dry, 
and indifferent—living in a real world dealing with “the real thing，，（10). She sees the 
divorce between the past and the present, and it is the unchained present that she is 
holding hard. As she speaks: 
I realize how lucky I am. Saved, rescued, fished-up, half-
drowned, out of the deep，dark river, dry clothes, hair 
shampooed and set. Nobody would know I had ever 
been in it [the dark r iver] . . . . Never mind, here I am, 
sane and dry, with my place to hide in. What more do I 
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want? • . . Fm a bit of an automaton, but sane, surely -
dry, cold, and sane. Now I have forgotten about dark 
streets, dark rivers, the pain, the struggle and the 
drowning. . . . (10). 
The hotel room is a safe, comfortable place for a woman after much suffering in life. 
The hardship aroused by the image of the dark river is quickly replaced by the presence 
of two symbols - "dry clothes，，and “hair shampooed and set.，，An expectation of hope 
and order is given by the rapid replacement of one image after another. 
The retum to the old places brings the female protagonist and her narrative into 
another stage: confrontation and resolution in a specific time and space. Places are 
what matter to Jean Rhys and her female protagonists. It is places more than people 
that have magic power over these women characters, in the form of either passion or 
disgust. Marya marries Stephan Zelli because she wants to see places outside England. 
Julia and Sasha both pay a ten-day visit to their homes, the former London, the latter 
Paris. Antoinette hates Rochester deeply for his destruction of her beloved Jamaica, a 
home town dearer than anything on earth. Even for Jean Rhys, when she had inherited 
some money in the 1930s，she spent nearly all of it on a trip back to Paris and 
Dominica. And it is these joumeys that impelled her to write another two novels, Good 
Morning Midnight and Wide Sargasso Sea. By the same token, it is Sasha'sjoumeys 
to the old streets, cafes, restaurants and shops in Paris that bring about the liberation 
of her oppressed past and suppressed present. 
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Sasha has a strong desire to be more involved in the world rather than become 
an isolated being. However, the explorations in the old places and streets upset Sasha's 
“static，，inner world and gradually force her to become alert to and respect the 
innerworldly tendency inside her. The places in Paris intensify her sense of inadequacy 
and prompt her into keen participation in life. Jean Rhys makes Sasha speak of her 
contradictory feeling about Paris early in the narrative : “Paris is looking very nice 
tonight You are looking very nice tonight, my beautiful, my darling, and oh what a 
bitch you can be! But you didn't kill me after all, did you? And they couldn't kill me 
either...，，(15). Paris is everything to Sasha - a beauty, a darling, and a bitch. A 
descending level of appreciation and an ascending degree of hate and anger are 
unsealed in the monologues. Sasha's mixed feelings for Paris give rise to two 
contradictory responses: to step down to the tall girl and to bully the gigolo. We are 
presented with various scenes of Sasha walking and thinking in the street. Her first 
exploration in the street is not to illustrate her psychology as a tourist or an old horse 
in Paris. Rather, it is to show us how much Sasha is a person with a good memory. She 
has not at all forgotten the darkness of the past. As she expresses unconsciously: 
I walk along, remembering this, remembering that . . 
.The gramophone record is going strong in my head: 
“Here this happened, here that happened... ，’ 
I used to work in a shop just off this street. 
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I can see myself coming out of the Metro station at the 
Rond-Point every moming . . . walking . . . tuming . . . 
putting . . . going . . . and starting in with: ‘‘Good 
moming, madame. Has madame a vendeuse?" (15-16) 
The chain of gerunds casts an impression of the routinization and monotony of her past 
working life in Paris. What follows in the narrative is nothing but a sense of 
suppression and defeat of Sasha as a mannequin and a saleswoman exploited by the 
cruel, bossy male employers. The past intrudes on the present and grips it so firmly that 
the narrator can't help merging them together at a time when the present demands its 
take-over. This often creates ambiguity about the border of time and space in the 
fictional world. Almost every time after Sasha's exploration, Rhys lets Sasha retum to 
the interior world, the hotel room, without any further description or elaboration. This 
‘‘awkward，，gap and fast pace of description is very common in Rhys's novels and it 
creates a room for the reader's imagination and interpretation. The drastic shift of time 
and space produces an impact on the reader: Sasha is not capable of standing the 
recollection of a torturing past and an immediate retum to the hotel room is the only 
way out for her. The shift from the street back to the hotel room symbolizes the 
psychological tendency of Sasha to explore and withdraw suddenly. The image of a 
madwoman in the attic starts to sow its seeds in Good Morning, Midnight. We can see 
that the attic in this novel is not a concrete room, rather, it is the trap of old age that 
confines Sasha to her own world of condemnation, pity, and silent anger. 
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The revisiting of the cafes in Paris starts to shake Sasha's status as an agent. 
Though she is still active, she is no longer in control of things. She is behaving 
mechanically rather than taking the initiative to command things. If the Bohemian 
lifestyle is what Jean Rhys and her protagonist want most to re-experience during their 
stay in Paris, the price for such an experience is what they have failed to estimate. Both 
of them have forgotten the fact that they are no longer young and ‘‘trendy，，as they 
used to be. Both of them have a kind of stubbornness inside them which results in a 
forced and painful opening to the “new，，world in Paris. Like her creator, Sasha hates 
to accept the truth of aging. The reflection she sees from the others makes the “1” even 
uglier and unacceptable. Jean Rhys sends Sasha back to an old cafe and creates a false 
image of Sasha's strength and confidence in the environment. However, it is the revisit 
to another cafe, Theodore's, that reveals the abnormal inferiority complex inside 
Sasha. As I have mentioned before, Sasha gives her table to two girls just for a 
question asked by the “tall，，girl: “Et qu'est-ce qu'elle fout [fait] ici, maintenant?，，（43) 
The rudeness of the others rubs salt into Sasha's wounds. Her poor self-identity is 
vividly shown in her further interpretation: 
Last night and today - it makes a pretty good sentence. 
. . .Qu'est-ce qu'elle fout ici, la vieille? What the devil 
(translating it politely) is she doing her, that old woman? 
What is she doing here, the stranger, the alien, the old 
one . . . I quite agree too, quite. I have seen that in 
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people's eyes all my life. I am asking myself all the time 
what the devil I am doing here. All the time. (46) 
Here what we see is a woman depreciating and redefining herself as an outcast, a 
monster, and an old creature. All these roles are the projection of her problematic self-
image. She derives the "reality" of Sasha through the language, gaze, and behaviour of 
other women, not men, ironically. Her activity is another expression of her passivity 
under the judgment of the others. 
With the merciless and impartial work of time and space, the novel must enter 
into its final stage: back to the hotel room. K is the confrontation between the woman 
and the man. Human beings are what Jean Rhys and Sasha are most afraid of in the 
world. Now Sasha is delivered to another hotel for the final judgment, Hotel de 
rEsperance (“Hotel of Hope"), as its eventual setting and ending. The presence of the 
gigolo reminds Sasha of her broken marriage with Enno, the man whom the younger 
Sasha has “fastened herself on，，for her need of escape from London. In the same way, 
the gigolo tries to “fasten himself on，，her for his own ends. Jean Rhys is a real master 
of plot. She has deliberately procrastinated the confrontation between the gigolo and 
Sasha. Part Two is mainly composed of discursive episodes of Sasha's encounters with 
different strangers in Paris. The gigolo's appearance and participation in Part One 
triggers off Sasha's "long-forgotten" unromantic relationship with her husband in Part 
Three. The gigolo represents Sasha's last chance of hope, of coming alive from the 
death of the heart towards human relationships and all natural courses of life: youth, 
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romance, sex, and companionship. The two men all of a sudden become one person 
which is bom and appointed to enact a fictional end. The gigolo is meant to let her 
come down--to earth --to know she is merely a human being who has passion and 
quest for the most basic thing - Love. The hypocrisy and postures Sasha observes 
when she revisits the cafes and the street in Parts Two and Three confirm Sasha in her 
attitude of indifference. However, it is not the case with the forces of time and space. 
Jean Rhys, as a perfectionist and a failure in human relationships，makes Sasha her 
double. The “Sasha，，who has externalized herself to the outer world becomes 
vulnerable in the face of a man who is both the past Enno and the present Rene (it is 
only in this stage that she starts to call him by his name), who are both passionate, 
natural, and gay (141). She is no longer the one we have been presented to at the first 
and second stage in Part One, Two and Three of the novel. The fire of love is relighted 
inside her. The gigolo is the last and most powerful object who makes the fire bum 
fiercely. Sasha becomes a frightened animal pretending to be calm and clever. The 
illusion of the gigolo's retum to the hotel room at the end tells us more about the 
dependent and submissive nature of a woman in wait for her man to make her a 
complete whole, at least, physically. She realizes that she should leam to be “simple 
and not afraid，，of a man's domination or suppression (158). The split selves of Sasha 
imply that the retum to Hotel de l'Esperance does not really change the lot of this 
woman who is biologically and mentally submissive to this man who is financially and 
professionally her inferior. The irony works powerfully here. 
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The subordinated and subservient situation of Marya, Julia, and Anna as a 
result of the economic and occupational deprivation does not really explain the logic of 
things in Good Morning, Midnight. What we are made to see is a woman changed 
from being a lonely “1” in a hotel room to a bewildered “1” in the streets of Paris and 
eventually to a split “1” retreating into a suffocating closed mental world in another 
hotel room. The sense of distress, confinement, and self-imprisonment is likely to 
develop into insanity, the illness which Sasha has often thought of from the start of her 
joumey in Paris. The interlocking and movement of time and space, to a certain extent, 
establish for her some self-knowledge - she does struggle to be in union with the 
world, and though it is only through the possession of material objects. She retums to 
Paris to find that the way to the “Exhibition [of Life]，，is blocked. As she talks to 
herself: "Faites comme les autres - that's been my motto all my life I am trying 
hard to be like you. I know I don't succeed, but look how hard I try. Three hours to 
choose a hat; every moming an hour Or I succeed in flashes only too damned well. 
.• •，，(88). Sasha is finally made to confront the truth: by materializing and possessing 
everything or every person around her, she becomes an object to be possessed by the 
Others - the object of the articulate salesgirl, the natural gigolo, the discontented 
Russian, and even the shrewd “Sasha.” 
Jean Rhys ‘s Good Morning, Midnight is an art work, a puzzle, and a dumb 
show. It is an exploration and discovery of the real situation in a woman's interior 
world. From the very beginning, the desire of finding the "Way Out，，in life is 
expressed through the dreams and wanderings of the female protagonist. This is a 
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question Jean Rhys has been exploring all her life in her fictional world. Good 
Morning, Midnight is a work written in a period when she has most energy in the 
body, the unconditional support from a devoted husband, and the sense of the sublime 
as a playwright and a novelist. But the answer still resists coming out. What we must 
admit is that the female protagonist is withdrawing into a more private world of her 
own after her obsessive quest for a series of material objects. Waiting seems to be the 
only possible thing to do, as shown in the last episode of the text. 
It is not until Wide Sargasso Sea that the "Way Out，，is offered to another one 
of her female protagonists, Antoinette Rochester. If the river, as one of Jean's 
favourite images, is a symbol of time，impermanence, and constant renewal, there is no 
reason for us to stop in the last novel in the 1930s. How does Rhys's last female 




From Island to Attic: 
The Pursuit of Self-realization in Wide Sargasso Sea 
Wide Sargasso Sea represents a white woman's quest for her own self-
realization within mid-19th century West Indian society. The love/power relationships 
range between the male and the female, the individual and the society, the white and 
the colored. Though the novel is set in the mid-19th century, we can see that Rhys, 
who was nurtured in the first half of the turbulent 20th century, brings out similar 
problems--sexual and power politics—confronted by the people in both centuries. What 
Jean Rhys does in the novel is to inject into it the twentieth century urgency and 
pursuit of self-identity, definition, and power. The twentieth-century people's 
employment of different means to enhance the meaning and value of one's existence is 
illuminated in the female protagonist's pursuit of love of all kinds in the society in 
which she is living. Rhys empowers her female protagonist, Antoinette Rochester, to 
speak for her own “madness.，，】 Rhys's sense of justice and righteousness is noted in a 
letter to Selma Vaz Dias in April 9, 1958: 
Fve read and re-read "Jane Eyre" . . . . The Creole in 
Charlotte Bronte's novel is a lay figure . . . but always 
she shrieks, howls，laughs horribly, attacks all and 
sundry - offstage. For me (and for you I hope) she must 
be right on stage. She must be at least plausible with a 
past, the reason why Mr. Rochester treats her so 
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abominably and feels justified, the reason why he thinks 
she is mad and why of course she goes mad, even the 
reason why she tries to set everything on fire, and 
eventually succeed. (Personally, I think that one is 
simple. She is cold - and fire is the only warmth she 
knows in England.) {Letters 156) 
In Wide Sargasso Sea Rhys shows us that Antoinette gets “mad，，because she loves to 
love and to be loved, but in vain. She is then confirmed “mad，，by different 
interpretations and institutions in the society of Jamaica and England. Love is by no 
means a new invention, but it is the most cherished means to the identification and 
confirmation of one's worth and existence in Jean Rhys's novels, especially in the last 
novel, Wide Sargasso Sea. 
Wide Sargasso Sea once again reveals a perpetual theme that only by engaging 
herself with other human beings can a woman obtain meaning of life, build up her self-
image and self-worth. It is loving others and being loved in retum that makes sense of 
one's continual survival in society. Antoinette, like her creator, Jean Rhys, seems to 
love places more than human beings. It will be a mistake if we are trapped in this 
fallacy. The confession of the angry and distressed Antoinette in Part Two of the novel 
unveils the fact that the capacity for love is something Antoinette has been trying to 
maintain all her life. As she tells Rochester: 
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“You are quite mistaken，，，she said. “It [the place, 
Jamaica] is not for you and not for me. It has nothing to 
do with either of us. That is why you are afraid of it, 
because it is something else. I found that out long ago 
when I was a child. I loved it because I had nothing else 
to love, but it is as indifferent as this God you call on so 
often.，，(107) 
Loving the West Indies is the only choice left to her because she has “nothing else to 
love，，- there is no person on whom she can possibly shower her passion. The desire for 
love (to love and to be loved) has been discouraged and oppressed ever since she was 
a child. Growing up in a broken family, with a dead father living in the memory and an 
indifferent mother living in her own despair, Antoinette is used to rejected love. Living 
among the revengeful colored “niggers，，after the Emancipation Act of 1834 and the 
“really，，rich white, Antoinette and her mother are the objects of contempt and 
hostility. They are both the suppressed objects of the power given by the patriarchal 
society in the West Indies: Annette (Cosway Mason), the mother, is distressed and 
driven “mad，，by Mr. Mason to a certain extent. Antoinette (Cosway Mason 
Rochester), who has two other males' names, becomes another object of the power 
assigned to the men in Caribbean society: Mr. Mason (her English step-father), 
Richard (her English step-brother), Daniel Cosway (her supposedly illegitimate 
coloured half-brother), Edward Rochester (her English husband). The power as 
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represented by the men in Jamaica assigns these women different roles, which they 
have defied and yet to no avail. Rhys believes there are many Rochesters and 
Antoinettes, and she explores the suppression and oppression of women by citing one 
of them - Antoinette Rochester. Being a misfit in both English and Caribbean societies 
in the West Indies, Antoinette tries to gain her own worth and form her identities 
through coming to terms with people and laws alien to her, like getting the concem of 
her Creole white mother，the friendship of her colored servants, conforming to the 
English law of giving all the money and property to her husband. Unlike people, 
places, which take no heed of one's colour or family background, are the only 
trustworthy objects of love on earth. Jean Rhys shows us the rejection confronted by 
Antoinette at the start of the novel and how she is made to retreat into a world of her 
own at the end. Love acts as the means and the end of her existence. It is the capacity 
for love that drives Antoinette to fight a war by herself for the emancipation of the 
passion for love inside herself and the others. 
In Wide Sargasso Sea Rhys gives love a more thorough examination through 
the growth of the passionate Antoinette. Love is proved to be more a becoming than a 
being. It is not something that exists merely, it “alters when it alteration finds."^ Rhys 
indirectly shows us that love exists not only in Antoinette but also in Rochester. 
However it is the imperialistic pride and prejudice inside the Englishman, Rochester, 
and the colonial humility of Antoinette that eventually change，if not “poison” as in 
Rochester's word, the initial tender relationship. Love, as a something “being，，there at 
the start, is de-formed into hostility and resentment under the power relationships 
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between Rochester and Antoinette, the former considers himself an object sold to a 
Creole woman with money, the latter considers herself an object sold to “an 
honourable gentleman，，by her step-brother, Richard Mason (95). As Rochester writes 
in a letter to his father: “Dear Father, we have arrived from Jamaica after an 
uncomfortable few days . . . . All is well and has gone according to your plans and 
wishes. I dealt of course with Richard Mason. He is a good fe l low, . . . he seemed to 
become attached to me and trusted me completely I will write again in a few days” 
(63). He is a subject of his “Father，，in England, his mission in Jamaica is to marry a 
woman of properties and money, and he knows he is obliged to give “a faultless 
performance" (64). They are both, to a certain extent, victims of the current socio-
political changes brought by the collapse of the slavery system in the West Indies. Both 
the Cosways and Rochesters suffer from the financial loss and social disintegration of 
the abolition of slavery system in the British colonies in the 1840s. Rhys gives 
Antoinette and Rochester chances to disclose their bewilderment and isolation in a 
place beyond their comprehension and assimilation. 
Wide Sargasso Sea is centered on the second “watershed date,"^ post-
emancipated West Indies, with Jamaica as the setting in Part One and Two of the text. 
The master/slave relationships among the white, colored，and black are extended to the 
husband/wife relationship between Rochester and Antoinette, as well as between 
Mr.Mason and Annette (Antoinette's mother). Love in terms of marriage is in parallel 
to the power relationship of the master/slave system. Philip Sherlock notes: “The West 
Indian system of slavery reduced the slave to the status of property, of being a thing, a 
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piece of equipment or stock, like the cattle and mules，，{West Indies 57). Obedience 
and faith are the basic guiding principles for the slaves as for the women characters, 
Antoinette and her mother. Before having tied themselves in wedlock, they are both 
objects of "gaze," in the sense of contempt, ridicule, and hate from both the white and 
the black in Jamaican society. Conforming to the marriage system, they are both 
properties of their husband for better and for worse. The mother is made to continue to 
stay in Jamaica, a place of violence and insecurity. The daughter is made to go to 
England, a place unknown and indifferent to her. These women are reduced to the 
status of chattels as the slaves are to their master in the slavery system. We can see that 
the Creole women, Antoinette and her mother, are leading a life worse than the slaves 
in West Indian society. They are a marginal class - the “white niggers，，to the English 
women and the “white cockroaches，，to the half-caste servant, such as, Amelie (85, 
83). Like the slaves, they are, if in Sherlock's words, “both property and person, 
livestock and man，，(57). Antoinette and her mother both are these “things，，to their 
men. They give away all they own to their English husbands: love, money, and lives. 
One of Jean Rhys's letters to Francis Wyndham in 1958 shows us her sympathy for the 
fate of the Creole women in West Indian society : 
It might be possible to unhitch the whole thing from 
Charlotte Bronte's novel, but I don't want to do that. 
It's that particular mad Creole I want to write about, not 
any of the other mad Creoles. There were quite a 
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number it seems, and large dowries did not help them. 
{Letters 153-54) 
Ford Madox Ford's remarks on Jean Rhys's “singular instinct for form" and “passion 
for stating the case of the underdog" in the preface of her first collection of short 
stories in The Left Bank (1927) may have been made with a touch of exaggeration and 
a compliment for a woman he once adored. But there will be no objection if these 
remarks are applied to Wide Sargasso Sea. “Fighting mad to write her story (the mad 
Creole)，” Rhys makes it a self-reflexive love story with its retrospect from childhood to 
womanhood, from wilderness to confinement, from “sanity” to ‘‘insanity，” from life to 
death and from definition to redefinition {Letters 157). 
What is the “absence” in the female protagonist in Wide Sargasso Seal Parental 
concem? Friendship? Security? Or anything else? Jean Rhys provides us Antoinette's 
narrative "telling as showing"^ us, the reality that it is the longing for human 
relationships of all kind that keeps the female protagonist acting and struggling. Jean 
Rhys uses the white Creole protagonist's growth in the West Indies to hint at the lack 
of “Home” in Antoinette. As Antoinette reveals to Rochester in her confession: 
It was a song about a white cockroach. That's me. 
That's what they call all of us who were here before 
their own people in Africa sold them to the slaves 
traders. And I've heard English women call us white 
niggers. So between you I often wonder who I am and 
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where is my country and where do I belong and why was 
I ever bom at all. (85) 
Despite her birth and upbringing there, Antoinette is still considered an out-sider in 
Jamaican society. Nicknamed by both the white and the black as “white cockroach” 
and “white nigger," she has an overwhelming sense of shame and bewilderment. She 
feels very deeply the absence of ‘Home，，- where she can be loved as a daughter by a 
real father and a caring mother, can be cared for by a husband, where her colour and 
nationality can be accepted and she can live as a legitimate citizen. ‘‘Home，，is a space 
for her authentic existence. Only a permanent and genuine “Home，，can justify her 
existence in a cold world and define her roles accurately as a human being, not 
according only to her gender，sex, body characteristics, or gestures. 
This basic instinct for love is shown in Antoinette's group consciousness at the 
start of the fictional world. As she narrates: “They say when trouble comes close ranks, 
. • . But we were not in their ranks. The Jamaican ladies had never approved of my 
mother, because •. .，，(15). The use of first and third person plural pronouns, like 
“they，，and “we，，，indicates a very deep-rooted sense of separation and lack of 
belonging in this young heart and soul. Her persistent claim of “1” and “we，，is there at 
the beginning of the novel. This kind of self-assertive identification takes place before 
any actual herd conformity with the things or people on the island. If the pronoun 
“they，，refers the Jamaicans, who does the pronoun "we" imply then? The identity as 
‘‘we” in the whole novel is indeed vague, confusing, and fragmented. Antoinette's 
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narrative gives us an impression of her being non-Jamaican. However as her story 
progresses we gets a strong sense of her identification with the place, Jamaica, and its 
black inhabitants, like Christophine and Tia，in the Coulibri House. Antoinette's sense 
of shame from the rejection and laughter of the English people, with whom she shares 
the same color and nationality, puts the reader nowhere. Like her, we are also led to 
ask the same questions as she has asked herself. Who is Antoinette? An English or a 
Caribbean girl? What is her homeland? England or Jamaica? Where does she belong? 
To the English or the Jamaican society/people? After asking all these questions, the 
“Englishness” of Antoinette seems to dominate more than the “Caribbeanness.，，The 
provision of an “English，，family, an "English" education, and an "English" marriage to 
Antoinette shows us that Jean Rhys has a sense of mission and conviction to help her 
protagonist create an English identity on the “indifferent，，island, as Antoinette puts it. 
When we are examining Antoinette's actions in the novel, it will be more 
illuminating and specific if we resort to some observations and explanation given by 
psychologists. There are different aspects to and explanations of the formation of self 
and identity of a person. The sociological psychologists tend to emphasize the impact 
of the social forces through interpersonal interactions upon the individuals.^ The 
phenomenological psychologists approach the self from the individual's frame of 
reference.6 Dr.Errol Miller, a psychologist, is more inclined to the sociological 
approach to the study of self and identity problems in Jamaica. In his essay “Self and 
Identity Problems in Jamaica - The Perspective of Shame," Miller explains that the 
social forces, like family, education, and marriage system, in the West Indies, shape 
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and mould the individual, and thus form the self and give rise to problems and 
conflicts. Miller believes that “the Self the individual has is almost totally the product 
of his environment" (17). The social structures define the roles to be played by each 
individual and thus he or she may have different identities. As a result of the social 
environment, the self concept of an adult is “the internalization of certain identities 
developed mainly in childhood and adolescence as the individual performed various 
social roles" (16). Antoinette may derive her “Englishness，，from her skin colour and 
the environment (her mother being English and English the language she speaks; the 
fact that they employ black servants; and that they take their place among the “real 
white people，，in the neighbourhood (21)). As she grows, she starts to explore the 
places in which she lives. Her ideas about "Antoinette" start to become confusing and 
conflicting. She is an “English，，in a Caribbean way. However, she has never been to 
England. Her ideas about England--her homecountry--are mainly derived from her 
reading of English romantic novels and poetry. Her narrative about herself and her 
mother hints to us a very significant message: Antoinette's ideas of "Antoinette" (an 
individual) are gradually developed from her sense of“Homelessness，，and rejection by 
the white, the black or the coloured people in Jamaican society. Rhys's construction of 
three respective "Homes" for Antoinette is a determination to quench her thirst for 
warmth and longing for a home, where she has her place and finds the love she has 
been lacking. 
The English family constructed by the marriage between her mother and 
Mr.Mason is the first home for Antoinette. The lack of and problematization of the 
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concept of“Home，，fails to establish the female protagonist's self-image as well as self-
worth since childhood. The new family reinforces her identity as an "English." An 
English family is also seen as the only way of survival and hope to the mother and the 
daughter. With the death of her husband and her horse poisoned by the blacks, the 
mother feels hopeless and helpless. As Antoinette tells us: 
Then one day, very early, I saw her horse [her 
mother's] lying down under the frangipani t r ee . . . . he 
had been poisoned. “Now we are marooned," my 
mother said, ‘‘now what will become of us.，，  
I woke next moming knowing that nothing would be 
the same. It would change and go on changing. I don't 
know how she got money to buy the white muslin and 
the pink. Yards of muslin. She may have sold her last 
ring, for there was one left In a week she had a new 
dress and so had I She was gay and laughing -
younger than I had ever seen her . . . 
I was bridesmaid when my mother married Mr.Mason 
in Spanish Town . . . . and everything I wore was new -
even my beautiful slippers. (16, 23-24) 
The garden and all the Coulibri Estate have gone wild because of the abolition of the 
slavery system in the Bristish Empire inl834. However it is not until the sight of 
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Antoinette's wearing the shabby and dirty dress of the black nigger, Tia, that the 
mother's urge for change becomes desperate and cutting. The assigned roles as a white 
English who is supposed to be rich and of high-class in Caribbean society are 
something Antoinette cannot fit in with and yet is unable to resist. Her sense of shame 
does not come from her awareness of being white and the knowledge of not being 
"the real white people，，who had gold money. Rather it is from the rejection by her 
mother who is supposedly the dearest and closest person on earth. The experience of 
shame has its pregnant occasion in the sudden exposure of Antoinette's shabby dress in 
the face of the two ladies and a gentleman in the house. The laughter of the gentleman, 
the dead silence of her mother, the anger of the righteous Christophine，and the 
remarks of Tia all puzzle and frustrate Antoinette. Her sense of shame as a result of the 
poverty and matemal rejection in the family is intensified and becomes severe. 
After the marriage between her mother and Mr.Mason and the formation of an 
English family, Antoinette starts to have the idea of being a "sane" and "worthy" 
person. The dress, food, and garden of the house are no longer the same. The new 
dress gives her a sense of recognition and sanity in the eyes of the others. With the 
memory of the prosperous past, Antoinette's identity as an "English，，continues to be 
confirmed within the English family. The newly established “home，，in the same 
Coulibri Estate gives a sense of “Englishness，，to this young Antoinette. As she tells us: 
“Coulibri looked the same when I saw it again, although it was clean and tidy, no grass 
between the flagstones, no leaks. But it didn't feel the same" (26). The Caribbean 
wildemess of the garden gives way to the English beauty of tidiness and order. More 
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servants are employed. Her identity as being an English lady is validated by the 
presence of the new servants, who are “standing by the sideboard, waiting to change 
the plates，，(30). Besides the clothes and garden, the food served in the family also 
reinforces Antoinette's role as an “English，，girl in the upper class of the Caribbean 
society. The naive, curious, and descriptive tone conveys to us a new life-style of this 
Creole girl who is English by birth but trying to leam to become “English，，： 
Myra, one of the new servants, was standing by the 
sideboard, waiting to change the plate. We ate English 
food now, beef and muttons, pies and puddings. 
I was glad to be like an English girl but I missed the 
taste of Christophine's cooking. (30) 
As what we see in Rhys's other fiction, dresses and food often illuminate the female 
protagonists' sense of lack of identity and loneliness. In Wide Sargasso Sea Rhys 
manifests this technique brilliantly towards the end, as I shall show in the last section of 
this chapter. 
Antoinette experiences the idea of “Home” in the second social institution - the 
Convent. With her mother's becoming “sick，，and her absence from the Coulibri Estate, 
Antoinette is sent to the convent by her step-father. The convent takes the place of the 
“English，，family as "Home" to the adolescent Antoinette. As Antoinette puts it, the 
convent is a refuge, ‘‘a place of sunshine and place of death，，(47). The happiness also 
involves the natural process of aging and dying. To the traditional Chinese, “home，，is 
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where one is bom and one dies. The Convent becomes a home to Antoinette, where 
she leams about life and death. With Catholicism being introduced to Caribbean 
society, the kind of English education Antoinette receives is a religious English 
education in which ideas of etemity, selfless love, mutual communication with God 
through prayer, and the stories of the saints and devils are taught to the students. 
Antoinette's education makes her more conscious of the concepts of time in terms of 
past, present and future, good works and punishment, redemption and salvation in 
English society. Antoinette is charged with the desire for being like the saints who 
‘‘were loved by rich and handsome young men，，(45). Mother StJustine becomes 
mother to Antoinette. She caters to her emotions and tells her stories about the saints 
living in Europe. Antoinette tells so much about the stories，eagerly and talkatively, to 
the extent, that the boundary between the reality of what she is told and the romantic 
imagination she adds to it is blurred. As she recalls: “Then there was another saint, said 
Mother StJustine, she lived later on but still in Italy, or was it in Spain. Italy is white 
pillars and green water. Spain is hot sun on stones. France is a lady with black hair 
wearing a white dress，，(46). The enthusiasm and curiosity about European and English 
cultures fill the sadness and loneliness of the young Antoinette. However, at times, the 
image of her mother is still haunting her. 
At the convent, Antoinette becomes more alert to her new identity, “Antoinette 
Mason” than “Antoinette Cosway.” Her friends, like Louise and Helene, are more 
Anglicized than the Creole girls in Jamaican society. Now in her narrative, the pronoun 
“we” refers to her identification with her classmates who become sisters to her. 
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Though the word has taken on descriptive undertones, a sense of collective 
consciousness is shown in this seventeen-year-old girl's narrative: 
As we work, Mother St. Justine reads us stories from 
the lives of the Saints, St. Rose . . . . we have no 
looking-glass in the dormitory . . . . very early in the 
moming the clap of a wooden signal woke the nine of us 
who slept in the long dormitory. We woke to see . . . . I 
leamt to say very quickly as the others did, “offer up all 
the prayers, works and sufferings of this day.，，(44-47) 
The “concerted actions，，of listening to stories and saying prayers at the convent help 
her construct a sense of belonging. The new “Home，，has its own order and discipline 
to follow. The religious lessons, European culture, and "white，，friendship at the 
convent start to transform Antoinette and make her accustomed to her identity as 
“English.” The inner self is more bold, sensitive, thoughtful, and articulate than the 
outer self which is more private, hesitant, passive, and uncertain. The problems of 
black and white, sadness and happiness, heaven and hell, God and Devil plant 
themselves firmly in the heart and soul of this young woman of seventeen. The 
“Home” concept is made more concrete and culturally specific by the English 
education of the convent. We can see that Antoinette is identified more with her white 
classmates than with her colored relative, Sandi Cosway. With more knowledge of 
English and European cultures and acquaintances by English birth, Antoinette has a 
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better idea about her role as “English” on the island. By offering her prayers to poor 
people in the world, she feels happier and close to the underprivileged in the world, 
and thus more fulfilled as a human being. 
Antoinette's obsession with “Home” is realized by another social system -
marriage with an Englishman, Edward Rochester. The real absence in Wide Sargasso 
Sea is undoubtedly Antoinette's unexplained, disastrous marriage to Rochester. This 
gap creates a strong impression on Antoinette's eamest identification and 
reconciliation to her “Englishness” nurtured by the convent education. By getting 
married to a promising young English gentleman, she thus assumes a more solid and 
significant role as a woman - “Mrs.Rochester.，，The role of “Mrs.Somebody，，is what 
her mother has played twice, though disappointed and frustrated twice. Jean Rhys 
intriguingly puts the mother and the daughter in the same situation. As a result of their 
lack of a home, they hurry to lock themselves into wedlock in the hope of experiencing 
the “homeliness，，which every human being is entitled to and may be constantly 
yeaming for. Only by being a wife of Mr.So-and-So of a certain English background 
can they attain a sense of importance and existence in a society totally unreceptive to 
marginality. The Coulibri Estate and the convent cannot really afford Antoinette a 
sense of home because the former has her mother and Mr.Mason as the master and 
mistress, the latter has the nuns as the mother and God as the father. It is therefore 
only by playing her role as a wife to an Englishman that she can enact another role as a 
woman in society - a wife. For this reason, we can understand why Jean Rhys omits or 
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cuts the narrative of why Antoinette enters the “tomb of love”?- marriage. What 
Antoinette does is simply according to logic. 
By analyzing the absence of “Home” in the female protagonist I have indirectly 
pointed out the fact that the object of love in Wide Sargasso Sea is a "Voyage Out，，to 
the external world outside the self (relationships with the others) and a “Voyage Back，， 
to the ultimate need of the self for man-and-woman relationship. Wide Sargasso Sea is 
indeed a retum to Postures where love is a desperate venture for the love relationship 
between man and woman. To put it more accurately and exactly, the female 
protagonist in Wide Sargasso Sea has been undertaking different voyages to obtain 
“love，，which is destined to become romantic love. 
Love as realized in all human engagements is pursued by the female protagonist 
from the start of the novel. The ‘sun，，，as Christophine tells Rochester, inside 
Antoinette gives her the energy and strength to seek whatever kind of human links 
with the people around her. There is a pattem of layers of engagement between 
Antoinette and the others, namely her white mother, the black servants, the white 
classmates, and eventually, her white lover. These human engagements are not offered 
at the same time to her. In short，they do not come to her as choices. They are 
available to her as circumstances demand. The process of engaging herself into these 
human relationships reduces her to a disillusioned slave to emotions and cultural 
discrepancies. 
The mother-daughter relationship is a determining crux of Antoinette's 
obsession for human love and eventual withdrawal to love for places. Her mother 
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becomes her object of gaze, in the sense that Antoinette is always watching and 
observing her mother's postures, emotions, and actions. She is eager to be close to her, 
to talk to her, to touch her face, and even to kiss her. As she describes: 
Standing by the bamboos she had a clear view of the sea, 
but anyone passing could stare at her. They stared, 
sometimes they laughed.. . . A frown came between her 
black eyebrows, deep - it might have been cut with a 
knife. I hated this and once I touched her forehead trying 
to smooth it. (17) 
The mother becomes the daughter's object of prayer and imagination even in the 
convent. Rhys shows us that Antoinette seems to be subconsciously or unconsciously 
enacting the whole life of her mother. The daughter's life is simply a continuation of 
the mother's life: both the mother and the daughter marry Englishmen; the mother gets 
marooned on the island (before and after her marriage with Antoinette's father and 
Mr.Mason), while the daughter gets “marooned，，at the convent and then in the attic; 
the mother has her house and son bumt by the coloured natives, whereas the daughter 
herself bums down Thomfield Hall; what is most ironic is that both of them are 
mercilessly confined and then rendered “mad，，by the society and later generations. 
Love in terms of the mother-daughter relationship is never mentioned or 
portrayed in Rhys's other novels; in this respect Wide Sargasso Sea is unique among 
her works. In the novel we are “supplied，，with more fragments and clues to the 
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development and formation of the complex personality of the grown-up Antoinette. 
The secret wish for being black among Rhys's female protagonists is an ultimate 
expression of their yearning for their mother's love. As Rhys wrote in Smile Please: 
She [Rhys's mother] loved babies, any babies. Once I 
heard her say that black babies were prettier than white 
ones. Was this the reason why I prayed so ardently to be 
black, and would run to the looking-glass in the moming 
to see if the miracle had happened? And though it never 
had, I tried again. Dear God, let me be black  
Yes, she drifted away from me and when I tried to 
interest her she was indifferent.. . . 
I wanted to run across the room and kiss her but I was 
too shy so it was the usual peck (42-6) 
Rhys's rejected love for her mother is fictionally rebom in all her female protagonists. 
Among them, Antoinette is the Rhys reincarnated. Rhys's desire for her mother is close 
to Antoinette's. Feeling rejected, Rhys withdrew into the world of books, while 
Antoinette still maintains her passion for the human beings around her.The frustrating 
and unhappy relationship with her mother only drives Antoinette to make friends with 
another type of person - the black and coloured servants. 
The mistress-and-servant companionship between Antoinette and the black 
servants in the Coulibri Estate becomes a substitute for the absence of parental love. 
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Christophine and Tia are the two important human beings available to the much-
neglected Antoinette, the former offers motherly love, the latter “friendship.” In Wide 
Sargasso Sea, there is an exquisite yet unusual calmness in the discourse of the female 
protagonist, who is supposedly a young adolescent. Despite the “logical，，immaturity of 
her age, we sense breathtaking enthusiasm inside Antoinette to describe and explain 
herself - her actions and thoughts. This is something very consistent and stable about 
the “sane，，Antoinette we perceive towards the end of the novel. Rhys lets her 
protagonist speak of the “reason，，for her resorting to the servants in the house. As she 
confesses: 
My mother usually walked up and down the glacis, a 
paved roofed-in terrace which ran the length of the 
house and . . . . But she pushed me away, not roughly 
but calmly, coldly, without a word，as if she had decided 
once and for all that I was useless to her. She wanted to 
sit with Pierre or . . . she wanted peace and quiet. I was 
old enough to look after myself . . . . I was a little afraid 
of her. 
So I spent most of my time in the kitchen which was in 
an outbuilding some way off. Christophine slept in the 
little room next to it. (17) 
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The simple conjunction, "So," explains to us the “natural，，shift of Antoinette's love 
object. Christophine is a representation of everything that her real mother is not. She is 
mother and teacher to Antoinette. Being an “obeah” woman^ with her own family and 
ideas about life, Christophine cannot really understand the cultural conflicts that 
Antoinette encounters. Christophine is living in a “black-or-white，，，“pack-and-go-if-
unhappy，，zone, physically and mentally. This is something that Antoinette has to be 
perpetually envious of and yet unable to arrive at. The formation of her self-image and 
self-worth is thus catastrophically disturbed and even retarded by her birth as a white 
woman in a Caribbean society during an era of spiraling racial conflicts. Christophine 
can only act as a story-teller who sings to Antoinette “if she [Christophine] is in the 
mood，，（17). But she cannot really understand the whole of Antoinette - the whole 
cultural mentality that cultivates and makes a white Creole in the West Indian 
community. As the dialogues between Antoinette and Christophine reveal: 
“But I cannot go. He is my husband after al.，， 
She spat over her shoulder. “All women, all colours, 
nothing but fools.Three children I have. One living in 
this world, each one a different father, but no husband, I 
thank my God. I keep my money. I don't give it to no 
worthless m a n . . . . a rich white girl like you and more 
foolish than the rest. A man don't treat you good, pick 
up your skirt and walk out.. . •” 
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“ . . . y o u must understand I am not rich n o w , . . . 
That's the English law.，，(91) 
Christophine is a new woman, as she herself puts it, “a free woman," in the recently 
“freed” Jamaican society. She is a feminist who rejects marriage as an institution. She 
only sees the follies of Antoinette in loving her callous husband and conforming to the 
English law. Antoinette remains an “English，，female who sees “an English marriage" 
and “the English law” as the responsibility of being a wife and a real English woman. It 
is this cultural heritage that they cannot really share. For this reason, these two 
women's relationship can only be limited to that of the mistress-and-servant realm of 
temporary care-taking. 
Friendship happens to be the third kind of human engagement that Antoinette 
tries to get hold of. Among her “friends，，in the Coulibri Estate and at the convent, the 
only person who seems to be able to offer a long-dreamed friendship that Antoinette 
has been lacking is Tia, a black negro daughter of Maillote who is the wedding present 
of Antoinette's father to her mother. In terms of age, Tia is closer to Antoinette and 
thus becomes the next “target，，in her hunt for love. The illusion of having a negro as a 
friend and companion fills the young Antoinette with delight and hope. As she 
describes earnestly in her monologues: 
I never looked at any strange negro. They hated us. 
They called us white cockroaches Tia was in the 
kitchen with her mother Maillotte, Christophine's friend. 
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Soon Tia was my friend and I met her nearly every 
moming at the tum of the road to the river We 
boiled green bananas in an old iron pot and ate them 
with our fingers out of a calabash and after we had eaten 
she slept at once. (20) 
The rapid development of the “friendship，，suggests a magical and mysterious reaction 
between the two fires of love. The reference of the plural pronoun ‘‘we’，here is 
different from other "we's" in the novel. Antoinette addresses her family, like her 
mother, father, and brother, as "we," but she rarely tries to identity herself with the 
negroes, not because of her racial hostility towards the black, but rather, it is her 
awareness of being the unaccepted minority in Jamaican society. The “we，，in the 
narrative projects a false image of acceptance, harmony, and tolerance between these 
two kids of completely different skin colors, cultures，and social positions. The illusion 
is destroyed by Tia's theft of Antoinette's dress. This fictional element^ conveys to us a 
certain sense of delusion about any possible friendship between the white and the black 
in Caribbean society. Tia's sudden betrayal and attack on Antoinette during the fire to 
the Coulibri Estate represents the death of the myth of “friendship” inside Antoinette. 
The repetitive use of the word "same" gives a mounting sense to the irrationality and 
absurdity of the consequence. Antoinette's hope is bumt in the fire. As she says: 
I saw Tia and her mother and I ran to her, for she was all 
that was left of my life as it had been. We had eaten the 
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same food, slept side by side, bathed in the same river. 
As I ran, I thought, I will live with Tia and I will be like 
her When I was close I saw the jagged stone in her 
hand but I . . . . I looked at her and I saw her face 
crumple up as she began to cry. We stared at each other, 
blood on my face, tears on hers. It was as if I saw 
myself. Like a looking-glass. (38) 
The looking-glass is a symbol of the quest for love. The image of the desire is first 
cast, then blurred, and finally shattered in the mirror. The racial discrimination, hatred, 
and violence in society are not only found in the adults' world, but also inherited in the 
children's and taken possession of there. Blood and tears are mixed together, and it is 
hard to tell whose is which. Nothing seems to matter to Antoinette. The temporary 
care offered by Christophine and the enchanted “friendship，，with Tia have lost their 
authentic meaning in the inauthentic society, where one “chooses，，to act out of the 
absence of choices. For Antoinette, romance seems to be the last resort to re-
experience and actualize the love forbidden and “frozen，，in the quiet and peace at the 
convent; marriage with a man is seen as being “in love，，and in a refuge on the island 
of hate. 
With marital relationship as another chance of having someone, instead of 
something, to love, the female protagonist gambles away all she possesses: money, 
passion, and even life. The man-and-woman relationship is seen as the most substantial 
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and yet oppressive engagement in both Rhys's and her last female character's lives. 
Rhys's novels from the 1920s to the 1960s are a survey from the desire for romantic 
love to the obsession for material objects to the restless pursuit of human relationships 
of any kind. Wide Sargasso Sea witnesses an ultimate cry for human relationship. 
Antoinette's “irrational，，resort to the man-and-woman relationship in marriage is 
interestingly corresponding to Rhys's own philosophy of life. At the age of eighty-four, 
Rhys told an interviewer of her conviction for man-and-woman relationship: "Fm not 
fighting oblivion now. Fm fighting . . . etemity? I feel very isolated. I 'm not sure men 
need women, but Fm sure that women need men.，，!。A woman's assertion for love 
through marriage is illuminated in Rhys's three consecutive marriages. And we can see 
that her female protagonists, Marya, Sasha, and Antoinette all attempt to win love 
through marriage with men who are expected to be the symbols of security， 
companionship, and protection. The revelation of the man-and-woman relationship 
between Antoinette and Rochester however indicates the final station of the voyage to 
love. The portrait also brings into this thesis its most central and fundamental question: 
how does the “love，，relationship between Antoinette Mason and Mr.Rochester 
metamorphose from romance to war to confinement? The work of time and space, i.e. 
the post-emancipated Caribbean society, is re-investigated in the discursive narratives 
juxtaposed in the fictional world. Antoinette and Rochester are both given 
opportunities to “reason” their thinking and deeds in the disfiguration of the passion 
inside them. The passion to know, to envy, to mock，and to hate are expressed through 
Rhys's employment of dreams，imagery, and Creole songs. 
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Rochester and Antoinette are both asserting themselves, the former seeing his 
wife's passionate love as lust and madness, the latter lamenting her rejected love, 
inhumane confinement，and unreasonable “insanity.” Rhys attempts to use this very 
presence (the writing) to recapture the absence (Antoinette Mason's own story about 
her childhood and adolescence). The absence of Antoinette's “love，，story in Jane Eyre 
leaves to the generations of readers only the fictional fact about Bertha's “madness.’，In 
short, “madness” is absurdly linked with the absence of the islands, the West Indies, 
Antoinette's home. Wide Sargasso Sea becomes a lament for disillusionment with all 
things under the sun and the dilemma of existence - from the islands to the attic, from 
love to confinement, from romance to “madness.” 
The metamorphosis from romance to war to confinement reveals modemist 
subjectivity about “love，，and "madness," which are perpetually constructed and 
reconstructed by fictional characters and writers. Jean Rhys exemplifies the inevitable 
perversion of love in the warring forces of the post-emancipation era and society. Love 
has its conversion from PEACE in the wilderness of the island, to WAR in the Coulibri 
Estate, and to the subsequent IMPRISONMENT and CONFINEMENT of the loser in 
the attic-prison in Thomfield Hall. Love becomes strangled with the shrinking of the 
extemal world into the intemal world - from the nature to the house on the island 
(theWest Indies) to the attic on another island (England). 
Female critics, like Deanna Madden" and Kathy Mezel/^ tend to “speak” for 
Antoinette's afflictions with her loss of identity, soul and body, at the expense of the 
arrogant, jealous Rochester. This kind of gendered subjectivity over-simplifies the 
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complexity of the socio-cultural antagonism in the 1840s West Indian society. I tend to 
agree more with John Heame's idea that “For what happens between Mr.Rochester, 
the gentleman adventurer from England and Antoinette，the ignorant Creole, is a 
sad corruption of the potential love open to any two human beings who approach each 
other with deference and a sense of awe"'^ It is central to a true appreciation to notice 
that both Antoinette and Rochester are the products and thus possible victims of the 
cultural heritage they are bom with. Rochester is bom in capitalist England where 
money is the idol they worship. Antoinette is bom in agricultural Jamaica where 
passion is the treasure they have. The former belongs to society, the latter to nature. 
The initial romance between them exists for a while and it is later twisted and distorted 
in the different definitions and interpretations of “love，，and its expressions. 
“Romance，，may be too strong a word to describe the pre-marital relationship 
narrated by Rochester in Part Two of Wide Sargasso Sea. There is an episode in which 
Rochester and Antoinette are still “simple，，and “natural，，before each other. They do 
have a happy and peaceful time together before their relationship moves into wedlock 
and is marred by the social rumours and misunderstandings. As Rochester admits: 
We came to a little river . . . She smiled at me. It was 
the first time I had seen her smile simply and naturally. 
Or perhaps it was the first time I had felt simple and 
natural with her Then she picked another leaf, 
folded it and brought it to me. "Taste. This is mountain 
water.” Looking up smiling, she might have been any 
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English girl and to please her I drank. It was cold, pure 
and sweet, a beautiful colour against the thick green leaf. 
(59-60) 
This episode runs in parallel to the scene in which Rochester drinks the wine given by 
Antoinette. He later hints to his reader that his making-love is caused by his being 
poisoned after the drink. It is the first time that Antoinette and Rochester are playing 
the role as the romantic lovers in the forest of Arden of Shakespearean drama. 
Rochester is trying to appreciate Antoinette's tenderness, if not love. As an 
Englishman who holds relatively rigid ideas and categories about love, Rochester tends 
to differentiate between Antoinette's expressions of love，ranging from tendemess to 
lust. But tendemess can also be seen as pretentiousness, and passion as lust. The drink 
is given a fair evaluation, "cold, pure, and sweet." Like the drink, Antoinette is still 
“pure，cold, and sweet.” The water from the river, the thick green leaf, the smile of 
Antoinette, and the thought of Rochester signify the initial uncorrupted affection. The 
unconscious reflection imposed on Antoinette sets forth a noteworthy fact that 
Rochester is capable of judging Antoinette on her own at the very start of their 
relationship, even if it is a kind ofbargain between money and body. However, social 
disintegration and hostility press both of them to deception and conflicts, the man 
conceals his reason for marriage, the woman keeps quiet about her mother's suffering, 
which, as Rhys believes, is “Not mad perhaps at all，，{Letters 269). 
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Episodes on the romance between the man and the woman lovers are seldom 
the center of description or portrayal in Rhys's novels. Most of the textual space is 
devoted to the bleak and forlom feelings inside the agonized wounded woman. 
Postures and Good Morning, Midnight tell little of the husband-and-wife relationship 
between the male and female character. The typical fear and promise in romance is not 
told or shown. However, this assumption will definitely prevent the reader from giving 
Wide Sargasso Sea its due judgment and tribute. In the novel, Rhys goes out of her 
way to show us the romantic fear and promise in the first stage of their relationship. 
Rochester's laughter at her brother, Richard, makes her wince at the idea of marrying 
him. The reason for her fear of a man's laughter seems ridiculous. And this fear or 
rejection inside Antoinette is never explained. However, we can see that the fear or 
dislike has much to do with Antoinette's inadequate understanding of Rochester and 
being ashamed of her own family history. From Dr.Miller's observation and ideas in 
“Self and Identity Problems in Jamaica - The Perspective of Shame," we can believe 
that Antoinette's sense of fear is likely to be produced by her sense of shame.'^ 
Antoinette is likely to be afraid of Rochester's contempt, not only for her legitimate 
step-brother, Richard, but also for her “sick，，brother and mother, and the illegitimate 
half-brother, Daniel Cosway. Her fear is justified but cannot be understood or known 
by her arrogant, self-conceited English lover, Rochester. The fear of the exposure of 
her family history and relationships leads to mistrust; deception thus is a must to the 
change of romance into war when the cats are out of the bag. 
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Love talks are what we can also find in the dialogue of the lovers before their 
marriage. Antoinette's fear and dislike are eventually “cured” by her lover's tenderness 
and promises of "peace, happiness, safety，，（66). We see more fervent kisses and 
promises from Rochester in this stage. With the exception of her mother's story, 
Antoinette nearly shares everything with Rochester: her wealth, the stories about the 
island, the people around her, her identity problems, and despair in the West Indian 
society. We can possibly believe that had it not been for the “infamous” family history 
of Antoinette or the deception between the lovers, Wide Sargasso Sea might have been 
a romantic fairy-tale in mid-twentieth century literature. Once the romance between 
Rochester and Antoinette is developed，it is like a finished product with its own 
existence and value. Like a published book, the romance invites opinions and criticism 
from the others and it means a different text to different readers. When this romantic 
relationship is put in the institution of marriage, it becomes ‘‘something else，，and the 
love story is rewritten and remade, by the husband and the wife, by the people around 
them, and even by mysterious forces in nature, such as the heat and sound of the river. 
The word, “romance，” has its double connotations in the novel. On the one 
hand, it refers to the genuine “love affair，，between Rochester and Antoinette; on the 
other hand, it highlights the falsehood of the “love，，relationship. Romance, as a 
baseless, made-up story with much exaggeration and expectation, becomes war when 
Rochester is in possession of everything that belonged to his wife. Being an aesthetic 
artist than a rigid moralist, Rhys does not seem to take sides in the sexual war between 
the husband and the wife. She simply lets the ‘‘truth，，find its way by itself by the 
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presentation of different voices in the love relationship in Part Two. As in her other 
novels, the war is set in the interior space - the room, konically, it is in a house which 
previously belonged to Antoinette. The change of space from a room in the hotel to a 
room in her house does not really mean a different fate for Antoinette. Rather it makes 
things worse for her, for she will be displaced by the envious Rochester. Rochester's 
jealousy makes the removal to the attic most vital and urgent. 
The war between the Englishman and the white Creole woman is an 
unavoidable battle. Rochester, who has his English historical and psychological roots, 
is frequently influenced by ideas about the lack of civilization and the menace of 
Jamaica and its people. Presumably, some of these ideas come from his education in 
England. But most of them，as he recollects in his discourse, are from other people, 
namely, the porter, the Young Bull, Daniel Cosway. The Young Bull, who is not a 
native of the island, tells him, "This a very wild place - not civilized，，and “I tell you sir 
these people are not civilized" (57). The porter reconfirms the “truth，，to him that “it 
[the island] is a wild place" (58). With these ideas implanted in his mind, Rochester 
views the island and its people with much reservation and skepticism. Everything of 
and about the island is，as he immediately concludes, "N[n]ot only wild but menacing，， 
(58). Compared with Antoinette, the reader is treated with much sincerity by the 
Rochester in the narrative. As he confesses distressingly: “Everything is too much. I 
felt as I rode wearily after her. Too much blue, too much purple, too much green. The 
flowers are too red, the mountains too high, the hills too near. And the woman is a 
stranger" (59). Rochester is in fact a man of passion with a thirst for knowledge. 
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However, he suppresses his own passion as he later tries to “educate，，Antoinette to 
suppress hers. Eventually his passion for love becomes passion for hate and revenge. 
He is simply too much over-charged with his imperialistic ideas and limited personal 
perceptions about the West Indies, which naturally give birth to his arrogant, dead 
silence towards Antoinette and his fierce envy of her adoration for the West Indies and 
its people. 
The WAR of LOVE can be divided into three phases. Among them, 
misunderstanding, fear, silence, and indifference belong to the first phase of the sexual 
war. Antoinette, in Rochester's eyes, is like the way Jamaica appears to him, “It was a 
beautiful place - wild, untouched, above all untouched, with an alien, disturbing, secret 
loveliness. And it kept its secrets’，(73). Before the “truth，，he leams from Daniel 
Cosway, he has already connected Antoinette with the wilderness of the island. With 
his ‘‘high，，standards and valuing of beauty and honour, everything about Antoinette is 
alien and dangerous to him. For instance, he fears Antoinette's extraordinary big eyes, 
unreserved, secretive, and sudden laughter, her boyish postures with which she throws 
a stone, her unusual attitude about the ‘‘horrible language，，spoken by Christophine, her 
undecided mind about “happiness，，，crazy ideas about death, and stubborn ideas about 
“England.’，Al these puzzle him and make him feel distant and isolated from her. The 
divergence between the two cultures leads to self-interpretation, threat, and silence, 
and makes the man and the woman sentence the other to “unreason” or even 
‘‘insanity.，， 
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The exposure of the secret of “madness，，escalates the war to its second phase, 
reducing the wife from a sex object to a wild beast, the husband from “the God" to 
Satan. Feelings of rejection, resentment, and contempt now manipulate the war. Before 
the disclosure of the secret of "madness," Rochester treats his wife as a sex object. As 
he expresses: 
I did not love her. I was thirsty for her, but that is not 
love. I felt very little tenderness for her, she was a 
stranger to m e , . . . 
One aftemoon the sight of a dress which she'd left 
lying on her bedroom floor made me breathless and 
savage with desire . . . . (78) 
Antoinette remains a strange person when she is at the river-side; but she becomes an 
object when she is in the bedroom. It is only in the bedroom that she eams some 
attention and desire from her husband. In short, her self-worth and existence are 
recognized by her husband only when she is in the white dress and in the bedroom. The 
dress and room construct her role as a sex object and give meaning to her existence. 
However, with the disclosure of the “madness” in her family, Antoinette is rendered 
into a woman even less worthy than a sex object or a half-caste slave like Amelie. 
Antoinette is viewed as an "untouchable," an irrational woman in Rochester's 
narrative. In Antoinette's confession to Christophine, we can see that the husband 
launches into a cold war with his wife. As she reflects: "he does not love me, I think he 
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hates me. He always sleeps in his dressing-room now and the servants know. If I get 
angry he is scomful and silent, sometimes he does not speak to me for hours and  
He was not like that at first” (90). The female protagonist's strategy towards her 
husband's indifference and “hatred，，is to seek help from the outsider，Christophine. 
Rhys sees that Antoinette in this phase is too much in love to leave the only person she 
can possibly love on earth. As Rhys reflected in a letter: “She [Antoinette] runs away 
to Christophine but comes back for she also is now desperately in love" {Letters 269). 
Antoinette's anger and frustration put her in a disadvantaged position in the war. To 
get away from Rochester is unacceptable to Antoinette, who is bom with some 
traditional concepts of female fidelity，integrity, and loyalty. Financial and mental 
impoverishment drives her to use another strategy which indicates part of Antoinette's 
Caribbean heritage of the “savage，，society in mid 19th century: the “love” drink 
represents a fatal weapon for victory in the battle. In this way, the war shifts into its 
third phase. The love potion reveals the superstition, desperation, helplessness，and 
final stroke of courage to “win back," if she thinks that she has ever won, what she has 
lost - Rochester's tenderness or attention through love-making. 
Like all Rhys's female protagonists, Antoinette believes in the magic of the 
body in transforming sex into love. In the first phase of the war, Antoinette is the 
initiator - her body characteristics and postures bewilder the new-comer, Rochester. In 
the second phase, Rochester takes revenge and he becomes a man who acts. His 
apathy and rejection completely destroy Antoinette's fantasy and illusion about loving 
and living. As the war enters its third phase, the most raging and cruel stage, the 
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female protagonist realizes that she must take the initiative to tum back the clock with 
the love drink. Her zeal for her husband's “retum” leads to her stubborn conviction of 
the primitive nature of men, and the savage power of the drug and the body. This kind 
of obstinacy is almost close to blindness and savagery, which ironically goes with 
Rochester's and the other people's judgment on the place and its people. Antoinette 
carries the image of a hysterical uncivilized woman in her appeal to Christophine: “I 
will be quiet，I will not cry. But Christophine, if he，my husband, could come to me one 
night. Once more，I would make him love me，，（93). The insertion of this episode adds 
much force to Rochester's points of view about the “madness，，inside Antoinette，and 
thus it indirectly helps Rochester eam the unnamable sympathy of the reader. The 
dilemmas and tension are not confined to the two protagonists, but also extended to 
that between the reader and the text. As the readers, we are quite tom apart by the 
desperate voices of self-justification of the two protagonists. Our understanding and 
sympathy for the two protagonists may be quite different at each reading.The two 
narratives in Part Two of the novel have completely put into question the absolute of 
truth and the reliability of the narrator. 
With the help of the love drink, the female protagonist finally gets her man into 
bed with her. She seems to get an upper hand in the war. But the victory is indeed the 
most disastrous defeat she has ever had in life. This sexual act is merely that rather 
than an act of making of “love.，，Antoinette, still in the image of a sex object, is forced 
by her husband into different roles: from the way she raises her eyebrows and the 
mocking expression in the comers of her mouth, Rochester thinks: “she looked very 
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much like Amelie [the half-cast negro maid]. Perhaps they are related, I thought. It's 
possible, it's even probable in this damned place，，(105). His ill feelings for the place 
make every connection of relationship possible. Besides being saddled with the role of 
a half-caste negro, Antoinette is also assigned another role of “Bertha.” As 
Christophine later points out it is the name of a doll (130). It is a play thing which 
cannot really give much satisfaction to the chauvinistic Rochester. In order to “satisfy，， 
Rochester, Antoinette deliberately conform to the roles of a negro and a doll. 
The love drink is a most appropriate tool to help these two timid, unfreed 
hearts to liberate their suppressed passions. The memories of the past and the vision of 
the future are insignificant to the torments in the present. Rochester and Antoinette are 
no longer themselves in the sexual act. They release the suppressed feelings inside 
them and achieve a temporary “oneness.，，There is a short period of generosity and 
trust. The love potion helps both of them free themselves from any pride and 
prejudice, mistrust, or deception in the past. The sexual act is not based on a bargain, 
as their marriage is. But Antoinette's victory has its short life-span. Rochester regards 
the love-making as something done by the tricks of the ghosts rather than out of his 
passion for the woman whom he denies to have ever loved or admired. Considering 
himself “poisoned” by the dangerous, “maddening” Antoinette in the shadowed, 
ghostly room, he attempts to vomit after the sexual act. In order to take revenge on 
Antoinette, he reacts immediately to insult her by his deliberate sexual act with the 
half-caste negro, Amelie. Antoinette is made cheaper, lower, and dirtier by 
Rochester's acceptance of a woman who is socially defined as inferior in blood and \ 
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status. The social consciousness of this racial inferiority drives Antoinette hysterical. 
There seems to be no space for her existence. The idea that “black nigger better than 
white nigger" is proved true by a man who has once promised to be her refuge. The 
revenge taken by Rochester completely breaks her and forces her to adopt, as Kathy 
Mezel suggests, “a strategy of survival"^^ - to act in the roles presumed by Rochester -
a “mad，，woman. 
The willful renaming of Antoinette into “Bertha，，by Rochester indicates the last 
phase of the sexual war. The metamorphosis from passion into “madness” represents 
the female protagonist's desperate quest for love: now, it is love for herself. Defeated 
in the War of Love and renamed as "Bertha," Antoinette can only fight back by acting 
her assigned role as what she is not. Rochester is an aristocratic man who favours 
honour, hates scandal. By acting as an implied character of "Bertha," the lunatic 
woman, Antoinette shocks and irritates Rochester. Antoinette's screaming at the 
servants，drinking rum, and looking terrible in her room build up a concrete image of 
horror and “madness” in the Coulibri Estate. As Rochester narrates: 
Antoinette shrieked from the bedroom, . . . . 
The door of Antoinette's room opened. When I saw 
her I was too shocked to speak. Her hair hung 
uncombed and dull into her eyes which were inflamed 
and staring, her face was very flushed and looked 
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swollen. Her feet were bare. However when she spoke 
her voice was low, almost inaudible.(120) 
Antoinette tries to play her role well. She tries to “satisfy，，Rochester by becoming a 
doll who can laugh, talk, and cry. Her furious self-indulgence in alcoholism, 
mannerisms，and appearance certainly upsets the Rochester who stresses decency, 
etiquette, and rationality. To a certain extent, this kind of “madness，，is to draw 
Rochester's and the other people's attention to her existence as an insignificant Other 
in the house. The romantic lovers become strangers at the start of the sexual war, and 
are now reduced to fierce enemies towards the end of the war. Rochester's nicknaming 
Antoinette as “Bertha” is resisted by Antoinette as crying and sudden “crazy” laughter. 
As the dialogue reveals: 
“Bertha，，，I said. 
“Bertha is not my name. You are trying to make me into 
someone else, calling me by another name. I know, 
that's obeah too.，， 
Tears streamed from her eyes . . . . 
She laughed at that. A crazy laugh she sang in a 
hoarse voice. And lifted the bottle to drink again. (121-
22) 
Rochester's nicknaming Antoinette as "Bertha” is considered as much black magic as 
the aphrodisiac drink. These two protagonists are as superstitious as the local black 
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population. The only difference is that they have white skin color, but at heart, they are 
even more “uncivilized” and "menacing" than the place and its people who are 
supposed to be “uncivilized.，’ Concerning the act of nicknaming, Miller also points out 
that nicknaming has been one of the common practices to invoke shame in Jamaican 
society, which can extend to the whole West Indian society: 
In Jamaica nicknaming is prevalent among individuals 
who could in no way be classed as children. It is used as 
a form of sanction to remind someone, who has been 
forgetting himself of some disability or inadequacy in 
order to “keep him in his place，，. It is used not to 
provoke to anger but to "shame" and humiliate - to 
“bring him down a peg or two.，，(25) 
“Bertha” is a name given to Antoinette to remind her of her real being: what makes 
Antoinette is her birth place and her family background, and nothing else. The name 
“Bertha，，is to “shame and humiliate，，Antoinette with the infamous history in her 
family, and thus the potential insanity inside herself. It is to expose the vulnerable part 
of herself which is conscious of the experience of shame - she is the shame of her 
mother, and in retum, her mother's and brother's illness are the possible sources of 
shame to her. Rochester is too afraid of her forgetfulness of her own ‘place，，( as “[an] 
infamous daughter of an infamous mother,” 152) and too anxious to “to keep her in 
herplace" (Miller 25). 
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To a woman forced to play various roles and burdened by her fragmented 
ideas, about herself, “madness，，is the only strategy she can possibly tum to and fight 
back. By resisting playing the inactive side of “Bertha，，and yet conforming to the 
lunatic aspect of “Bertha，” Antoinette re-creates a space for her self-existence and 
recognition. At least, she knows she is now “Bertha，” as Rochester likes to call her, 
and she belongs to the room more than to “the sun,” the symbol of life and hope. The 
name and identity of “Bertha，，may afford her a chance to lead an authentic existence, 
in the sense that she can choose to liberate the long-suppressed emotions of 
bafflement, loss，and denial through the expression of “madness.” Christophine sees 
“the sun” inside Antoinette and what Rochester sees is the “darkness”--the unreason 
and madness of her laughter and scream. As the loser in the War of Love, Antoinette 
surrenders to Rochester by playing the roles he wants her to play. Paradoxically, 
madness is both a compromise and a rebellion, conformity, and refusal. As 
Christophine tells Rochester, ‘‘she [Antoinette] has more pride than you and she say 
nothing”（124). At this stage, what she can do is to wait for things to happen. Like 
most Caribbeans who are influenced by the African philosophy of time，Antoinette has 
been waiting all her life “for time to happen"'^ to make herself accepted, safe, loved, 
and happy. However, her strategy of maddess only drives Rochester to make her a 
total outcast. He makes Antoinette homeless by selling her inherited estate in Jamaica. 
He makes her totally cut off from life and her beloved birth place by confining her to 
the attic ofThomfield Hall. 
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Love must receive its transfiguration in the merciless forces of time and space. 
Romance in the natural environment of the island tums into a sexual war in the 
Coulibri Estate, and it is just natural and logical that war must go with some 
punishment of the loser in the prison cell. In Wide Sargasso Sea, it is Confinement as 
Punishment which is the final stage of love's metamorphosis. Antoinette, therefore, is 
punished for her deception, her wild postures, and her violence at the end. To 
Rochester, a “sane，，person will not keep such a secret as Antoinette has kept, she will 
not laugh the way Antoinette has laughed, and love a man the way Antoinette has 
loved. For all these “reasons，，，he has every right to carry on，as he says, “love's fierce 
play" - to put her in an alienating space where time has no meaning at all (136). The 
imprisonment and confinement of Antoinette in the attic-prison in Thomfield Hall 
seems to be a legal sentence for her ‘‘madness.，，Watching this filmed narrative with the 
female and the male protagonist speaking for their own sake, we can't help feeling 
their fiery "righteousness," jealousy, possessiveness, and rage, another kind of 
"madness," inside them. The madness of the self-righteous Rochester can be derived 
from his confession to his God-reader: "She'll not laugh in the sun again. She'll not 
dress up and smile at herself in that damnable looking-glass. So pleased, so satisfied，， 
(136). With the progression of Rochester's vehement monologues, an image of a mad 
man's murmuring and frustration becomes more and more convincing and even 
frightening to the reader: 
I hated the mountains and the hills, the rivers and the 
rains. I hated. . . . I hated its indifference and its cruelty 
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which was part of its loveliness. Above all I hated her. 
For she belonged to the magic and the loveliness. She 
had left me thirsty and  
So we rode away and left it - the hidden place. Not for 
me and not for her. I'd look after that. She's far along 
the road now. (141) 
Rochester, by now, is almost consumed by his grudges and thirst for knowledge of the 
mystery of the island and its people. He has become a man thinking and hankering so 
much for knowledge and success that he has lost his mind. He vindicates the 
movement to the attic by picking Antoinette's words that “It [Jamaica] is not for you 
and not for me，，when she begs him to listen to her confession (107). On the occasion 
of the confinement, Rochester is like Antoinette asking for the understanding and 
acceptance of his reader. Rhys combines the roles played by the characters and the 
narrators, and she sustains a mounting sense of tension, suspense, and sadness towards 
the end of the text. 
From the island to the attic, we witness another alteration of love in the two 
protagonists. To Rochester, Antoinette becomes not a human being, but a scandal and 
a cargo. She is transported to England and Thomfield Hall against her own will. 
Rochester is determined that she will become a locked-up creature. Antoinette is 
unsexed in this stage. She is eventually kept in captivity in the attic of Thomfield Hall, 
which can be seen as a literary symbol of the idea of confinement in Victorian England. 
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Thomfield Hall is, in Foucault's term, the "House of Confinement" {Madness and 
Civilization 43). The “madness，，of Antoinette is a male construct--she is considered 
“mad，，by the male characters (Daniel Cosway, Richard Mason, and Rochester)-which 
requires a corresponding action of imprisonment. Confinement is a “reasonable，，and 
‘‘rational，，strategy to secure safety and honor for a man like Rochester. The guilty 
Rochester knows very well that it is the marriage that deprives Antoinette of 
everything and her illusion of life. Hence, to avoid gossip and to “cure，，the malady of 
the woman, confinement is the therapy. It is the exile and renaming that completely 
destroy Antoinette's Jamaican identity. 
Antoinette's love of Rochester as shown on the island is transcended into her 
desire for self-knowledge and a space of self-existence. We cannot really say that her 
love becomes apathy; rather, I tend to see that the last narrative divulges Antoinette's 
new understanding of life. The significance of life is more than romantic love between 
the sexes. It should be transcended to the knowledge and recognition of the self. To 
Antoinette, it is to know more about her own lack and the reason for her continuous 
survival. As she narrates: 
Name matter, like when he wouldn't call me Antoinette, 
and I saw Antoinette drifting out of the window with her 
scents, her pretty clothes and her looking-glass. 
There is no looking-glass here and I don't know what 
I am like now. I remember watching myself brush my 
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hair and how my eyes looked back at me Now they 
have taken everything away. What am I doing in this 
place and who am I? (147) 
As shown in this interior monologue, Antoinette no longer wants to indulge herself in 
aversion and anger with those people who betray and sell her, like Tia, Mr.Mason, 
Richard, and Rochester. Rather she starts to recollect her past - the way she brushes 
her hair and sees herself in the mirror. She begins to think about her present and future. 
By recalling her memories and observing other people in the house，she realizes she is 
the ghost of a mad woman. The attic, the prison cell，deprives her of warmth, light, or 
even a looking-glass which has been the most important instrument in the identification 
with her self; the windowless room dfamiliarizes her name and the notion of time. The 
name “Antoinette” is becoming more strange and distant to her. With "hundreds of 
them [nights and days] slipping through my [her] fingers," and with the shrinking of 
the space available to her, name and time becomes unreal and meaningless to 
Antoinette (151). As she confesses: “Time has no meaning. But something you can 
touch and hold like my red dress, that has a meaning" (151). Rhys connects the past 
and the present with the most ordinary thing - a red dress. In the absence of a looking-
glass, Antoinette tries to get hold of the reality of her own existence through the red 
dress which reminds her of her lost dreams and brings about another dream. It is the 
dreams in the past and the dress in the present that reminds her of her own existence. 
The red colour foreshadows the realization and release in the fire in the future. As she 
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reveals to Grace Poole, “If I had been wearing my red dress Richard would have 
known me，，(153).The material thing gives definition and knowledge of a person. It 
gives inspiration, excitement and imagination to the searching soul. As Antoinette sees 
it: 
But I looked at the dress on the floor and it was as if 
the fire had spread across the room. It was beautiful and 
it reminded me of something I must do. I will remember 
I thought. I will remember quite soon now. 
That was the third time I had my dream, and it ended.. 
.• I saw the grandfather clock and Aunt Cora's 
patchwork, all colors, I saw the orchids . . . . I heard the 
parrot call I saw the pool at Coulibri. Tia was 
the re . . . . 
Grace Poole was sitting at the table . . . . I waited a 
long time after I heard her snore, then I got up, took the 
keys and unlocked the door. I was holding my candle. 
Now at last I know why I was brought here and what I 
have to d o . . . . (155-56) 
The association from the red dress to the red fire, the one set to the Coulibri Estate in 
the island, forms a consistent link between the past and the present, and sets forth 
Antoinette's vision about her future. Her sudden decisiveness and certainty about ideas 
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and actions are never found in the previous “sane，，Antoinette. The child Antoinette 
goes to the kitchen because she is not sure of her mother's emotions; the young girl, 
Antoinette, goes to the convent because her step-father has no time for her after the 
"madness" of her mother; the married woman, Antoinette, goes to Christophine 
because she is not sure of the right way to make her husband love her again; and now, 
in the attic, the “mad woman," Antoinette，is different. She has figured out the pattem 
of her existence: she is first kept in the Coulibri Estate, then sent to the Convent, and 
then sent back to the Coulibri Estate, and eventually doomed in the attic. As Rhys 
wrote in a letter to Francis Wyndham in 1964 “there were several Antoinettes and 
Mr.Rochesters，，{Letters 236), and so Antoinette's mission in the “new，，space is to 
bum the House of Confinement - to destroy the masculine construct of female malady. 
She must respond, react, and rebel against all institutionalized injustice. In an essay 
printed in Ariel (1977)，Louis James specifies such a positive perspective of 
Antoinette: 
Rochester has not annihilated her, and she asserts her 
passionate spirit with hot fire. The novel does not show 
her death: we are left with the image of Antoinette 
carrying the light through the darkness that cannot 
overcome it. (126) 
Rhys's female protagonists have never been as confident and self-conscious as what 
Antoinette is in Wide Sargasso Sea. Her thought is clear, and her action immediate. 
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Sasha is lost in agony of her awakening at the end of Good Morning, Midnight. Anna 
in Voyage In the Dark and Julia in After Leaving MrMackenzie are still drifting and 
bewildered in their quests for love and existence. Marya in Postures is shocked and 
tormented in her abrupt realization of her love for Heidler. Antoinette is Jean Rhys's 
most tragic, but complete and courageous woman. She has the strength to love in 
despair and rejection - to love her indifferent mother and prejudiced Rochester. The 
former represents the beginning of life, childhood; the latter represents the end of her 
life, womanhood. Both of these periods form a cycle repeating each other: illusion, 
rejection, and disillusion. As Louis James comments: “The ending echoes the 
beginning: both describe childhood impressions of Dominica. Her past is her future, 
waiting like a trap to destroy her，，(Ariel 123). Bertha Antoinette Rochester is not 
destroyed, not even socially. Jean Rhys reconstructs her by giving her a chance to 
speak of the “reason” for her “madness” in the “mad” societies - the West Indies and 
England. 
The love/power relationship as embodied in the master/slave system is 
powerfully rehearsed, dramatized and thus witnessed in the marital relationships 
between Mr.Mason and Annette, Rochester and Antoinette. Love is a timeless and 
spaceless entity, yet paradoxically, it must work within time and space. Antoinette 
makes her own choice at the end; but this kind of authenticity is out of inauthenticity. 
At the end, Antoinette needs no postures, wants no voyage in the dark, decides to say 
good-night to mid-night, takes action to free herself from the confinement of the attic 
and the body, and sets off for her joumey back “home，” to the wide Sargasso Sea, 
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where the mass of floating seaweed is ready to receive her with open arms and give her 
a place of existence.'^ In Rhys's fictional world, nearly all marriages between men and 
women are exchanges between property and sexuality. Jean Rhys goes further in her 
last novel. She infuses Wide Sargasso Sea with a female's voice of her own “madness.，， 
What makes Antoinette so life-like is her overwhelming passion to love, to question, to 
understand, to fight, and eventually to die. Rhys shows us how marginality is 
associated and linked with “madness，，and ends up as confinement. Gender, money, 
race, knowledge, and technology are all chained together in the net-work of “madness，， 
and confinement. 
Rhys enlightens the long-silenced Antoinette allowing her to fight back by 
narrating the “missing” details of her “history” in literature. To narrate her “insanity，，is 
to substantiate her “sanity.，’ As Kathy Mezel points out in her essay in Critique (Spring 
1987): “By the act of narrative, she retains her tenuous fragile hold on sanity, on life 
itself, since to narrate is to live, to order a life, to ‘make sense out of it，，，(197). Rhys's 
exploration of “madness” in Wide Sargasso Sea awakens the reader, not only to the 
love/power relationship between the sexes, but to the power of ideology, reading, 
thinking, and writing. 
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Conclusion 
A Voyage Back: To Confinement 
Among the critics of Jean Rhys, John Heame is the only one who has discussed 
the quest for love in Rhys's fictional world. However, Heame confines this quest for 
love to one novel only, i.e. Wide Sargasso Sea. In his essay, “‘West Indian Reflection' 
of Wide Sargasso Sea，，，Heame illustrates Rhys's female protagonist's desire and hunt 
for love. Heame's essay in Cornhill Magazine (spring 1973) fails to see the recurrent 
pattem of the quest for love in Rhys's novels from the 1920s to the 1960s. Love, as a 
desire for the absent, is the ultimate object of chase in Jean Rhys's fictional world. It 
takes much time and space to find its different expressions and realize its true reality. 
The longing for love takes the form of romantic love between man and woman 
in Postures, After Leaving MrMackenzie, and Voyage In The Dark; but it ends up as 
oppression of the female protagonists, Marya, Julia，and Anna. The repression of love 
seeks its way out by Sasha's obsession with and pursuit of material objects. The 
suppressed desire tums into a trap and merciless revelation of her pretentious apathy. 
When the desire for love finds its expression in passion and sex in Antoinette of Wide 
Sargasso Sea, “love” is interpreted as “madness，，and sentenced to life imprisonment 
in the attic. The different quests for love explicated in the previous chapters convey a 
vital truth about Jean Rhys's fictional world: transformation and confinement are the 
essence of love. Love is characterized by a constant state of becoming--trying to get 
rid of the alienation from the society, the others, and the self. Marya gets married to 
Stephan and gets involved with Heidler to free herself from her sense of helplessness 
and her isolation from society, English or French. Julia, Anna, and Sasha wear make-
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up and are ceaselessly in want of clothing to make them feel a part of the bigger world 
and thus conform to the codes of other people. Antoinette wants to be attached to 
Annette, Christophine, Tia, and Rochester in the hope of surmounting the sense of 
estrangement and fragmentation of the self inside her. However, none of them feels 
free and fulfilled in the transformation of love. Marya, Sasha, and Antoinette are 
trapped by their own quests for love, i.e. Marya by Heidler and Stephan, Sasha by the 
material things, Antoinette by the people around her. These three kinds of quest in 
Rhys's three important phases of writing are due to two major factors: the internal 
need for love in human beings, and the demands of the external environment in which 
the female protagonists live. After the investigation of each of the representative 
works, we can now see that the first factor is an innate or biological force that propels 
these women to reach out，get involved, and become united with men, things，and 
places. The second factor is the socio-cultural environment that restricts and 
dehumanizes the female protagonists to the status of slaves to their men. For example, 
Marya becomes a sex object to both Stephan and Heidler from England to the hotel in 
the 1920s Paris. Sasha, as a customer of the gigolo is tumed into a source of sexual 
comfort and money by the gigolo in the 1930s Paris. Antoinette is diminished to an 
unwanted “talking” doll, Bertha, from the island to the attic in the post-emancipated 
centuries, the 19th and 20th centuries. 
Wide Sargasso Sea completes Rhys's vision of love: "a voyage back，，to inter-
personal/human relationships is a tormenting process of confronting the limitation and 
demands of existence. The longing for love necessarily leads to oppression and 
isolation of a woman; the idea of love differs and varies in interpretation, reception, 
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and expression to people of diverse cultural heritages and in different socio-economic 
circumstances. Time and space, in terms of the socio-cultural environment play a most 
decisive role, not in the formation of love (which is an inbom inclination), but in the 
shaping and further development of this basic instinct. The desire for love transforms 
the idea of love itself: the spiritual, the material, and the inter-personal and the spatial; 
and it is also a relationship between men and women, that between things and women, 
and finally that between places and women. None of Rhys's female protagonists have 
the idea of what to do in the future, except Antoinette Rochester who realizes that love 
can only be acquired through her retum to the place (the West Indies) where she 
comes from, no matter how indifferent it has been to her. Love finds its new existence 
and meaning: it manages to survive itself in the attic and the “maturer，，Antoinette. 
Actions are taken at all times by the female protagonists in response to the 
cruelty, indifference, and misinterpretations of behaviour in society. Actions themselves 
pave the way for the further transformation of love. Rhys's women characters are all 
women of action. To some readers in the westem world, Rhys's female protagonists 
can be considered “lazy，，or “passive.” If waiting and thinking are not counted as 
actions, if actions mean a sequence of events done, if we judge the meaning of “action” 
from the Westem tradition, then Rhys's women deserve these labels. However, if we 
interpret "action" from the oriental tradition, waiting and thinking are composed of the 
internal sequence of events and thus they are actions themselves. As Earl McKenzie 
says: “an African sitting under the sun is not ‘‘wasting，，time in the westem sense of the 
word" (82). Taoists' consider inaction, like meditation, to be action. The Chinese and 
African philosophies give “action，，different definitions, and these differences act as a 
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counter interpretation of Rhys's women characters. To a certain extent, Rhys's women 
and Rhys herself are bom with a multicultural inheritance rather than merely the West's 
heritage. It is also noteworthy to recognize that the globalizing forces of the twentieth 
century blur the boundaries of culture and heritage of the modem people and societies. 
To judge Rhys's women characters from a sole tradition is by no means fair and 
justified. From the point of view adopted here, we can see that these female 
protagonists are all “struggling，，，in the sense that they are thinking, waiting, and even 
fighting for different forms of “love，，at different stages of life: romantic passion with 
the opposite sex in youth, possession of material things in middle age, and finally 
matemal and marital love. To grasp the past by going back to infancy and the birth 
place, the West Indies, is seen as the most meaningful and sensible thing to do for the 
female protagonist in the last stage of Rhys's fictional world. Infancy and old places 
are the symbols for authenticity, innocence, acceptance, and most important of all, a 
genuine and legitimate existence. They represent everything that the adult world 
cannot offer to the female protagonist. They become the desirable out of the 
undesirable, the possibility out of the impossibility. This awakening and self-knowledge 
are what have been missing and been searched for by Rhys's 1920s' and 1930s' female 
protagonists. And they are eventually found by Antoinette Mason during her 
confinement in the attic of Wide Sargasso Sea rather than the “Bertha Mason” in Jane 
Eyre. 
I think the relationship between Jean Rhys and her female protagonists can be 
illustrated by some similarity and difference between the artist and the neurotic. Rollo 
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May distinguishes the difference between the artist and the neurotic in Love and Will. 
He remarks: 
The neurotic and the artist--since both live out the 
unconscious of the race-reveal to us what is going to 
emerge endemically in the society later on. The neurotic 
feels the same conflicts arising from his experience of 
nihilism, alienation, and so on, but he is unable to give 
them meaningful form; he is caught between his 
incapacity to mold these conflicts into creative works on 
the one hand and his inability to deny them on the other. 
As Otto Rank remarked, the neurotic is the “artiste 
manque," the artist who cannot transmute his conflicts 
into art. (23-24) 
Jean Rhys is like an artist endeavouring to portray the conflicts encountered by her 
female characters in the process of life. While her protagonists are like the neurotics 
who feels intensity and dilemmas of existence, and yet they are unable to "give them 
(the problems) meaningful form," in the form of concrete, meaningful representation 
(May 23). Their inarticulation makes them “unsuccessful artists" who attempt to 
express themselves, but unheeded and even rejected. I am not using the psychological 
observation mentioned above to “certify” the “sickness，，of Rhys's female protagonists. 
Rather, what I want to point out is the relationship between Jean Rhys and her female 
protagonists. Rhys is，by no means, neither better or worse than her women characters. 
They are independent of each other, and yet they are both dependent on each other's 
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existence. Rhys, who is gifted with the cells of creativity and articulation in writing， 
helps her women characters express their suppression and oppression. The third-
person narrator(s) tells of Marya's postures, Julia's bewilderment, and Anna's self-
indulgence in the self-oriented and opportunistic societies, Paris and London. The first-
person narrator, Sasha and Antoinette, both recognize and accept the darkness of 
existence and both try to give meaning to their yeaming for love and rejection in love. 
All these women characters feel a deep sense of alienation and disintegration within 
themselves and with the people in society. While Rhys, the artist, struggles to write 
their stories. As a woman, she senses the conflicting passion in loving and living. As an 
artist, she is more aware of and articulate about the deep planes of consciousness in 
human experience and things beyond normal human perception. She presents the 
enigmatic relationship between love and confinement in different imagery, like the use 
of animal imagery in the depiction of the entrapment felt by Sasha in old age, the use of 
vivid comparisons and contrasts in metaphor or simile, the use of biblical allusion in 
the ironic portrait of Heidler's “faith” in God and Rochester's self-righteousness in “his 
God." A survey of the novels from the 1920s to the 1960s, we witness that the female 
protagonists grow in articulation and self-knowledge, while the artist grows in 
complexity and depth in literary technique and awareness of herself and life as a whole. 
Each of Rhys's novels shows us the ultimate destination: the eruption of 
passion and violence, and the formation of apathy. To live demands passion for love 
(for the others and oneself); whereas passion, when oppressed and crushed, requires a 
different degree or form of violence. However, when violence is employed and 
achieves no changes, it becomes apathy. The development from passionate love to 
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violence and apathy is the train of actions in Jean Rhys's fictional world. The changes 
may be assumed as something “for the sake of art.” If we tum to Dr. Rollo May again, 
we may be able to understand the “reason，，and logic of the behaviour of Rhys's female 
protagonists. As May observes and explains, violence and apathy have “a dialectical 
relationship，，： “To live in apathy provokes violence; and, in incidents . •. violence 
promotes apathy" (30). All Rhys female protagonists are likely to be viewed as 
‘‘schizoid persons," who，as held by another psychiatrist, Anthony Storr, are cold and 
aloof, feels superior and detached from other people. The “schizoid，，people are treated 
as "patient" and they may seek their outlet in violence of some kind and detachment 
(Human Aggression 85). May elaborates that 'T[t]he detachment of the schizoid is a 
defense against hostility and has its source in a distortion of love and trust in infancy 
which renders him forever fearing actual love" (16). From Postures to Wide Sargasso 
Sea, we can see the gradual development of some schizoid tendency in the female 
protagonists: detachment, violence, and nostalgia of infancy.We can see the nostalgia 
of childhood in both Rhys and Antoinette, the former in her old age, the latter in the 
end of her fictional life. Their love for childhood goes hand in hand with their growing 
apathy towards relationships of any kind. A sense of “unrelatedness，，is mounting 
towards the last stage of Rhys's world, the fictional and the real one. "Unrelatedness" 
is the uttermost opposition of love. Apathy, as an expression of unrelatedness, “is the 
withdrawal of will and love, a statement that they 'don't mater，，a suspension of 
commitment. It is necessary in times of stress and turmoil" (May 33). Rhys does not 
use apathy or indifference, which as shown in its extreme form in her last female 
protagonist is “madness，，or “insanity，，，as a means of a woman's compromise in 
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existence. On the contrary, the apathetic behaviour of ‘‘madness，，is meant to seek a 
new basis for a woman's self-existence, self-knowledge, and self-discovery. 
Becoming “a neurotic，，in the “schizoid，，world gives Rhys's female characters 
‘‘a room of their own，，in expression and existence. Marya gets hysterical when 
Stephan wants to kiss her. She screams “I love him ！ I love him !” at the top of her 
voice; she "laugh[s] insultingly" at Stephan and becomes indifferent to his threat (142-
3). Sasha wants to kill the gigolo for his “Bad techniques，，towards her. Antoinette 
hates Rochester for his indifference to her; she takes revenge by becoming a violent 
woman in the Coulibri Estate; she wears a mask of apathy and seeks her way out by 
buming Thomfield Hall in the end. Tuming to psychiatry, these women's violent 
dispositions are, in Anthony Storr's opinion and Rollo May's words, “a complex mask 
for a repressed longing for love，，{Love and Will 16). For these female characters, their 
resorting to violence is a release of their dejected feelings, as well as a feminist claim 
for equality in the employment of “force，，in suffering and anger; whereas their apathy 
is a defence strategy to the cruelty in the indifferent, patriarchal world. As Rollo May 
explains: “Violence is the ultimate destructive substitute which surges in to fill the 
vacuum where there is no relatedness，，{Love and Will 30). All Rhys's female 
protagonists feel violent aggression in their quests for love with men, things, and 
places: Marya towards Heidler and Stephan; Julia, Anna, and Sasha towards the 
dresses and hats they desire; Antoinette towards Jamaica, the only “thing，，available for 
love on earth. Their violence is interpreted as “madness.” This social definition 
becomes an explanation for the rationality of confinement, mentally and physically. 
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Rhys offers us a concluding vision of a woman's quest for love: love, in its 
polemic expression, is likely to end up as “madness，，which is the excuse for 
confinement institutionally, and paradoxically, madness itself is a kind of liberation and 
imprisonment of the body. In this respect, the idea of love and confinement can be 
related in two ways: firstly, love is confining in nature. It is constantly in want and 
undergoing changes in its own response to the demands of the external world and the 
changes in the individual. The quests found in Rhys's novels reveal to us that the 
romantic, material, and interpersonal quests are expressions of the thirst for love with 
the man, the world, and the self. In this way, love is more or less a kind of 
confinement, urging those “women in love" to take action and be on-the-move from 
times to times (i.e. Love = Confinement); secondly, the desire for love necessarily 
brings about different kinds of confinement of the soul and the body of the woman. 
Love and confinement can be put into a cause-and-effect relationship (i.e. Desire for 
Love => Confinement(s)). The desire for love (as expressed by the relationships with 
Stephan and Heidler) brings about Marya's subordination to the two men; the 
obsession with love (as exposed by the preoccupation and purchase of worldly things) 
results in the further alienation of Sasha; and the actual pursuit of love relationships (as 
manifested by the interpersonal and spatial relationship) leads to the "madness" and 
destruction of Antoinette. 
Confinement is latent in love relationships of any kind in Rhys's fictional world. 
Though it is not directly told in the first four novels，we can still feel its presence at the 
end of each work. Marya is abandoned by both men, and she is "caught" in her 
disillusion of love in the hotel room. Julia and Anna are “put” back to the original place 
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in which they begin, the former meets Mr.Mackenzie again and asks him to lend her 
some money; while the latter, after her abortion, is "R[r]eady to start all over in no 
time"-prostitution (VID 159). Sasha is deserted by the gigolo and “entrapped，，in her 
hallucination of love and sex in the hotel room. By the same token, Antoinette is 
"marooned" in the body and in the attic. Oppression, entrapment, fragmentation, 
disillusion, violence, "madness," and imprisonment are different expressions of 
confinement. Love and confinement go hand in hand in women, young or old, well-off 
or down-and-out. They co-exist in society of any kind, the white or the black, the 
"civilized" or “uncivilized，，，the “sane，，or the “insane.，， 
Jean Rhys is an intelligent plot-designer and “philosopher.，，The element of 
“madness，，as result of a West Indian woman's love-hunting is concretely embedded in 
Good Morning, Midnight, in which the woman from Martinique is advised not to “get 
hysterical，，in the love relationship with the monsieur. Delmar's advice echoes Rhys's 
insight into a passionate woman like Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea. As Rhys's 
“spokeman,，，Delmar, puts it: 
I said to her: “Don，t let yourself get hysterical, because 
if you do that it's the end." But it was difficult to speak 
to her reasonably, because I had all the time this feeling 
that I was talking to something that was no longer quite 
human, no longer quite alive. (GMM 80) 
This description of the West Indian woman's being “mad，，for love serves as an 
important insight into Rhy's perception about women in love and their fate: passionate 
love becomes violent passion and any degree of violence committed by women is likely 
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to be interpreted as illness or sickness in the mind. For this reason, "getting hysterical" 
is the greatest mistake made by all Rhys's female protagonists, especially the 
passionate Antoinette. 
The artist must destroy in order to create. Rhys explores, destroys, and rejects 
the nineteenth century conception of “madness，，through the discourse in Wide 
Sargasso Sea. Love, “insanity，，，and confinement are already themes deeply rooted as 
early as in Good Morning, Midnight which then grows in Wide Sargasso Sea. In 
Rhys's fictional world, “insanity，，has a different meaning and expression. Rhys seems 
to agree with Anais Nin on her idea of “insanity.，，As Nin puts it，“insanity [is] simply a 
unique place，，(A Woman Speaks 225). It is a space of relative freedom, self-fulfillment, 
self-existence, and self-realization. Time and space will lose their meaning if a woman 
has lost her desire or thirst for love of any kind. Rhys revitalizes the image of clothes 
to point out that Antoinette's red dress spreads like fire. The fire represents the newly 
acquired self-knowledge of Antoinette Mason and it opens to her another world of 
light and warmth. 
Jean Rhys breaks the masculine tradition of stereotyping women either as 
goddesses, mothers, witches, or angels. Rhys remodels the portraits of women by 
making her female protagonists unidentified beings. Marya is the “goddess，，who lacks 
wisdom in romance; Anna is the aborted "mother" while Sasha is the inattentive 
"mother," and both of their husbands are nowhere to be found; the middle-aged Sasha 
is the “angel，，without wing; Antoinette is a wild "witch" who knows no magic in the 
lost Eden on the abandoned island, Jamaica. The deliberate acts to fit her “misfit，， 
protagonists into the ill-fitting societies represent Rhys's new consciousness of what it 
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means to be a woman in the era of changes and modemity. As a writer of “female 
novels，，，2 Rhys gives shape to Bertha Mason's past at the expense of her own past. To 
be a female writer like Rhys demands not only dedication to writing in poverty，but 
most importantly, her courage and frankness to disclose her own life experiences to the 
eyes and criticism of different generations of readers. The creative will and honesty 
make Jean Rhys a remarkable writer of autobiographical female fiction. Nearly all her 
thoughts and life experiences are “put into words" and thus “put onto stage" in her 
fictional world without much reservation or hesitation. What makes her both a feminist 
and female writer is that her novels show protests against social femininity and 
courageously reveal a strong self-awareness of the dilemmas of existence. And yet, 
ideas like love and truth are reconfirmed and assured in her novels. Defeats, courage, 
refusals in despair, and belief in love are the very essence of her novels. Her eamest 
spirit to discover, to know, and to write makes her another type of feminist. 
For Jean Rhys, writing is as paradoxical as love. It is subjective, and yet 
objective. Art, as Rhys insists, is impersonal, creative, and yet subjective. She considers 
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herself “a pen，，rather than “an author，，of her writing. On the other hand, writing itself 
is also under the influences of the extemal environment in which the writer is living. 
The intersection of subjectivity and objectivity marks a special aesthetics of Rhys's 
fictional world. Art is a composition of a “contradictory，，state of things, natural and 
unnatural，logical or illogical, subjective and objective. This nature of art can also be 
witnessed in Jean Rhys's works. As an individual of her fragmented cultural heritage， 
she is subjective and peculiar. As a social animal drifting from society to society，she is 
an organic object undergoing changes. For this reason, we can also notice the tension 
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and torments of existence among the female protagonists in her novels. The power of 
Jean Rhys comes from her creative spirit, and "creative stubbornness"^ to tum 
rejection and frustration into strength and courage, to live with absurdity, and yet to 
fight back injustice or distortion. It is her artistic devotion and dedication in reading, 
story-telling, and writing that transcended her narrow, impoverished life into a fire that 
lightens her female readers and enlightens her male readers. Story-telling unconsciously 
becomes a weapon more than a cure to her. As Anais Nin suggests: 
There is also the power of story-telling, and the whole 
magic of story-telling, which sustains your life so that 
you never succumb to the terrible despair of someone 
who cannot see beyond today's happenings. The magic 
of story-telling lies in the enjoyment of a flight of 
language that takes you into another realm.(A Woman 
Speaks 173) 
Narrativity, in the sense of story-telling, is the endeavor to discover, to know, to 
understand, to change, and to love again. It is attempted by Jean Rhys's late 1930s' 
female protagonists like Sasha and Antoinette. To talk is to re-experience themselves 
and to search for a new understanding of themselves. 
Jean Rhys's success as a modem and even post-modem female writer springs 
from her original instinct and style in the “portrait，’ of women in a century in search of 
individuality and creativity. Her novels are confessional but they are not necessarily her 
own confession. The reliability of the narrator is problematicized by the inter-textual 
reading from Wide Sargasso Sea to Jane Eyre and by the discursive narrative of the 
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female and the male protagonists in the novel. The more intensely we study her works, 
the more convinced we can be about the aesthetics and morality in her novels which, a 
genre which, Milan Kundera points out, investigates “human life in the trap the world 
has become" {The Art ofthe Novel 26). 
Rhys has her own distinctive conception and perception about women, society, 
and writing. As Thomas Staley remarks, ‘‘The range of her subject matter has never 
been wide, but her understanding of what it is to have been a woman in this century is 
comprehensive，，(/eaw Rhys: A Critical Study 130). A woman in this century, as 
reflected from all her novels, resists to be a domestic animal. She travels from home to 
hotel，from hotel to hotel, and from island to attic. However the biological and socio-
cultural forces reduce her to her original being - a second sex and a domestic animal. 
The hotel room and the attic take the place of Home that confines her and deprives her 
of her individuality and dignity. At the end it is no one but herself that must confront 
life on her own. To be a woman in this century is to be a self-conscious and 
courageous being who wants to know more about herself and others, to act to the calls 
of life, and to grow from the past and transcend the present, and to fight back injustice. 
The irony, humour, sympathy, tension, and resistance produced by Rhys's 
employment of a sparse, figurative writing style, and dramatic acts of fitting the 
"misfits" (women) into the ‘‘unfitful，，(the society, the world, the universe) manifest a 
sense of absurdity and helplessness of the twentieth century. We can believe that the 
resisting spirit in her novels was not only felt in mid-century when her major works 
were published, for they have begun to be taken seriously at the present; and we can 
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see that this will be sustained in the century to come. Further researches into Jean 




‘ M a y defines the meaning of "schizoid." He states that "schizoid" means "out of touch; avoiding 
close relationships; the inability to feel.，’ He emphasizes that he does not use the term as a reference 
to psychopathology, but rather as a general condition of our culture and the tendencies of people 
which make it up. See May 16. 
2 Jean Rhys was born Ella Gwendoline Rees Williams on 24th in Rouseau, Dominica, West Indies. 
She was believed to be named "Jean Rhys" by Ford Madox Ford in 1924 when her first published 
story, "Vienne," appeared in Ford's magazine the Transatlantic Review under the nom de plume 
"Jean Rhys." See Rhys, Letters, 13. 
3 See Rhys, Letters, 100-101. 
4 Rhys insisted that fiction and life are two different matters; the latter has no shape; fiction is to give 
shape to life; for this reason, writing is likely to romanticize things in the past. She felt driven to write 
because writing itself has its healing power. See Plante, Paris Review, 76，(1979): 225. 
5 This is a model suggested by Bull when we study a novel from a socio-cultural perspective. But he 
points out that it is not a must that we have to take into account of all of these factors since some of 
them may be more important and relevant than the others. The researcher can select the most 
essential ones. See Bull 23-40.. 
6 Mellown focuses on the order of the internal chronology of the novels, saying that "Although each 
novel centers upon one woman, the four individuals [Marya, Julia, Anna, and Sasha] are 
manifestations of the same psychological type . . . . we find in them one, fairly sequential story, albeit 
the principal figure suffers a change of name from novel to novel." See Mellown, "Characters and 
Themes in the Novels of Jean Rhys," Contemporary Woman Studies (1977): 120. 
7 An interview between Rhys and David Plante. See Plante, Paris Review, 76, (1977): 224. 
^ See Conrad 231. 
9 
Elaine Showalter divides women's writing--the female tradition—into three phases: the feminine 
(from 1840s to the death of George Eliot in 1880); the feminist (from 1880 to 1920, the winning of 
the vote); and the last one, the female (from 1920 to the present). See Showalter 13. 
Chapter One 
‘Since a character is an imagined creation, he or she cannot be given what a living being has, yet the 
kind of existential problems a character suffers are enough to make her seem alive. See Kundera 35. 
2 For a thorough elaboration, see Wright 457. 
3 SeeParis Review, 76，(1979): 273. 
4 
Rhys wrote in a letter that it was "really unfair because everyone was doing it [an offence against 
currency regulations and entering France illegally]." See Angier, Jean Rhys, 90. 
Chapter Two 
1 "Sasha" is a Russian male's name in origin. Since name is considered something very important for 
all Rhys's female protagonists, we can see that Sasha's deliberate changing her name from "Sophia" 
to "Sasha" does suggest to us her will for independence, power, and masculinity. The whole novel is a 
revelation of how this illusion about herself and life fails her during her return to Paris. The title 
"Good Morning, Midnight" echoes Sasha's disillusion, and it represents an eventual acceptance of the 
darkness of existence. 
2 Carr explains that in 1937 France was divided and unstable; the Fascist leagues brought down the 
government in 1934; Hitler had occupied the Rhineland in 1936; Mussolini was pursuing his 
imperialist ambitions in Abyssinia, see Carr, Jean Rhys, 50 
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3 In an interview she said that she was once regarded as a witch by her neighbours in Denvor. See 
Plante, Paris Review 76 (1979): 265. 
4 The "closest things" are things which are closest to human beings, like eating, housing, and the like; 
in Nietzsche's idea, these things are always overlooked or even despised. They are the essential, but 
they are not made the object of constant impartial and general reflection and reform. See Hollingdale 
269-70. 
5 Part of this model was inspired by the reading of A Nietzsche Reader 270 
6 In The ‘Improper，Feminine we are told that women have been inscribed in two different concepts of 
femininity from the very early beginning of literary canonical writing to the late nineteenth century. 
One she calls the "proper" or respectable feminine, and the other the economy of the "improper" 
feminine. For the "improper" feminine, Pykett explains: "Woman is figured as a demon or wild 
animal; a whore; a subversive threat to the family; threateningly sexual; pervaded by feeling; 
knowing; self-assertive; desiring and actively pleasure-seeking; pursuing self-fulfillment and self-
identity; independent; enslaver; and victimizer or predator." And in this way, we can see that Rhys's 
female protagonists seem to fit well into Pykett's "improper" feminine, see Pykett 16 
7 Luminal is a trademark for a brand of Phenobarbital, "used as a sedative, a hypnotic, and as an 
antispasmodic in epilepsy," see Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary ofthe English 
Language 1144，1452 
Chapter Three 
‘ W e often confront the dilemma of using the word, "madness" or "insanity" in the discussion of 
Antoinette Mason Rochester. The moment we employ either term we are likely to be trapped by the 
word itself. Since language, as a social construct, may confine us to judge Antoinette's "sanity" from a 
particular medical and cultural perspective. The word "madness" may sound like "insanity" in the 
westem sense. But it may not be the case when we tum to the oriental sense of "madness" which does 
not necessarily mean "insanity." It may mean "unreason." But "unreason," from a Chinese 
perspective, can be applied to a genius or a selfish emperor. 
2 quote from the definition of "not love" in Shakespeare's sonnet (116). 
3 Philip Sherlock points out that there are "three watershed dates in the history of the West Indies. 
They are points of no retum," and the second one is "1834 when the British Parliament enforced an 
Act of Emancipation that put an end to slavery in British colonial territories and removed the 
foundation on which the old plantation economy was based," see Sherlock 53. 
4 Telling can be more striking than showing; though the former is considered "inartistic" the latter 
"artistic" the authoritative voice in fiction engages a reader more fully. See Booth 8-9 
5 This approach may be untenable to many theorists, as Miller points out "it ignores the idiosyncratic 
aspects of Self and Identity," see Miller, Caribbean Quarterly 17 (1971): 16-17. 
6 Miller explains that "From this viewpoint Self is what the individual has discovered and learned 
about himself through his thoughts, his feelings, properties of the body, the qualities of the mind, 
personal characteristics, and the like. He gives examples of the scholars who support this approach, 
see MiWor,Caribbean Quarterly 17 (1971): 17 
7 The tomb of love is a metaphor of marriage. This idea comes from Giovanni Jacopo Casanova who 
writes in Histoire de ma vie (1830) saying : "Marriage is the tomb of love," selected in Sex and 
Sexuality: A Thematic Dictionary ofQuotations: 115. 
8 "Obeah" is a kind of black magic practiced by the local witches in West Indian society. 
9 Rhys told Vreeland that the swim with the black girl in the river might be a real incident in her life; 
anyway, her dress was not stolen during the swim; as she admits, ‘That was fiction，，see Vreeland, 
Paris Review 76 (1979): 231. � An interview conducted by Elizabeth Vreeland. See Vreeland, Paris Review 76 (1979): 233. 
‘‘Madden focuses on the exploration and construction of Antoinette's female identity which can be 
divided into three phases: childhood, marriage, and imprisonment. In her essay, Madden tends to 
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speak more from Antoinette's perspective as a suppressed woman than from Rochester's perspective 
as an oppressed man in a land too strange to him. See Madden, International Women's Writing: New 
Landscapes ofIdentity (1995): 162-73. 
12 In her essay, ‘“And it Kept its Secret，： Narration, Memory, and Madness in Jean Rhys' Wide 
Sargasso Sea’” Mezel tends to see Rochester as a cold, rigid, self-assertive man who speaks for 
himself for a self-justification and an attempt at a rational, analytic explanation of the breakdown of 
his marriage. Mezel explores Rochester for the sake of justifying the "sanity" of Antoinette as shown 
in her narrative. See Mezel, Critique, Vol 28, No.3, (1987): 185-209. 
13 See John Hearne, "The Wide Sargasso Sea: A West Indian Reflection," The Cornhill Magazine 
1075 (1973): 327. 
14 
As Miller points out, there are several areas of shame: the use of language (one's awareness of 
his/her use of language, like Standard English or Jamaican dialects); body characteristics ("types of 
hair, facial features, and skin color are sources of shame in Jamaican society," )，the country, Jamaica, 
itself; family relationships ( a great desire to "make good," "to amount to something in life" or "to 
become 
somebody," differential success or failure of members of families are likely to result in shame); and 
the matter of illegitimacy. See Miller, Caribbean Quarterly 17 (1971): 21-24. 
15 this phrase is borrowed from Mezel's essay, for Mezel narration for Antoinette is "a strategy for 
survival." It is an attempt to maintain her hold on reality. See Mezel, Critique, Vol.28, No.3, (1987): 
198. 
16 Earl Mckenzie discusses the Caribbean notion of time: to the Caribbean, waiting is not wasting 
time; it is to "wait for time to happen or in the process of creating it." Being bom in the West Indies, 
Antoinette is like the other Caribbeans influenced by African notion of time which emphasizes the 
subjectivity of time. That is time is not considered real until it has been experienced. An African 
sitting in the sun waiting for time to happen is thus by no means "lazy." See Mckenzie, Caribbean 
Quarterly, Vol.l9, No.3, (1973): 81-2. 
17 It explains that Sargasso Sea is often covered by the mass of the floating seaweed (gulfweed); the 
seaweed supports a specialized marine life; many early navigators had the fear of becoming entangled 
within the mass of seaweed at the surface of the sea. The name itself suggests a kind of life-giving and 
entanglement. To the displaced Antoinette, energy, belonging (even in the sense of being entangled or 
caught) and stability (in the sense of being trapped by the seaweed) are what she wants from life. To 
wander the wide Sargasso Sea is to have belonging and self-worth. See Britannica Online & Book of 
the Year, online, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., intemet, 1997. 
Conclusion 
‘Taoism is a Chinese religion which believes that people should lead a simple, honest life and not 
interfere with the course of natural events. Inaction is advocated for the bettering and harmony of 
society and individuals. 
2 See Showalter, A Literature of Their Own (1995) 13. 
3 See Plante, "A Remembrance," in Paris Review, 257. 
4 See Nin, A Woman Speaks, 185. She thinks that creative stubbornness is what supports an artist to 
stand up and sustain the despairs in life, to see beyond the present 
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